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~ ABSTRACT 

High flux and high concentration level heat 'and mass transfer 

,e)...1'eriments have been carried out for several gas..,liquid systems which 

e~'1ibi t~d resistance ,to transfer in both the liquid and gaseous phases ~ 

These e)...1'eriments were carried out in a horizontal, rectangular duct of 

high aspect ratio, in which the gaseous and liquid phases i-Iere contacted 

while moving in stratified, laminar cocurrent flovl. A calculational 

method, which utilizes the principle of addition of the individual phase 

resistances in a trial and error manner, was developed and utilized to 

predict the interphase high flux, high concentration level mass transfer 

behavior of the system. In order to ascertain the gas phase resistance 
" 

fo!" this model accurately, the equation of convective difi'usion was 

solved nurrlerically for the case of a finite interfacial rr~ss flux (high 

flux) combined with a linear velocity profile away from the mass transfer 

interface (the Leveque model), ' T'ne flux level correction factor obtained 

from'this solution, which differed only slightly from the penet!"ation 

model correction factor, was confirmed experimentally by evaporating 

isopentane and n-pentane into a flowing nitrogen stream. 

During the course of the interphase mass transfe!" experiments a 

large reduction in the liquid phase resistance to mass t!"ansfer was ob

se~/ed at higher concentration levels of the volatile components. This 

reduction was ultimately traced to a form of cellular convection in the 

liquid phase which appeared to be driven by surface tension variations 

brought about by the concentration gradients existing in the system. The 

effect of this type of cellular convection upon the exPerimentally ob

served, liquid-phase mass transfer coefficients for several systems was 

well represented bya single correlation involving the Thompson n~~ber. 

. ' 

f{,' , , 

' . 
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I . INTRODUCTION 

One of the most frequent problems facing the chemical engineer 

is that of transferring material from one phase to another. For example, 

this is almost invariably the route chosen for separation of two different 

chemical species. Industrial examples include such processes as distil

lation, absorption, desorption, partial condensation, and partial flash 

operations. All of the above processes have some factors in common; 

first, they usually involve only two phases, a gas and a liquid. A 

second important, but more subtle, point is tl18t they all involve a 

certain amount of heat transfer, as well as mass transfer. 

At present there exists a large body of both experimental corre

lations and analytical methods for the prediction of mass transfer rates 

for processes such as the above. A closer examination of this work, how

ever, will reveal a number of assumptions which are usually, but not 

always, made. A few of these which are of interest with respect to this 

study are the following: 

1) . Mass transfer rates are generally calculated ona low flux, 

low solute concentration level basis; or else the simple P
BM 

correcti.on 

factor is used. 

2) The heat transfer that is almost invariably associ.ated with 

the mass transfer is frequently ignored. 

3) Quite often the problem is over-simplified by assuming that the 

resistance to transfer lies entirely within one phase, or that it can be 

calculated simply by invoking the "addition of resistances" principle 

with respect to the two phases involved. 

4) The pertinent physical properties associated with each phase 

are commonly assumed to be constant, often at the conditions prevailing in 

that phase prior to the transfer operation. 

5) A number of physicocbemicalphenomena which have been observed 

at high flux and concentration levels are not taken into account. Examples 

of the above might include Marangoni and Benard cells (surface tension 

and density driven convection cells). 
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6) Frequently unexpected hydrodynamic effects are encountered; 
" . 

such as retardation of interfacial velocities due to the accumulation of 

surfactant films. 

7) Local supersaturation and nucleation (mist or bubble forma

tion ca~ occur; particularl;y when concentration gradients are, very steep: 

In;recogni tion of the above deficiencie,s, a long term study was 

initiated wHh the goal of experimentally and analytically investigating 

as many of the above listed subject areas as possible. For convenience 

the work would be carried out utilizing a single experimental geometry. 

Also, the decision was made to limit the study to, laminar, gas-liquid 

-stratrned--flow;---The-first-invest'igater ·in-t·his~evera-Jd·-study was· 

Charles H. Byers, whose contributions will be discussed in the following 

section. 

A. Previous Work 

Since a number of texts have been written within the general 

area of mass transfer, it would be impossible to do justice to the sub

ject in a few pages. Consequently, the approach taken here will be to 

list a fe,. of tbe more j.mportant works wbich are directly applicable to 

the material covered in thj.s study. For a reviev] of the general area s of 
. 68 

11eat and. mass transfer, the texts by Sherwood and Pigford; Bird, 

Stewart and Lightfoot; 11 and Schlichting67 are recommended. 

WHbin recent years, by far tbe most prof Hable approach to the 

solution of mass transfer problems has been through the use of the partial 

differential equations of convective transport as a sta:rting pOint. 

Altbough tbe number of successful analytic' solutions to these equations 

is quite limited, they have been found to cover a broad spectrum of mass 

transfer problems. If we lj.mi t ourselves to the laminar flow region for 

example, we find that the Itpenetration model" . due to Higbie29 is applic

able to a wide range of problems involving mass transfer from, or into, 

a freely flowing liquid surface. Similarly the solutions due' to' Graetz 27 

and Leveque 43 have been found applicable to many problems involving 
; 

transfer from a solid boundary into a flowing fluid stream. Within the 
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I b ' f ·b t· 28 h b d th h last thirty years a arge nwn er 0 contrl U'lons ave een rna e roug 

the use of the "laminar boundary layer" asswnptions 

In his work, ByersI3 ,14,15 set out to obtain experimental results 

for a situation where the mass transfer resistance was divlded between 

two phases in a predictable manner. In order to do this he 'first tried 

to design a simple contacting apparatus wherein the fluid dynamics of 

both phases could be simply described. The equipment which was finally 

decided upon was a rectangular horizontal duct, with a large width to 

height, (aspect) ratio. 'I'he gaseous phase was to flow above the liquid 

in either cocurrent or countercurrent flow, with both phases having 

equal depth. The velocity profiles could then be established in both 

phases by separating them with a very thin boundary prior to their 

entering the contacting section. 

Such a contractor has several advantages; some of which are 

listed below. 

1) A large aspect ratio means we need only deal with a two 

dimensional problem for the fluid flow and convective tr~nsport equations. 

2) The horizontal position of the equipment makes the problem of 

surface waves and ripples much less severe. In fact 1.f the flow Reynolds 

nwnbers are kept below a value of approximately 2000 in the liquid phase 

the surface does not show any evidence of wave formation provided the 

gaseous phase is mainta:i.ned within the laminar flow regime. 

3) The exact fluid dynamics of the system are easily obtained for 

both phases (see Appendix A ir) Byers' Thesis) .13 

4) It is possible to view the transfer area by constructing the 

duct of a transparent material. 

Having decided upon the geometry of the apparatus, Byers then 

obtained an exact solution to the convective diffusion equations in both 

phases using appropriate interfacial equilibrium boundary conditions .14 

However, as is usually the case in exact solutions of most mass transport 

problems, his solution involved the assumptions of low mass flux rate, 

low concentration level of the solute, and no coupling of the associated 

heat transfer to the mass transfer problem. 
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Byers also constructed the proposed experimental equipment,15 and 

carried out a number of runs involving systems where mass transfer resis

tance was divided between the gaseous and liquid phases. The bulk of his 

work involved the evaporation of either a pure liquid .. (ethanol); or the 

evaporation of a solute (ethyl ether) from a liquid binary mixture (ethyl 

ether-ethanol), into a flowing gas stream (N2 , He, or CO2 ), His experi

.mental results agreed very well with the theoretical approach; thus con

firming its applicability under the laminar co-current flow conditions. 

He also carried out a few counter-current runs; and developed an approach 

which predicted these results quite well. 

B. Objectives.of the Present Study 

After it had been shown that the horizontal duct performed as ex

pected under the low flux and low concentration level conditions, the next 

logical step in the overall study was to extend the conditions of the 

experiment to involve some of the interesting complications that were 

previously listed. With a little thought, one can see that two changes 

in the run conditions of' the channel could conceivably introduce nearly 

all of these complications. That is, lf we increase the concentration 

level of the transferring species and simultaneously increase the flux 

level (for exaniple by uslng a more volatile liquid), then we will 

certainly vlolate our low flux, low concentratlon assumption. Also, 

the associated heat transfer problem will become more acute; since a 

higher rate of transfer will involve an increase in the amount of energy 

associated with the change o,f phase through which the solute must go. In 

addition, the variability of properties, particularly in the liquid 

phase, will become a factor, since viscosity, diffusivity, and density 

are generally strong functions of concentration and the concentration 

gradients will be large. 

Thus the objectives of the present work were formulated .along the 

follOWing lines: 
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1) The thermal characteristics of the system should be evaluated, 

primarily the heat losses to the outside and between phases prior to 

entering the test section. 

2) A suitable system whereby the conditions of high flux and 

high concentration level could be achieved, should be found and evaluated 

experimentally. 

3) Theoretical studies should be carried out which would be 

capable of predicting as many as possible of the effects which might be 

encountered in the course of the experimental work. These should include 

variable physical properties, simultaneous heat and mass transfer and 

their linking conditions, and a high flux solution of the physical problem 

at hand . 

• 1-1-) A close watch should be kept on the system in anticipation of 

any anomalous behavior which might occur (see 5), 6), and 7), pages 1 and 

2) . 
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II. EXISTING EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS 

The horizontal rectangular duct. desj.gn which Byers utilized 1.n 

his work will be described briefly below. For a more detailed accowrt 

the reader is referred to Refs. 13,·14, .and 15. 

'rhe major piece of equipmellt is. the horizontal contacting device, 

which is rectangular incross section with inside dimensions of 0.500 

by 3.00 in. for each phase. The channel was constructed of .Lexan poly

car·bonate, iNhich is a clear, transparent plastic capable of being used 

ov(':r a "dde temperature range (up to 100°C). The overall length is 6.5 

ft, witbtbis being divided into tbree sections .. The first, an inlet or 

--caltning-secti-on, is-2-. 5ft--in-length;-. -TM.s-i-s· f'el-l-ewed-by -an-18. O.-in. 

test section, and the ,last 2.5 ft are a 1), exit calming section. The gas 

and. liquid phases are separated from each other by a thin metal divider 

plate in the inlet and exit sections; thus the total exposure length is 

only 18.0 in. 

Several pieces of analytical equipment were used by Byers to ob

tain his basic experj.mental data; these included an Aerograph gas chroma

tograph, a Brown electronj.c recorder for thermocouple readout, and an 

Atkins thermistor temperature detector. Also, a liquid re-circulation 

loop with floiN meters and a gas feed system were in existence; however, 

after several preliminary calculations i.t became apparent that a large 

portion of this equipment iNould have to be re-designed. This was 

primarily due to a number of thermal considerations iNhich were important 

to the present study and not to the work carried out by Byers. 
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III. EQUIPMENT ALTERATIONS 

After the general experimental plan had been decided upon, it Vias 

necessary to evaluate the feasibility of carrying out these experiments 

on the existing equipment. The Vlork Vlhich Byers had carried out had been 

nearly isothermal; therefore he did not have to construct a very elaborate 

temperature measuring system. Since a large portion of the experimental 
, ' 

plans involved heat transfer measurements, it was decided that the exist

ing temperature measuring facilities were inadequate, and work Vias 

started on the design and construction of a more accurate system. 

A. Test Section 

The first change which Vias necessary was the insertion of 

several temperature sensors in the test section, to yi.eld temperature 

profiles at several points along the exposure length. Figure I is an 

isometric dravling of the test section, showing the position of five 1/2 

in. diameter holes drilled through the top of the test section. TI , T2 , 

and T3 indicate the position of three separate temperature probes located 

at 1/2, 10 and 17-1/2 in. from the inlet end of the channel. Cl , and 

C
2 

indicate the position of two concentration probes at 10 in. and 17-1/2 

in. respectively. The basic design of the concentration probes remained 

essentially the same as that employed by Byers; however, the thermistor 

temperature probe s that he, bad used were both too bulky (too large a 

heat capacitance, and insufficient resolution) and not accurate enough 

for the present work. Consequently, a new thermoprobe design was neces

sary. The basic requirements of such a probe were as follows: 

1) The unit must be capable of measuring temperature as a function 

of position. The could be accomplished by continuing to use a micrometer 

body as the basis for design, thus allowing a position accurate to 

0.0005 in. 

2) The sensing element should be small compared to the total 

distance over which the profile is to be measured; i.e., 1/2 in. This is 

what was meant by the term "resolution". If we restrict the physical 

dimensions of the probe tip to 1.0% of the distance covered, then the tip 

diameter should be less than 0.005 in. 
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XBL675-3121 

Fig. I. Test Section} "With overall dimensions and placement of the 
temperature and concentration probes indicated. 
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3) The sensing portion of the probe should ideally be sensitive 

to small time and spatial variations in temperature. Thus in addj.tion to 

a low thermal capacitance, as was stated previously, the thermal con

ductivity of the probe material should be as low as possible. 

The upper portion of the probe (the micrometer barrel) is large 

enough that it will be at ambient temperature. This adds an added in

centive towards obtaining a low thermal conductivity material, because 

the axial heat conduction could force the probe tip to be at a temperature 

different from the adjacent gas stream. As the design of the probe ad

vanced this problem became very acute, pri.marily because a gas in laminar 

flow has a very small heat removal capability. 

One method of partially solving the problem of axial conducU.on 

is to bend the probe tip) so tha t a port ion of the tip is horizontal 

prior to the extreme end where the thermocouple junction would be made. 

Thi.s method was used in the final probe design (see Fig. 3). The advan

tage of such a design is that the length of wire immediately adjacent to 

the thermocouple junction is now within a lamina of constant gas velocity 

and temperature. 'l1J1us the physical problem which must be solved is that 

of a cylinder of length L, exposed to a flowing gas stream with a tempera

ture T
G

, and a velocity V
G

. The diameter of the cylinder is d
a

, and one 

end of the cylinder is fixed at a temperature T. We would now like to 
s 

solve for the temperature of the cylinder at the position z = L, if the 

lengtl-l parameter is measured from the fixed end of the cylj.nder. This 

situation is depicted in Fig. 2. If a differential heat balance is 

written for a small length of the cylinder, dz, equating the heat flowing 

in from the gas to Q , the axial heat flux, we obtai.n: 
z 

-d 
i (dQz) = hG(T-TG)dz (3-1) 

where T = probe temperature and hG = exteri.or heat trqnsfer coeffi.cient. 

Using the Fourier expression for the axial heat flux, 

dT 
-kt dz (3-2 ) 
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L 

1 

Fig. 2. Physical model used for solution of the problem of heat 
transfer to a thermocouple tip exposed to a flowing gas stream. 
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where k
t 

== thermal conductivity. of the probe, and substituting (3-2) into 

(3-1) we obtain: 

The solution to the above differential equation is quite straight

forward. First substitute the following variables: 

z/L , CD == . T -T 
s G 

T-T 
G 

and 

to yield the final equation in dimensionless form: 

The· boundary conditions for the problem are that the probe 

temperature is equal to T at z == a ,and the probe temperature is equal 
s 

to TG at z == infinity. Writing these in dimensionless form we would have: 

1 at S 0.0 and 0.0 as (3-6) 

The solution to Eq. (3-5) subject to the conditions expressed in 

(3-6), can be obtained by two successive integrations; 

A quick glance at the behavior of the above function, holding in mind that 

our objective is to have e approach zero at z/L == 1. 0, shows that we 

want to increase the value of N as high as possible. This was used as 

the design criterion for the resulting thermocouple probe. 

Since the value of hG is dependent on the exterior gas velocity 

it is not one of the independent parameters ; however , the other terms 

entering into the expression for N could all be varied to some extent. 

The value of k
t 

could be varied through the choice of different metals 

for construction of the probe. Listed below are the thermal conductivities 

of several metals and alloys : 31 
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Copper 0.918 cal/cm sec °c 
Constantan 0.054 11 

Iron 0.161 11 

Chromel 0.043 11 
""" . 

Platinwn 0.161 11 

In view of these values two systems were picked -for investigation 

Iron-Constantan and_Chromel-Constantan, with the latter having superlor 

values of thermal conductlvity, but poorer mechanical qualities. The 

above metals could be obtained in several diameters, with the opti.mwn 

appearing to b~ a 5 mil diameter ~ire coated withaT/2 mil Tenon coa"t-ing. 

Smaller diameters tended to be too flexible to support their own weight, 

and also did not come with a factory insulation. Calculations based on 

. the preceding equations indicated that the Iron system would requiTe a 

value of' L = 1.7 times the value for tbe·Chromel-Constantan system, thus 

the latter system was used. This entailed a minor inconvenience, since 

there were no existing cali.bration curves, but the much lower thermal 

cOlfductivi ty of the system overshadowed the effort required to calibrate 

the sYGtem. 

Substitution into Eq. (3-7)' using as a criterion cP = 0.02 and the 

value of k
t 

=--' 0.05)+, yields a value of L 0.6 for:the Chromel-Constantan 

probe. In the final design the value of' L varied from 0.5 to 0.6 in. 

Tbl[3 means that the probe temperature should be from 2 to L~% of the value 

of (TC - rrs) lower than the actual gas stream temperature. ~'his was con

flnned experimentally, and the Chromel-Constantan probes were found to be· 

quite insensitive to axial-conductlon induced errors. 

Figure 3 shows the complete probe design. Point C indicates the 

tip of the 5 mit diameter probe wires . B illustrates a piece "of 23 mil 

diameter stainless steel tubing, through which the thermocouple wires 

were threaded. This acted as a support in the flowing ga s stream, except 

for the last 0.6 in. discussed above. The wires were kept approximately 

1/16 in. apart from the S.S. tube to their tip. PointH illustrates the 
-

a-ring seals, which allowed the shell of the probe to rotate, whi.le the 

inside remained pointing in a fixed direction. 
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X13L 676-4142 

Fig. 3. Cross sectional view of thermocouple probe. 

,~. 
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This was a necessary design change, as the thermocouple metals were very 

brittle and 'would not take .the constant twisting that would have resulted 

from fixing the barrel of the micrometer and turning the inside in the 

usual manner. The thin thermocouple wires were further supported from 

pOint ,J to the i.ce bath by threading them, through 20 mil diameter '1'eflon 

tubing. 

A Sargent Model SR recorder was used to record tbe thermocouple 

output as a function of time and verti.cal position. The scale used was 

0.0 to 0.5 mV. This.meant that temperature could be read to an accuracy 

of O.loC. 

/ 

c., , 
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B. Inlet and Exit Sections 

'rhe existing inlet and exit cabning sections utilized a thin 

metalic divider plate to separate the gaseous' and liquid phases. 

Actually this divider plate wa s made up in a sand-vlich arrangement, com

posed of a layer of metal, a layer of cork, and another layer of metal, 

wi th the total thickness being only 1/16 in. A preliminary heat transfer 

calculation was carried out for this in.~et design, and it was found that 

the heat transferred in the inlet section before the streams entered the 

test section would be approximately twice the transfer which would take 

place in the test section. Provisions had been made for evacuation of 

the cork filled center section; however, even assuming a good vacuum 

(2 to 3 mm Hg), the heat conduction through the cork matrix promised to 

contribute a large fraction (compared to the test section) of the total 

heat transferred from the liquid to the gas. Also the extremely thin 

metal plates (0.0156 in.) did not have sufficient strength, and would 

collapse under an atomosphere of pressure, sllOuld the cork have been re

moved. 

In order to confirm the above calculations, several experimental 

runs were carried out using the existing eqUipment for heat transfer 

between a gas and liquid phase. Figure 4 shows the profile results for 

one of these runs under favorable gas flow conditions. The "zero heat 

transfer" curve represents a theoretical calculation for the inlet probe 

pO['lition at 1/2 in. from inlet assuming no prior heat transfer in the j.n

let section. The gas temperature prior to entering the inlet ::;.ection was 

22.0 0
; the liquid temperature, .16.8 a • 

'The results shown in Fig. 4, indicated that an improved inlet 

section would be desirable .prior to any attempts to carry out a simul

taneous heat and maSf3 tral1f3i'er experj.lnent. After several designs were 

carried out, it was realj.zed that although vacuum insulation could sub

stantially reduce the heat leaks, this was very impractical from a 

structural point of view. In order to obtain sufficient strength to 

keep a four in. wide plate from flexing, it had to be made almost 1/8 in. 

thick. This would mean a total divider plate thickness of over 1/4 in., 

which -Was undesirable from a hydrodynamic standpOint. Also, the vacuum 
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design would have been expensive, and difficult to construct and operate. 

An alternate approach, which was finally adopted, was to spatially 

separate the two phases until just prior to entering the test section. 

In this way, ordinary insulation could be used. The entry section was 

slightly curved, in a parabolic shape. This allowed a final entry angle 

of 6 0
., with a minimum of heat tran sfer between pha se s prior to entering 

the. test section. A cross-secti.onal view of the parabolic entry way is 

shawn in Fig. 5. The construction v]8s carried out using 1/16 in. poly

carbonate plate. A preliminary estimate indicated that the gas phase 

bydrodynamics should not be appreciably altered as long .as the Reynolds 

number was maintained below a g~ven critical value. 'l'his value (N
Re 

= 

1200) was determined experimentally by locati.ng tbe point at wbich the 

heat transfer coefficient first began to deviate from its predicted 

value. Figure 6 shows a comparison of inlet temperat.ure profiles (on a 

dimensionless ba sl.s of cj) = (T-'l'G)/ (T
L 

-T
G
)), with the metal-cork divider, 

the paraboli.c entry and the It zero beat transfer" curves all being shown 

for the gas phase. As can be seen, the parabolic entry section shows a 

very definite advantage over the old design. A number of runs at widely 

varying flow conditions indicated that the small amolmt of heat transfer 

which was occuring in the entry section could be accurately predicted by 

adding 1.5 in. to the total test section length for all heat transfer 

calculations. Thus an exposure length of 2.0 in. would accurately pre

di.ct the temperature profile observed by the probe at 0.5 in. from tbe 

start of the test section. 

Another problem wbich bad to be overcome was that of insulating 

the gas from ambient cond.itions. This. was usually not too important, 

since tbe majority of the runs were made with the gas phase at ambient 

conditions, and the liquid phase temperature bei.ng controlled to yield 

the desired temperature difference. However, a few runs were made witb 

the gas phase being heated, and for these the equipment was insulated. on 

the exterior using a combination of styrofoam and asbestos wool to a total 

thickness of several incbes. This was still not totally satisfactory, 

and a final adjustment of tbe temperature profile at the upper exteri.or 

boundary of the test section was achl.eved by wrapping fine Nichrome 
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Fig. 5. Cross sectional view of parabolic entryway. The channel walls 
were constructed with polycarbonate plastic. 
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XBL675-3212 
Fig. 6. Dimensionless temperature profiles taken at 1/2 in. from test 

section inlet • •••• results using previous inlet section design, 
L ••• results using parabolic inlet section, the solid line i.ndicates 
th~ theoretical prediction for zero inlet heat transfer. QG =:: 750 
cm:J/sec, QL == 0.580 gpm. 
System: air/tridecane 
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heating wi.re around the outside, and passing a carefully controlled 

current through the wire. Using this technique, an upper boundary which 

very closely approached. the desired .isothermal wall condition could be 

achieved. 

Since all thermal data were taken using probe techniques, the 

exit section remained the same as designed by Byers except for the replace

ment of several gaskets, which had begun to crack and leak. 

C. Integrated Experimental System 

Figure 7 is a view of the overall experimental arrangement, show

ing both the gas and lilluid flow systems. The major changes from the 

previous system were: 

1) A liquid ma.ke-up system was installed to allow an accurate, 

conti.nuous addition of the volatile component under conditions of high 

liquid evaporation rates. 

2) A bypass was constructed around the channel, so that the liquid 

bulk temperature could be established prior to admitting flow into the 

test section. 

3) The gas inlet supply system was altered in several places; 

j.ncluding the removal of a gas saturator, insertion of an accurately 

controlled gas phase heater, and installation of better gas flow control. 

4) The liquid level control was slightly improved by placing 

needle valves on the lines to the "vacuum" and "air pressure" from the 

lower surge tank. 

S) The gas sampling system was improved, primarily by using a 

vacuum system after the gas chromatograph so that the sample flow rate 

could be accurately controlled, without depending on the channel pressure 

level to force the samples through the chromatograph. 

6) Several changes which have already been discussed, were carried 

out on the inlet and test sections. 

7) A. major alteration was the construction of a temperature 

measuring system which utilized thermistors and thermocouple probes to 

obtain temperatures at a number of points around the system. Figure 8 
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Fig. 7. Schematic view of experimental apparatus, showing liquid and gas 
flow geometries. 
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shows a schematic cross-section of the channel, with the location of each 

of these sensing points indlcated. TI thru T9 indicate fixed thermistor 

probes, whereas PI' P
2

, and P
3 

are the micrometer mounted thermocouple 

probes, capable of recording temperature as a function of vertical posi.tion. 

The thermistors labeled T
5

, T
7

, TS' and T
9

, were glued to the exterior 

surface of thepolycarbonate channel, then covered. with two or more inches 

of insulation. The temperature measured at these pOints, when compared 

with the gas stream temperature and the ambient temperature gave a good 

indication of the gas phase lleat losses thru the upper exterior wall. 

The probes T2 and 1'4' were used to measure the inlet cup mi.xing 

temperature of the gas and liquid streams respectively. Each of these 

probes were inserted into the fluid stream, well away from the influence 

of the ambient terr~erature. 

The probe T6, was used for a variety of purposes. It is shown 

inserted in tIle styrofoam insulation in Fig. Sj where it was frequently 

placed to help determine the heat transfer between the phases prior to 

entering the test section. 

All of the thermistors were connected. to an Atkj.ns, Model 3LOIJ 

Resistance Thermometer, which provi.ded a direct temperature read-out in 

degrees Centigrade. 
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IV. HEAT TRANSFER EXf'ERIMENTS 

The first objective of the present study, was to evaluate the 

nwnber of experiments were planned involving pure heat transfer between 

a non-condensable gas and a non-volatile liquid. In view of the sub

sequent simultaneous heat and mass transfer r~~s which were planned, 

careful consideration was given to the choice of materials to be used in 

the study. 

The readily available gases included nitrogen, air, heliwn, carbon 

__ s1J_oxid~L?-nd o~gen. _ Air and heliUlll~e!,e cl10sen for use in this portion 

of the work because of their large difference in thermal diffusivity. 

The choice of a liquid had to be made under-more stringent re

quirements. The factors which were important were a low vapor pressure, 

low viscosity (less than 2 cp), and low cost. Another consideration, 

which turned out to be the most difficult to meet, was that the liquid 

had to be compatible with polycarbonate pla stics, the material used 

throughout the channel construction. After an exhaustive literature 

survey, the most promising series of compounds appeared to be the linear,' 

long-chain aliphatic hydrocarbons. A detailed listing of the properties 

of these compounds can be found in Appendix D. A carbon chain length of 

thirteen (n-Tridecane) offers all of the above requirements except that 

of ready availability. After several inquiries, the desired material 

was obtained, in a relatively impure form as a "still cut" from the 

Atlantic Refining Co., made by the Iso-sieve process. The composition of 

the material is listed in Appendix D, however, the important facet is 

that only C12 to C
15 

linear alkanes were included in the mixture. Because 

of the regular behavior of the properties of normal alkanes of this length 

with carbon nwnber, the physical properties could all be predicted 

quite accurately. Another advantage of the n-alkanes was that the 

envisioned mass transfer experiments could be carried out by evaporating 

lighter n-alkanes from the Tridecane. Having both of the liquids from a 

single homologous series should result in more predictable behavior of 

the variation of physical properties with respect to liquid concentration. 
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A. Theoretical Background 

As was pointed out earlier, the most profitable starting point 

for the so.lution of either heat or mass transfer problems in .laminar 

f.low is the equation of convective diffusion of either heat or mass. 

Since the se problems (i. e. heat or ma ss transfer) have the same ba si.e 

form, the: remarks which follow, although written in heat transfer ter

minology, apply equallywe.ll to the low flux, low concentration level 

mass transfer situation. In veetor notation the equation for heat 

transfer to a moving fluid is . gi.ven by 

(4-1) 

This form of the equation implies the assumption of constant properties 

(p, Cp ' k), an incompressibJ.e fluid, and negligible viscous dissipation 

of fluid bulk motion to therma.l energy. It should be noted that Eq. (4-1) 

can be written for both the liquid and gaseous phases when the resistance 

to transfer does not reside entirely in one phase. When this is the case 

the two equations must be solved simultaneously, resulting in a more 

complicated problem than the solution for a single pha se. 

A number of important solutions of Eq. (4-1) have been carried 

out, corresponding to several different physical problems. These solutions 

will be outlined below in order of increasing physical and mathematieal 

corrrplexi. ty. 

1. The Leveque Solution 

The problem solved by LeVeque43 was for the case of heat transfer 

from a solid bOlmdary into an adjacent fluid stream. He postulated that 

in a region near the wall, the velocity profile could be approximated by 

the linear form 

U ::: ay (4-2) 

If the fluid is assumed to be semi-infinite in extent, and the followi.ng 

transformations are carried out, 
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and (4-3 ) 

then Eq. (4-1) reduces to a form which can be solved as an ordinary 

differential equation by first introducing the variable 

and then integrating subject to the boundary conditions: 

1. 0 at s::: 00 and <p ::: 0 at 

The final solution can then be expressed as 

The local heat transfer coefficient is given by 

h 
-k 

'1'. -T 
In 0 

2. The Graetz Solution 

o (4-5 ) 

(~·-6 ) 

( ~'-7) 

The next problem of interest is that of the heat transfer from 

a solid boundary to a fluid in laminar flow between two semi-inifinte 

flat plates .. This is a special form of the problem first solved by 

Graetz,27 in 1885 for a cylindrical geometry. The solution for flow 
12 

between two flat plates was carried out by Butler and Plewes. In this 

problem the velocity profile is now assumed to be parabolic, and is 

given by the expression 

u (4-8) 

The solution to the convective transport equation can be 

carried out using the separation of variables technique. The final 

solution requires the evaluation of eigenvalues and eigenfunctions, and 

can be expressed in series form as 

.. 



... 

.. 
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where the varlables X (8 modified form of the Graetz. number) and Yare 

defined by the expressions 

and Y = ylb (4.-10 

The values of the eigenfunctlons, ,
J

, 1
2

, etc., as well a s the 
. - 12 

exponential constants, are tabulated by Butler and Plewes .. 

3. 'l'he Modified Graetz Solution 

If we now consider t,he physical problem depicted in Fig. 9, the 

solution which results is very similar to that of the Graetz. problem, 

with the additional parameter of lnterfacial velocity to be considered. 

The same method of solution that was applied to the Graetz problem could 

be used to solve the problem at hand; unfortunately, one would have to 

generate a 1-lhole series of eigenfunctions and eigenvalues for each dif

ferent value of interfacial velocity. An alternate approach is to solve 

. the equation numerically, thus generating Nusselt munbers and heat 

transfer profiles in a graphical manner. 

Byers and King14 have carried out the above outlined numerical 

solutj.on; and. Fig. 10 represents their results in graphical form. Here 

the fraction saturation of the gas phase is plotted versus the Graetz 

number. The third parameter which ident5.fies each member of the family 

of curves is the ratio of the mean gas velocity to the interfacial 

velocity, U lu.. 'rhe results can be applied to heat transfer calculations m l 

by substituting cP , for the fraction saturation, and replacing 
.' cup mlxlng 

D, the molecular diffusivity, with CX, the thermal diffusivj:ty. 'rhe same 

computer technique can be used to predict temperature profiles. Examples 

of these profiles can be found in the paper by Byers and King.
14 

4. The Beek and Bakker Solution 

In the same way that the semi-infinite Leveque solution can be 

used to approximate the solution to the Graetz problem, one can also 

postulate a semi-infinite model having a finite interfacial velocity and 
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linear velocity slope as an approximation to the modified Graetz problem. 

Such a solution has been carried out by Beek and Bakker. 6 Unfortunately, 

theil" __ so_lutton is only asymptotically correct for large or small values 
. ',.- .. --,~- - -~---- - --.~----- ~--- --~ 

of the Graetz humber. Furthermore, :l.t is awkward to use and somewhat 
\ 

J5mHed since it predicts only transfer ·coefficients and not temperature 
13' 14 '. 

profiles. Byers ,. ha s shown that tor a mean exit percent saturation V 

of less than 500/0, the results of Beek and: Ba:kke~ agree quite well with his 

computer approach, provided care is taken in the interpolation of their 

solution between the two a symptotic curves. 

'The experimental heat transfer results taken during this work 
--- --- ---- -~--. -- -----

were predicted using a numerical technique (GRAGRA) developed by Byers, 

which solved the Graetz problem for resistance in both fluid phases. 

This approach had a very distinct advantage: Since the experimental heat 

transfer data vlere taken in profile form, these could be' compared directly 

with the profiles obtained from the computer solution. After several runs, 

it became apparent that for the flow rates used in this study the major 

portion of the heat transfer resistance resided in tbe gaseous phase. The 

phase resistance was conuTlonly 98.5 to 99.5 percent of the total heat 

transfer resistance. Thus, when the desired heat transfer results were 

in the form of fraction saturation, interpolation from Fig. 10 could be 

utilized without any appreciable loss in accuracy. 

B. Experimental Results 

A total of 16 experimental heat transfer runs were carried out, 

using tridecane as the lillUid phase and both helium and air as the gaseous 

phases. In all cases the runs were made by transferring heat from a warm 

gas to a cooler liquid stream. This was done to prevent initiation of 

natural convection in the gas phase, which would occur if the gas phase 

were being heated rather than cooled from below. Both inlet and exit 

profiles were taken for each experimental run condition. The inlet pro

files were used to establish the inlet temperature driving force (TL-T
G

) 

from the bulk lillUid and gas temperatures entering the test section. 

Since the lilluid did not undergo any appreciable temperature change, the 
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interfacial temperature was nearly .eClual to the bulk liClUid temperature 

for all of these runs. 'rhe inle.t temp.eratures.were firstestablishedj 

then the exit profiles were taken and calculated on a ~imensidnless basis 

of· 

y y/2b (4-11) 

where y = distance from bottom of the channel. 

Figures 11 and 12 show the experimentally obtained points for the 

two extreme values of exposure time (Graetz No. =.0.015 and Graetz No. == 

0.590). Figure 11 show s the re sult s us ing a iT a t a very high flow ra te 

(NRe = 1200); whereas the results shown in Fig. 12, are for the helium 

system at a relatively low flow rate, (NRe = 155). The results of several 

other profile runs at intermediate Graetz nUmbers can be found in Appendix 

B. Also shown on each of the figures is the theoretically predicted pro

file for the gi.ven run conditions. 'l'he overall agreement of these profiles 

was excellent; however, the results did tend to scatter somewhat in the 

neighborhood of the exterior boundary (Y := 1). This was primarily due to 

the difficulty in establishing a. truly ad1.abatic boundary. As long as the 

gas temperature immediately adjacent to the channel wall was not a strong 

function of distance.dowDstream, the Nichrome heating wire was effective. 

When the run conditions resulted in a large degree of gas phase eCluili

bration the exterior boundary temperature wa s not constant, and Ule desired 

adiabatic boundary condition could not be achieved closely. 

A second source of experimental error resulted from the tendency 

or., the liquid to I!bridgel! to the thermocouple-probe when the tip was 

close to the liquid interface. This frequently occured at the Y = 0.525 

point, and generally was quite obvious in the resultant profile when it 

occurred. Examples of this can be seen in the results from Runs 20 and 

25, shown in tbe Appendix. 

After the experimental profile bad been obtained, a curve was 

drawn througb the points. Values of ¢ were then taken for every 0.025 in. 

(a total of 21 points) and used as input data for the program TOHETR 

(see Appendix D). The experimental profile wa s integrated by a numerical 
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Fig. 11. Dimensionless experimental tempera~ure profile taken at 17.5 
from the test section inlet; QG = 690 cm Isec, QL := 0.810 gpm. 
Run #15, System: airltridecane . 
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technique to yield a cup mixing temperature, or, on a dimens:i.onless basis, 

a fraction saturation. Table I gives a comparison of these experimentally 

obtained values with the theoretically predicted values obtained from the 

GRINT-'pr;g;e:~-?3 -A~ain ~the a'g~~~~ent'wa~ qUite'goO~j with :~he average 

. error le ss than 3% and the maximum error le s s than 12%. 

.. 
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Table 1- Gas-liquid heat transfer. results 

Run No. U jU. Graetz No. Fs Fs % m l (Theory) (Experimental) deviation 

14 15·7 0.075 0.247 0.231 - 6·5 

15 7.83 0.075 0.253 0.287 +11.8 
'. 

16 12.8 0.105 0·306 0·345 +11·3 

17 5.56 0.105 0·316 0·351 +11.1 

18 7.63 0.105 0·311 0·34·6 +11·3 

19 5·05 O.IT) 0.429 0.446 + 3.8 
20 3.42 0.175 0.442 0.4·42 0.0 

21 L89 0·310 0.629 0·564 -10·3 
22 8.55 0.282 0·556 0·524 - 5·8 
23 19·8 0·590 0·766 0·733 - 4.3 
24 37.6 0·306 0·570 0.636 +11.6 

25 39·0 0·326 0·587 0·585 - 0·3 

Average % error + 2.8 
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V • THE EVAPORATION OF PURE LIQUIDS 

The rate of evaporation of a pure liquid into an adjacent flowing 

ga_s __ st:r:~am ca,n usuall:y b_e __ p_redicte§: by ~lle solut~on of a simplified form 

of Eq. (4-1), the equation of convective diffusion. If the vapor pressure 

of the fluid in question is sufficiently high, the assumptions of low con

centration level and low mass flux, which were outlined briefly in Sec. I, 

are no longer valid, and. one must take these effects into accmmt in the 

calculation of the mass transfer coefficient. In order to demonstrate 

how the concentration level and mass flux level influence the calculation 

of '-mass tx_ansfer rELtes, _ we_ shall briet::h:z: consider each of the above 

factors. 

Effect of Concentration Level upon Mass Transfer 

In order to show the effect of concentration level upon the inter

facial mass transfer coefficient conveniently, let us first examine two 

forms of Fick's first law: 

(5-1) 

(5-2 ) 

The value of DAB in the above two equations is the same, even if there 

are gradients in temperature and. pressure, as long as VA remains con

stant and the substance to which Eq. C---2) is applied. is incompressible 

and. ha s a zero coef-f'icient of expansion. 34 

Since the solution to most ma[~s transfer problems requires the 

integration of a Fick's law expression similar to those given above, 

it is· convenient to use (5-1) _for situati.ons where the group CDAB does 

not vary throughout the fluid. This is found to be true for most gases 

at moderate pressures as long as long as the temperature does not vary 

greatlyj therefore Eq. (5-1) is the simplest form of Fick's law to use 

under these conditions. In a similar manner, the group DAB/VA is generally 

found to be more nearly constant for most liquid s'olutionsj therefore the 

application of (5-2) is found to be advantageous, again due to the greater 

ease of integration of the differential equation. 
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. 0 i(-

Both J A and J
A 

are molar diffusion fluxes that are taken with 

respect to the fluid itseJ.f; in order to obtain a flux relative to 

stationary coordinates, if we limit ourselves to binary systems, we may 

use the following equations: 

(5-3) 

(5-4) 

Let us now consider Eq. (5-3), which is applicable to most binary 

gas mixtures at 10\-1 pressure. If the value of (N A + NB) is not equal to 

zero, then it is obvious from this equation that the value of the molar 

flux of component A relative to a stationary coord.inate (Le. N
A

) is 

dependent upon the'concentration level of that component (xA) as well as 

/::; x
A

. If Eq. (5-3) is written at the gas-liquid interface, then the 

interfacial flux of A is concentration dependent; this is what is meant 

by the "concentration level effect". Since the value of is always 

less than 1.0, we see that an increase in concentration level of the 

transferred species will usually result in an :i.ncrease in total flux, 

provided (NA + NB) is of the same signaG NA. 

Effect of Flux Level upon Ma ss Transfer 

Wherea s theefi'ect of concentration level can be demonstrated by 

considering the magnitude of certain terms in the Fick I s law expression, 

the effect of high flux upon the mass transfer rate enters in a more 

subtle manner. Usually the solution of the convective d.iffusion equation 

is carried out by first achieving a solution for the velocity profiles 

within the system, then substituting these into the appropriate places in 

the equation of convective diffusion; i.e., the flow equations and the 

mass transfer equations are solved independently. However, if the mass 

flux becomes sufficiently high, these equations can no longer be "d.e

coupled", since a flux of mass also represents a physical flow of material 

and hence a velocity. 
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Thus a "high flux mass transfer solution tl represents the soluti.on 

to a physical problem where the mass flux of material has been considered 

as an additional velocity term, comparable in magnitude to the velocities 
. . -- -"'--- .-.~.~ -~-.- -~~--- .- .-~- . 

~---."~---. -~--- -.--~----

present in the absence of mass transfer. This type of solution yields a 

different concentration profile shape from the low flux solutionj whereas 

the shape of the concentration profile is not altered by the concentration 

level effect, discussed earlier. 

In order to differentiate between the low and high flux solut:Lons, 

it is conven:Lent to make the following def:Lnitions. F:Lrst, let us define 
11 

the local mass transfer coefficient, k' I ' as done by B:Lrd et al., _-x, o~ __ _ 

k I" x, oc 

N
Ao 

- xAo (NAo 
+ N

BO
) 

xAo - xAoo 

With the preceding general definition in hand, we can now define 

the mass transfer coefficient for the limit of low mass flux as: 

[ lim k' ] x,loc k 1 x, oc (5-6 ) 

(N + N )-') 0 
Ao Bo 

Since most of the exi..sting mass transfer correlations are based on the 

assumption of low flux conditions, it is much more convenient to predict 

the high flux performance by applying a numerica1 correction factor to 

the 101·1 flux results. In order to accomplish tbe above, the followi.ng 

dimensionless variables are useful, 

NAo +N
Bo x -x 

RAB 
Ao .. -p,,,,, 

k' N x,loc Ao 
NAo +N

Bo 
- x 

Ao 

¢AB 
NAo+NBo 
k x,loc 

(5-8 ) 

GAB k' /k x loc x loc , , 

", .. 
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Both RABand ¢AB are convenient dimensionless expressions for the 

absolute value of'the interfacial mass flux rate. GAB is the correction 

factor, which, when applied to the existing low flux expression for the 

mass transfer coefficient, yields the "high flux rate" transfer coefficient. 

Thus if one is able to obtain a solution to the high flux problem for a 

given flow situation, the results can be presented graphically in terms 

of any two of the above variables. This has been done for several flow 

geometries, and will be discussed later. The graphical results can be 

found in Figs. 21.7-2 and 21.7-3 in the text by Bird, Stewart and 

Lightfoot .11 

Another complication that frequently arises at high flux levels 

is the variation of the important physical properties, since these are 

frequently strong functions of concentration. However, this is not a 

necessary consequence of increased flux level, and therefore can be con

sidered separately. 

A final result of the high flux effect in an evaporation experi

ment is the variation of temperature due to the large heat flux created 

by the enthalpy of vaporization. This effect will be ignored for the 

present and the system will be assumed to be isothermal. A detailed 

treatment of the temperature gradient effect is given in Sec. 5-D. 

A. Prior 'rheoretical Work 

1. Concentration Level Effect 

It has already been sllOwn that the effect of concentration level 

upon the mass transfer rate can be predicted by selecting the appropriate 

form of Fick'slaw to be appHed at the interface (see Eqs. 5-3 and 5-4). 
34 

K~ng has shown that the inclusion of a single concentration-dependent 

term of the form (1 - ZAo(l+S)) in the Sherwood group yields a satis

factory correlation for the mass transfer coefficient of component A in 

a binary mixture. He also points out that the form of Fickls law which 

is used should be based upon the best physieal representation for the 

system (i.e. for gases use a mole fraction dependent form; for liquids a 

volume fraction dependent form is more appropriate). Olander58 
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had previously presented the above concentration level effect for mass 

frac·U.on driving forces, and had shown that the effect can be important 
82 

at high concentration levels. Vivian and Behrmann used the equivalent 
---_.. --- -~-. - . - -. . - "-- - - ---

of Eq. (5-3) to explain the concentration dependence of the molar solute 

flux in a binary gaseous system. Several other works, such as those by 

Shulman and Delaney,67 and Westkaemper and White
84 

have discussed the com

bined effect of solute concentration level and high flux level by applying 

the I!pBMI! correction factor, which is obtained by carrying out a solution 

to the high-flux, film-theory problem wi th NB := O. 
o 

It should be noted that when the mass transfer coefficients are 
- -

defined as in Eqs. (5-5) and (5-6), the concentration level effect is 

included; i.e., the value of k' 1 is not a function of concentration x, .oc 
level and varies only with changes in the value of (dXA/dY) / &'A.' An 

equation similar to (5-5) can be written for other forms of Fick' slaw 

(SUCh as Eq. (5-2).) This will be covered in Chapter VI, which deals 

with interphase transfer problems. 

2. High Flux Level Effect 

The calculation of the effect of high flux level upon the mass 

transfer coefficient for a given system cannot be generalized in the 

manner used for the concentration level, since the high flux solution is 

dependent on the assumed fluid flow situation. In order to illustrate 

the form taken by the high flux level solutions, let us consider the 

three importan.tflow geometries for which such a solution exists. 

a. Film theory. This approach postulates that there is a film 

of stagnant fluid with a finite thi.ckness, 0, immediately adjacent to the 

:::teady state mass-transfer interface. The solution to this problem has 

been Qbtained by several independent investigators (Lewis and Chang,44 

1928; Ackermann,l 1937j and Colburn and Drew,20 1937), and a detailed 

development can be found on pages 658-668, Bird et a1. 11. The results of 

the high flux approach can be given in the form, 

(5-10) 
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If cine makes the s imp lifing assumption Df (N
A 

+ NB ) approaching 
, 0 0 , 

zero (low rate), then the more familiar form of the film solution results, 

i.e. 
1 

k x,loc 
(5-11 ) 

If the interfacial flux of the inert component, B, is set equal 

to zero, Eq. (5-5) can be sj.mplified to the form, 

(5-12 ) 

If we now set NBo = 0 in F.qs. (5-7) and (5-10) and then combine these 

equations with (5-11), we see that, since x
A 

= 1- ~, 

k' In(~ /xBo ) 
x,loc e .lY> 

k == AB = x -x-
x,loc :&0 .t:lO 

In a large number of investigations the low flux mass transfer 

coefficient is defined as simply kG:o:: NAo/(PAO-PAoo), rather than as de

fined in tIds work (where the concentraU.on level effect is taken into 

account) . If this very simple definition of the mass transfer coefficient 

is used then at one atmosphere total pressure, we see that the total 

eorrection factor (for both flux level and concentration level) is given 

by l/x
B 

' where x- is the log mean mole fraction of the inert component 
m bm 

between the interface and the bulk fluid stream. This is the PBM cor-

rection factor which was referred to earlier. This method of simultaneously 

correcting for both the high flux rate and high concentration level has 

been applied to turbulent mass transfer situations by several investi-
. 20 82 

gators wlth reasonable success' (see Sec. 5-B). 

b. Penetration theory. This approach is characterized by the 

assumption of a velocity profile, u = constant (i.e. bulk flOW), and x 
steady state transfer; alternatively, the same equation can be reached 

by considering unsteady state transfer into a stagnant phase. Once again 

a generalized solution of the convective transport equation can be reached, 

although the mathematics become somewhat more complicated than for the 
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Film Model. The final solution for the mass-transfer rate, first.obtained 
4 

by J. H. Arnold (see pages 59+-598, and 668-:-672, Bird et a1. for details), 

is given in implicit form by: 

N 
_A_.O~_":" X 
NAo+NBo Ao 

== ,f;f (1 + erf cf;) exp </J2 (5-14 ) 

where </J, is a dimensionless mass transfer rate given by the equation: 

(5-15) 

Had the limiting assumption of low mass transfer rates been made, 

the solution would take the much simpler, and more familiar form: 

-fD;;" 
kx,loc == c~~ (5-16) 

c. La.minar boundary layer theory. A nUInber of investigators have 

published solutions for the high flux laminar boundary layer equations. 

The books by Hartnett and Eckert
28 

and SChlichting67 both give extensive 

details in the method of solution of these equations. In addition 
2 71 ·58 64 publications by Acrivos, Sparrow, Olander, and Dickson have given 

solutions to the high flux laminar boundary layer equations for a wide 

variety of initial and boundary conditions. A deta.iled account of the 

basic theoretical approach to the problem of mass transfer into laminer 

boundary layer flow is given by Bird et a1.
11 

(pages 608:..619)j therefore 

only an outline of the solution.lill be presented here. 

If we assume that, in a binary mixture· of components A and B which 

have equal molecular weights, the following physice.l properties are con-

stant: k, c, DAB' Cp ' fl, andpj then the boundary layer equations for this 

system become 

(continuity) (5-17) 
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d2
u . x 

- v--
dy2 

(5-18 ) 

If the gas (B) is not soluble in the liquid phase, then the boundary 

conditions can be given as below: 

at y - OJ: u UOo ' 
x

A 
x 

x Aoo 

at y _. 0: u 0 , x xAo ' NB = 0 
x A 

l"ollowing the development given by Bird et al., 11 the equation of 

continuity may be integrated to yield: 

v = v y yo 
-E. dUx 

dX o 
dy (5-20 ) 

By utilizing Eq. (5-3), an alternate form for the above equation may be 

obtained, 

v 
y 

dU 
x 

~dy 
OX 

(5-21) 

In the above expression for v , we see that the value of the fluid 
y 

velocity in the y-direction is a function of the interfacial mass flux, as 

well as the position variables x and y. 'rIds ts the way 1n whicb the afore

mentioned linlmge of the fluid dynamics and convective transport equations 

takes place; i.e. the fluid veloci,ty is dependent upon the mass transfer 

solution at the interface. Also .• the solution of the convective transport 

Eg. (5-19) requires an expression for v , which is obtained by using 
y 

Eg. (5-21). After making the substitution for v in (5-19) it is found 
y 

that, if the interfacial mass flux (which was substituted for v ) varies 
-1/2' yo 

as x ,then a similarity transformation may be '..lSed to convert Eg. 

(5-19) into an ordinary differential equation. Since the low flux 

solution yields an x-
1

/ 2 dependence for the interfacial flux, we see 

that the high flux correction will change the absolu.te value of the mass 
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transfer rate, but will not alter its x-direction dependence. Also, we 

see that in this solution ux = fn(NAO + NBo)' because of the connection 

of u and v through the equation of continuity. 
x y 

The ordinary differential equation which results from the simi-

larity transformation of the equation of convective diffusion'is non

linear, and requires a rather complex numerical technique for its 

solution. The results, which have been tabulated on page 614 in Bird 

et a1., 11 can best be seen in graphical form by making use of the dimen

sionless variables GAB and RAB denned in Eqs. (5-7) and (5-9). In this 

way the correction factor for high flux, GAB' is given as a function of 

the dimensionleEL-l mass flux, RAB . 'rlle results are shown in Fig. 13 for 

two values of the Schmidt number. In addition the results for the two 

previously discussed models, film and penetration, are also presented. 

As can be seen in Fig. 13, although the three models do yield slightly 

different resul"ts, the differences are small except at extremely high 

va lueEi of the interfaci.al flux. Thus for moderate values of interfacial 

flux any of the models might be expected to yield a fairly accurate 

answer for "the correction factor, e AI3' 

Note that for all the models transfer into a given phase results 

in a reduction 'in the transfer coefficient (GAB less than 1.0) j whereas 

transfer out of a phase increases the transfer coefficient. A rough 

phycical e:xplana"tion for this is that the existance of a convective or 

"blowing" velocity into the phase tends to shift the concentration pro

file slightly away from the interface. This shifting of the profile 

into the phase results in a decrease in the value of ClXA/ClY[ ,i.e., y:=.o 
cJ JoYler value of the diffusive flux at the interface. A similar argue-

tnf'mt can be given for the reverse case of transfer out of a given phase 

(or an interfacial "suction" velocity) which will tend to tncrease the 

dIffusive flux. 
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Fig. 13. Flux level correction factor for existing high flux solutions) 
plotted as a function of dimensionless flux ratio. Solid ltnes 
indicate the results for laminar boundary layer theory. 
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B. Prior Experimental Work 

The high flux film theory approach has been experimentally studi.ed 
20 

by numerous investigators. Colburn and Drew used thj.s theory to develop 

the P
BM 

concept, then applied their results to an experimental study 

involving the evaporation of water into a turbulent air stream. Thei.r 

results agreed fairly well wHh the theoretical prediction; however) a 

later study of the same system using a wetted-wall colunm viaS carried out 
l' 

by Cairns and Roper, 6 who found kg to vary as the 0.83 power of P
BM

. 

Westkaemper and White
84 

attempted to study the combined effects of con

centration level and high flux by usin~_the P
BM 

concept to predict the rate; 

of evaporation of carbon tetrachloride into a turbulent air stream; how

ever, their results were inconclusive. Shulman and Delaney69 also 

vaporized carbon tetrachloride into air; usj.ng a packed colwnn for con

tacting equipment these authors f01md. a two-thirds power dependence of 

k upon P
BM

. 
g 

A criti.cal review of all of these earlier works has been published 
82 

by VivjBn and Behrman. They conc1uded that) due to a variety of experi-

mental dif'ficu1ties, none of the aforementioned data are incompatible 

with the use of P
BM 

to predict the combined effect of high flux and con

centration level. Their experimental program, which consisted of evapora

tj.on of pure liquids into a turbulent gas stream within a short wetted

'vJa11 colwnn, gave a tentaU.ve confirmation of the P
BM 

prediction. Un

fortunately their experimental results were dJfficu1t to ana1yze due to 

a si.gnificantly 1arge hydrodynamic entry regi.on. 

Severa1 investigators have worked on· the expe:ci.mental confirmation 

of the laminar boundary layer approach for the region of high interfacial 

mass transfer rates. Emanuel and 01ander
22 

confirmed the approach for 

the physical problem of a rotating soluble disc in a surroundj.ng liquid. 

Their data gave excellent agreement with theory for the system KBr into 

water, for values of mass fraction driving force up to o.40~·. A study 

of the sucrose-water system was carried out with a mass fraction driving 

force of 0.679; however, the agreement for this system was not as good 

because of large variations of liqu.:i.d phase vlscosi ty with concentrat:i.on. 
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Mendelson and Yerazunis52 studied the high mass transfer rate 

effect on the evaporation of a liquid from the stagnation point of a 

cylinder. They obtained good agreement with the laminar boundary layer 

equations for the system carbon tetrachloride into air, with mass fraction 

driving forces up to 0.73. Their study also included the system water 

into air; however, this system yielded extremely poor results, wbich the 

investigators attributed to interfacial resistance to mass transfer. 

Ranz and Dickson
64 

have presented data for both a stagnation flow 

and turbulent boundary layer on a flat plate. They evaporated several 

different organic systems into a hot air stream; however, the data 

appeared to bave a large degn':;e of scatter and agreement with theory wa s 

rather poor. The authors state that within the experimental error ana. 

Hi.thin the errors due to variations of properties the experiments con

firmed the predicted effect of interfacial flux rate and concentration 

level. 

C. High Flux Leveque Solution 

Since none of the exis·U.ng Iligh flux rate soluU.ons were directly 

app1icable to the flow geometry utilized in this work, a program was 

initiated wi tIl the final goal Of. obtaining such a solution. Ideally, 

thi s would involve a solution of the Graetz problem for conf:i.ned flow, 

with the addition of the high flux and high concentration level conditions. 

Unfortunately the confined flow problem i.s quite complex, primarily because 

of the x-direction acceleration of the fluid. This means that an extra 

,,2 /"' 2 a u ox 
x 

term should be retained in the equation of motion; i.e. the 

term, and the u and v terms are now linked through the continuity x y 
equation. 

Even if this extra term is ignored, the solutj.on cannot be obtained 

in the relatively simple marmer that was used for the boundary layer 
-1/2 approach, sj.nce the assumpti.on that v is proportional to x is no 

y 
longer valid for the Graetz problem. The numerical solution to this 

problem would require 'an iterative trial and error solution of three 

linked partiaJ differential equations (tbe equation of motion, the eqlJaU.on 

of' continuity, and the equation of convect1ve diffusion for one component.) 
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This appeared to be a formidable task, even using numerical techniques; 

therefore an approximate solution was carried out. 

Since the Leveque solution (Eq. (4-7)) is known to predict the 

- ---- -transfer c-oefficlent;s---fC>:r -the-Gra et"zp:t"oolerrC:acclLta-t-e-ly P-YovidC"d -the---

contact times are short, a solution which gives the effect of high flu/:" 

rates for the Leveque approach should be a reasonable approximation to 

the problem at hand. Figure 14 illustrates the physical problem to be 

solved. The assuInptions which were necessary in the course of the sulu:tion 

are the following: 

1) The high flux rate correction will affect the magnitude of 

-----------the masstransfer-coefficien£, but not its x":'-dlrectTon functionaIit-y. 

'Thus) v ,which is proportional to NA (since NB _ = 0), is given by the yo D 0 

expression) 

and is 

v yo 
= c (x)-1/3 

2 

2) The velocity in the x-direction, ux) is given by 

not altered by the high flux contribution. 

u 
x 

(5-22 ) 

3) The inlet concentration of the volatile species, A) is equal 

to zero. (Note that Bird et al. ll have shown that the assumptions of 

xAoo = ° and NBo - 0, which are made here primarily for convenience, are 

not necessary and the more general problem which does not involve these 

assurr~tions can be solved with suitable definitions of GAB' RAB and a 

dimensionless concentration.) 

4) The interfacial concentration of component A is given oy 

equilibrium considerations as a constant, CAo ' 

Under the above <;l.ssumptions, the equation for which we 8h211 seel-: 

a solution is 

(5 -23) 

The concentrations 'are given in mole fraction in (5-23) rather tban c:,s 

absolute concentration for mathematical convenience. If one DOl, defi;-:.<:,~; 

the following variables, 
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Fig. 14. Hydrodynamics for the high flux Leveque solution. 
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x = x/L Y == y/L 

then Eq. (5-23) is given in di.mensionless form as 

-ie 
K (_A) 

2 dY?-

and 

(5-24 ) 

(5-25 ) 

The appropriate boundary conditions for (5-25) in dimensionless 

form are 

2 ... at 

3· at 

O--~for Y>-8.---

Y = 0, 8A == I for X > ° 
8 = ° for X > 0 A 

(5-26) 

It should be noted at this paint that the solution to the above 

problem is dependent on the vari.able C2 , which is in turn dependent on 

the absolute value of the mass flux at the interface; i.e. 

(5-27) 

The overall problem was solved by first assuming a fourth degree 

polynomial dependence of C2 upon xAo ' Using this assun~tion, combined 

wi th a low flux solution value of dxAloy, the solution of (5-25) was 

carried out to yield the interfacial flux at vari.ous value of x
A

• These 
.0 

results were then compared with the assummed polynomial equation. If 

they differed by more than 1%, a new polynomial was written for C
2 

based 

upon the results of the preceeding calculations and the procedure was 

carried out again until an accurate agreement was obtained. 

Since an analytical solution could not be achieved for Eq. (5-25), 
a numerical technique was adopted. The equation was first put into an 

appropriate difference form, and then solved using the Crank-Nicholson 

six-point implicit formula. 42 This approach yields a tri-diagonal matrix 

for the coefficients of the concentration vector. This system of equations 

.'" 
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1 . 42 t . th can be so ved utilizing the method due to Thomas j 0 glve e concen-

tration vector for each step down the channel in the x-direction. The 

computer program (LEVHIF). which carried, out the above calculations is 

given in Appendix C, along with a brief descript'ion of its operation. 

The results of the Leveque high flux rate solution are presented in Fig. 

15. Here 8
AB

, the high flux correction factor described in Eq. (5-19), 
is shown plotted versus 1 + RAB (given by Eq. (5-17)). Also shown for 

comparison are the curves for the penetration and laminar boundary layer 

models (Sc = 1. 5, which corresponds to N2 at the experimental conditions), 

taken from Ji'ig. 21.7-2, Bird et a1.
11 

As can be seen l.n Fl.g. 15, the 

calculated results lie between the laminar boundary layer and penetration 

curves, with the penetration results giving a good first approximation to 

the high flux Leveque solution. 

D. Experimental Results 

In order to confirm that the alterations in the experimental 

apparatus (primarily the revised form of the inlet section) had not. 

changed its performance, a short series of low flux mass transfer runs 

was carried out. These experj.ments were conducted by vaporiztng normal 

pentane from a liquid mixture of pentane and tridecane into a flowing 

nitrogen stream. The pentane concentration was held in the nel.ghborhood 

of 0.01 mole fraction in the liquid phase to rule out any high flux or 

concentration level effects. Several of these l'1m~3 were carried out 

wtth simultaneous heat transfer by allowing the gas phase to enter at a 

sljghtly higher (approximately lOOe) temperature than the liquid phase. 

Since the liquid phase temperature does not change appreciably under 

these conditions, the mass transfer results should have been the same as 

obtained under isothermal conditions. 

Another reason for carrying out the above runs was to ascertain 

the feasibHity of obtaining simultaneous heat and mass transfer data. 

The mass transfer results are presented in Fig. 16, in the form of per

cent saturation at the interfacial temperature of' the exit gas phase 

versus Graetz number. The solid line is a theoretieal eurve from the 
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Fig. 15. Results for the high flux Leveque solution (dashed line); also 
shown are the curves for laminar boundary layer theory (Sc :::: 1.5) 
and penetration theory. .. 
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Fig. 16. Low Flux Mass Transfer Results. Runs 28-34; System: n-pentane/ 
tridecane in liquid phase, Nitrogen in gas-phase • 
• = isothermal system 
A = gas phase approximately lOoe above liquid phase! 
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interphase mass transfer solution carried out by Byers. 'fhe agreement 

obtained was very good; indicating that the new inlet section was suit

able for gas phase Reynolds numb~~s up to 1200. (Experirne~tal condi Uons 
- - - -~- --- ----~--

'of all rUDG can be found in Appendix B). 

The Effect of Mass Transfer upon Interfacial Temperature 

The high flux mass transfer results were obtained by vaporiz;i.ng 

two pure fluids, n-pentane and i.sopentane into nitrogen. Both of these 

liquids have boili,ng points that are only slightly above the run condi

tions. Consequently the mass flux levels were quite hi.gh and the effect 

of the ::Latent heat of evaporation upon the temperature profiles could 

no longer be ignored. This ef'fect can be seen in the temperature profiles 

giving in Fig. 17. ' The interfacial temperature was decreased by an ayer

age value of 1.5 0 for this run, which consisted of normal pehtane being 

evaporated into nitrogen. This effect can be accurately predicted by 

assuming that the heat supplied by the gas phase is negligible compared 

to that supplied by the liquid phase. Thus we only need to consider the 

liquid phase heat transfer problem, with the interfacial ':flux given by an 

arbitrary function of distance. Thi.s function is actua11y dependent 

upon the overall mass transfer problem, so that the gas phase mass transfer 

is coupled with the li,quid ,pha se heat transfer. A soluU,on for this type 

of problem has been obtained by Modine, Parrish, and Toor55 for the case 

of thin liqui.d films. In this situation the interfacial heat transfer 

results in a large d.ecrease in the bulk liquid. temperature. Their approach 

reguires the evaluation of a nwnber of ei.genfunctions and ei,genvalues, 

and is therefore rather awkward and difficult to apply. In view of the 

liquid depths used in this stud.y; the decrease in bulk liquid temperature 

was not as significant. Consequently a somewhat simpler approach vJ8s 

used, and found to yield. an acceptable prediction of the interfacial 

temperature. 

The first step in this procedure is to calculate the mass transfer 

rate assuming a constant interfacial temperature equal to the inlet 

liquid temperature. An approximate expression can then be wri,tten for 

the interfacial heat flux as a function of distance downstream by assuming 

a constant bulk velocity for the liquid phase. The temperature behavior 

"4, 
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Fig. 17. Temperature profiles showing the depression of the interfacial 
temperature due to evaporation ofn-pentane. Run # 231; 0 ••• indi
cates data taken at 1/2 in. from inlet, 6. .•• indicates data taken 
at 17.5 in. from the test section. inlet. 
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of the liquid phase was obtained by- applying penetration theory, with the 

i:nteri'acial heat 'flux as a b:·oundarY··c·OrlCiffiorl. Thed~tails of the above 

calculations can be found in Appendix E. 
-

In general this procedure predicted an interfacial temperature 

that was somewhat lower than the values obtained experimentally; particu

larly for the runs at extremely high flux rates. This discrepancy was 

attributed to the formation of density- and surface tension driven con

vection cells, which would tend to decrease the temperature difference 

between the bulk liquid and the interface. These cells will be discussed 

a t greater length in Chapter VI. A.lso, the lower liquid boundary wa s not 

truly isothermal, so that heat transfer from the exterior could contribute 

to the complexity of the problem. 

In practice ~be experimentally determined temperature profiles 

were used in obtaining the equilibrium concentration of the evaporating 

fluid at the gas-liquid interface. 

The high flux mass transfer data were taken in two ways; i.e. 

both gas phase concentration profiles and cup mixi.ng concentrations were 

obtained. In either case the mole fraction Of the volatile species was 

obtained by sampling a continuous flow from either the concentration 

probe or the exit stream using the gas chromatograph. In general, from 

three to six chromatograms were carried out for each experimental point 

and an average value was obtained. 'rhe chromatograms for a single data 

point usually gave between five and ten percent spread. 

Figures 18 and 19 represent two of the experimental profiles 

taken at the exit probe for interfa~ial mole fractions of 0.403 and 0.584, 

respectively. In both cases the experimental system was normal pentane 

evaporating into pure nitrogen, and Fs is based upon the experimentally 

observed interfacial temperature. 

Figure 20 is a comparison of several experimental concentration 

profiles taken at the same f19w conditions, with varying values of inter

facial concentration. The increase in overall transfer rate and the de

crease of k' as the value of xA. is raised can easily be seen. For com-
x 0 

parison the low flux, low concentration profile for the same flow condi-

tions is given by the dashed curve. 
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Fig. 20. Dimensionless exit concentration profiles for various values of 
interfacial gas phase mole fraction. The dashed line represents 8 

theoretical profile
3
for the case of low flux and low concentration 

level. QG = 308 cm /sec, Q,L = 0.400 gpm. 
System: n-pentane/nitrogen 
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In order to compare the experimentally obtained profiles with a 

theoretical approach, it was fj.rst necessary to integrate these profiles 

to obtain a 'cup mixing concentration according to the equation: . 

x 
A, cup mix 

u)y) xA(y) dy 

b u 
x,avg 

(5-28 ) 

The experimental cup mixing mole fraction ·was then converted to a fraction 
.,. 

saturation by dividing it by the equilibrium mole fra ction at the inter-

facial conditions. A theoretical value~ of the fraction saturation was 

obta ined in the follow ing manner. 

First a "low flux" value was obtained for the experimental flow 

conditions (Graetz number and velocity ratio based upon the inlet flow 

conditions) by interpolation from Fig. 10. Note at this point that if we 

take into account the fluid acceleration due to mass transfer the fraction 

saturation should increase. For example, using a bulk velocity repre

senting the value at NA == 1/2 NA(TOTA~ for calculation of the Graetz number, 

then for an interfacial mole fraction of x
A 

== 0.500 and the experj.mental 
.0 

conditions of Run # 231, we obtain a 10% (relative) increase in fraction 

saturation due to the acceleration effect. 

The fraction saturation is directly related to the average mass 

transfer coefficient for the low flux, low concentration level case, i.e. 

k 6.x == N x,avg A A,avg 
(5-29) 

N (L) == c (xA,avg) u (b) 
A,avg x,avg 

By manipulation of the above equaU.ons along with (5-5) and (5-9) we see 

that the correction factors which have been derived for the average mass 

transfer coefficient to account for flux level and interfacial concentra-

tion level are also applicable to the cup mixing concentration. 

tbe flux correction can be obtained by multiplying by GAB' and the con

centration factor by dividing by (l-x ). The appropriate value of 
A.o 

GAB wa s obtained by first calculating RAB for the experj.mental conditions, 

then using the penetration curve in Fj.g. 15 to obtain e AB' Actually, due 

". 
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to the existance of a fipite interfacial velocity, the correc~t value of 

e AB fjhould lie somewhere between the penetration and I,cvcque ~:;olutions. 

Since the difference between the two can be seen to be qui.te romal1, the 

penetration model was utilized. in all calculations. 

In addition to the integration of the experimental prOfiles, a 

number of cup mixing concentrations were obtai.ned directly by samplj.ng 

the exit gas stream. 'rhe overall experimental rer.mlts are ·summari.zed 

in Table II, with further information being given in Appendix 33. 'elle 

agreement between the calc111at1.onal approach and the experimental results 

i.s quite good; however, there is a sligbt tendency for the experimental 

fraction saturation to be somewhat higher than the predicted values. 

'rtds is not sU:Lprj.,;ing, since one important di.fference (;xists between 

the two coituations; Le. the experi.mental arrangement was one of con

fined flow. This meant tbat as the liquid pllase evaporated) it contri

buted a significant amount of material and therefore acceleration to the 

gas phase in the reg:i.on near the interface. It is difn.cult to predict 

the exact influence of tbis acceleration upon the transfer coefficients; 

flOwever, the quaIi tatlve effect should be to j.ncrease the maSB transfer 

into the gas phase. The incre8Be in F due to acce1eratlonwouId be 10% 
s 

for Hun if 231 (see above), pTovlded., however, that the velocHy prattle 

rema:i.ned parabolic. 

As can be seen from the results given :tn Table II, a sligl1t 1n

crea;3e :in the theoretical value for fraction saturation would result in 

a better agreement between the theoret1cal and experimentall obtained 

results. 

During the course of the high flux evaporation stu.di.es, a fUm of 

:U.quid could frequently ·be observed on the vertical sid.e walls of the 

transparent test section, often rising to a lleigbt of one-quarter inch or 

more above the liqui.d i.nterface. A tentative explanation of thb effect 

wal? that the temperature induced variation in the Hqui.d surface tension 

could account for a stable vertical film in an analogo·us manner to the 

well lillown "tears of Wine", which is a concent'ration indueed, surface 

tension driven; phenomenon. A brief beareh of the recent lj.terature ha s 

yleld.ed }3everal references whieb tend to confirm this hypothesis; rno:)t 
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Table II. High flux rate experimental results 

Run .-If Graetz # xAo 
Experimental Theoretical Percent 

~ ----~------~~- F F Error 
s - s·~-- ~~ -"0 ___ • __ 

233 0.0454 0.403 0.21+8 0.235 + 5·6 

236 .0.01+54 0.418 0.278 0.239 +14.0 

237 0.0454 0·505 0.291 0.21+8 '+·lL~. 8 

2.YL 0.0810 0.418 0·357 0·338 + 5·3 
234 o .08L~2 0.410 0·377 0·353 + 6.4 

___ . ____ .. _. ____ ~_ 2 39 
---- --

0.0842 0.580 0·380 0·382 - 0·5 
241 0.0842 0.580 0.427 0:-382 - +10·5 

229 0.1510 0.439 0·535 0.481 +10.1 

240 0.1510 0.580 0.591 0·525 +11.2 

'rhe above runs were made wlth the system n-pentane into nitrogen; the 
remainder of the results listed. in this table are for the evaporation 
of iso-pentane into nitrogen. 

242 0.0956 0·560 O)r·02 0.400 + 0.2 
21.1-6 0.0956 0.655 0.4,35 0.421 + 3·2 
2)+)j. 0.1368 0.560 0.490 0.483 + 1.4 

245 0.1368 0.681 0.488 0·516 - 5·7 
2)+7 0.1368 0.740 0·509 0·536 - 5·3 

Average percent error + 5.1% 
! 

.> 
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notable are the experimental works by Lightfoot,46 and Lightfoot and 

l,udviksson. 47 In the latter reference it is demonstrated that a tempera

ture gradient of only o.4°C/cm is sufficient to 'Yield a infinitely hjgh 

vertical film of water one micron i.n thickness. Since tIle temperatllre 

gradients due to the evaporative heat flux in the present experiment were 

an order of magnitude higher than the above figure, the ob1.oenred effect 

could easily have been supported by a temperature driven mechanism. 
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VI . EVAPORATION FROM LIQUID MIXTURES 

In the previous chapter, which dealt with the evaporation of a 

pure liquid into an adjacent gaseo~s stre.a_~Lt]1E:. soluJ~iQ1Li'O:r the ma.SE __ 
~ - --~--- -- -~ --

transfer performance of the system was tremendously simplified by tlle 

lacl~ of rna ss transfer resistance in the liquid pha se. This meant tllat one 

could predict the interfacial concentration of the evaporating fluid by 

simply utili.zing the temperature-vapor pressure curve for the liquid in 

question. The calculation of the high flux mass transfer rate could 

then be carried out in a straight-forward manner from the given flow 

conditions and tbe interfacial concentration_._ 

If we now focus our attention upon the problem of the evaporation 

of a volatile substance, A, from a binary liquid mixture, A + B, we find 

tllat the complexity of the problem is greatly increased. }<'rom a mathe-

mati.cal view-point we see that, since the mass transfer resi.stance can 

now be divided between tlle liquid and gaseous phases, the problem re

quires the simultaneous solution of two partial differential equations. 

The equation of convective diffusion can be written for both the gas and 

liquid phase, yielding two equations linked by the interfacial boundary 

conditions between tlle two fluids. If the complicating factors of high 

flux and high concentration level are also considered, the problem begins 

to appear quite formidable indeed. Thus before attempting a direct so

lution to the above problem, let us first review the relat:Lvely small 

arnoillit of exi ,sting work vlithin the area of interplla se ma s s tran s fer. 

A. Background Material 

1. Interphase Mass Transfer 

'fhe first major contributions toward the solution of the general 

t h . t t f bl d b J. • 45 d . wo-p ase reS1S ance, mass rans .er pro ern were ma e y .JeW1S an. 

Whitman. 85 The "two-film" approach used by these authors resulted in a 

simple addition of the individual mass transfer resistances to yield 

the overall mass transfer resistance. In recent years this "addition of 

resistances" principle has been invoked for many otller models besides 

the simple film approach for which H was originally developed. 
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King34 has shown that the following criteria should be satisfied 

by the physical situation in order for the additivity of' independently 

measured phase resistances to be valid. 

1) 'rhe- liquid and ga s concentrations at the interfa ce shou.ld be 11nearly 

related by an equation of the form: 

(6-1) 

2) The resistances which are added should be the only ones present. 

3) The flow conditions used in calculating the individual resistances 

should be identical to those existing in the interphase si.tuation. 

4) 'l'he existence of either of the individual resistances should not 

tmbstantially affect the value of the other. 

5) The ratio of the two indiliidual resistanees should remain constant 

for all points on the interface. 

In practice, it has been found that the effects of the above 

conditions frequently tend to cancel out one another in equipment pro

v1.ding a single exposure of fluid phaset;, particularly w:hen the additivity 

prineiple is applied to the average rather than the local mass transfer 

coeffi.cients. In complex contacting equipment, f;uch as packed and plate 

towers, the departure from additivity can be more severe. 

Byers l3 has shown that for the cocurrent laminar flow contacting 

device used in this study the addHivity of resistances principle is 

accurate to better than 2%, provided the Graetz nwnber is less than 0.50. 

It should be noted, however, that this was for the special case of low 

flux and low concentration level. From the few other exact solutions of 

the interphase mass transfer problem, it can be generally stated tbat 

that the addition of resistances tends to be valid if the individual 

transfer coefficients have the same functionality with respect to ex

posure time or length of contact between phases. Since it has been shown 

that the existence of high flux and high concentration level does not 

effect the x-direction flUlctionality of the mass transfer coefficients, 

the application of the addition of resistances principle to the problem 

at hand should lead to a satisfactory prediction of the overall mass 

transfer behavior of the high flux, high concentration level system. 

, . 
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In order to carry out the addition of resistances under the high 

flux and high concentration level conditions , it is fj_rst necessary to 
. . ," 

define several useful quantities. As was stated earlier, a convenient 

--- --EDId accurate-~a-sr3Wi:iI)tiofi -fOi--lTl:m:rt~-~.Li-cruid pha se-ma-ss-tran-sfer ca±cu±ati-ons 

if3 that of constant partial molal volume. This assumption leads to a 

mass transfer coefficient for the liquid phase, 

(6-2 ) 

which is analogous to Eq. (5-5) for the gas phase. 

Fo-y-Ene---lirriitj_ng case-oTlb-w mass -fli:fx we-may then write-in an 

analogous. manner to Eq. (5-6) j 

(6-3 ) 

In a similar marlner -We cana'lso develop the dimensionless high fJux 

parameters on a volume fraction basi.s for the liquid phase, i.e. 

k' cp,loc 

e . := k' /k AB cp,loc cp,loc 

N Ao 

(6-4 ) 
- (P 

N Ao 
Bo 

(6-5 ) 

(6-6) 

In addition to the local mass transfer coefficients defined by 

Eqs. (5-5)' (5-6), (6-2), and (6-3), it is also convenient to define a 

set of average mass transfer coefficients which are sjmilar to the local 

coefficients except that they employ average values for the interfacial 

flux and the various concentration variables, for example: 

.. 
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NAO(avg) -¢Ao(avg)(NAb(avg ) + ('fB/VA) NBO(avg)) 

k1>,avg == . ¢AO(avg) + ¢AcJavg ) 

(6-7) 

where the flux and concentration variables are averaged over the entire 

mass transfer exposure. 

In order to simplify the remaining calculations the following 

assumptions will now be made: 

1) The perfect gas laws are applicable to the gas phase; 1. e., 

the gas phase mole fraction can be found from the equation, 

(6-8 ) 

where c, the total molar concentration, remains constant. 

2) The liquid phase is a binary mixture, with the components 

having a constant partial molal volume, i.e. 

(6-9) 

3) Species A is the only substance undergoing mass transfer 

between the two phases; i.e., the liquid solvent is non-volatile and the 

second gas phase component is non-condensable. (N == 0). Bo 
If we now divide Eq. (6-7) into its gas phase equlvalent, while 

realizing that N
Ao 

(gas) must be equal to - N
Ao 

(liquid) we obtain: 

1<;: , (¢AO - ¢A~)(l - x ) k E1 AB(gas) xzavg Ao xzavg (6-10) k' (~o xA90 )(l ¢AO) k¢ E1 AB (liq) ¢,avg ,avg 

Equations (6-1), (6-8) and (6-9) can be combined to yield a relation 

between the liquid phase volume fraction and the equilibrium value of 

the gas phase mole fraction, 

. (6-11) 

The solution of the above two equations, (6-10) and (6-11), de

termines the two unknown interfacial concentrations, x Ao and ¢Ao· 
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Unfortunately upon closer examinat.ion of (6-10) we see that the equation 

is implicit in the unknown interfacial'. conc.entrations, because the high 

flux correction factors, tJAB(gas)and tJAB(liq), are both dependent upon 

the~value of the interfacial eencentrati.on of the--phase in_quest.ion. 

Thus a trial and error procedure was necessary in order to 

achieve a final solution of Egs. (6-10) and (6-11). A sample calculation 

can be found/in Appendix E. A brief sketch of the solutton technique is 

given by the following steps.: 

1) Assume a value for x
A 

(and consequently ¢A ); usually the o 0 
value predited by the low flux interphase solution of Byers was utilized. 

2) -Calculat-e -the value of tJ Ai3(-Hq) from the assumecl value of 

¢Aousing the curve for the penetration model given in Fig. 12. This is 

possible since for any given run the value of (P A'rV is known. 

3) Calculate the value of e AB(gas) from the assumed value of x
AO 

using the curve for the Leveque solution given in Fig. 14. This 1s 

easily accomplished, since the value of xAoo = 0 throughout this work. 

4) Using these values and Egs. (6-10) and (6-11) a new value of 

xAo (and hence ¢ AO) call be calculated and compared wi.th the initial 

assumption. If the agreement is poor, then the new values of x
Ao 

and ¢AO 

are inserted in step 1) and the calculations. repeated. Usually the second 

iteration yields a value of x which differs from the assumed value by . Ao 
less than 1%, at which point the calculations can be term:i.nated. 

5) Us:i.ng the final value of (i)A ' the average rna ss transfer co-
.0 

efficient can -then be calculated using Eq. (6-7), or alternatively the 

vapor phase form of this equation. The resulting average mass flux is 

then converted into a fraction saturation using (5-29) and the results 

compared with experimental data using a p10t of fraction saturation of 

the gas phase versus inlet 1iquid bulk concentration. 

2. Cellular Convection 

The onset of what has been termed "natural" or cellular convection 

within a fluid can have a profound inf1uence upon the transfer coefficients 

for the phase in question. These cel1s are often said to arise "spontane

ous1y", since they ,occur without an expenditure of mechanica1 worl<;: upon 

·0· 
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the system. The actual driving forces which produce the fluid motion have 

been shown to be related to the spatial variation of two fluid properties) 

density and surface tension. This variation can be brought about whenever 

the fluid is undergoing either heat or mass transfer. 

To illustrate this behavior) let us consider a thin layer of stag

nant liquid which is being heated from below and cooled at the upper 

surface. Since the density of most liquids increases with decreasing 

temperature, the fluid adjacent to the upper surface w·ill be more dense 

than the underlying liquid. This is potentially an unstable situation 

and the upper fluid may begin to flow downward due to the force of gravity, 

thereby creating the spontaneous flow, or convection, described above. 

The same situation might also arise if a light component 'tiere 

being transferred out of a mixture with a heavier component. The con

centration gradient necessary to drive the mass transfer would yield the 

same sort of adverse density variation if the transfer were taking place 

from. the upper surface. Two other analogous situations could be postulated 

with the 'surface tension as the driving force, since a value of surface 

tension which is higher than the surface tension in equilibriwl1 \vith tile 

bulk fluid is a potentially unstable situation. 

Although the first docWllented observance of cellular convection 

is attributed to Cornelius Varley81 ~n 1836, probably the first important 

historical figure in the field was James Thompson. In 1855, in a note 

to the Royal Society)77 Thompson explained the surface motions which he 

had observed in a wine gOblet as being caused by variations in surface 

tension which resulted from the preferential evaporation of alcohol fron 

the wine. In a second note dated 1882)78 Thompson described convective 

patterns which he had obsered "in a tub of water, in the yard of a road

side inn." This motion he attributed to a buoyancy mechanism, which re

sulted when the liqUid was cooled at its upper surface while being heated 

from beneath. 

The first systematic experimental study of cellular convection 

was carried out in 1900 by Henri Benard. 7 In his work Benard measured 

the size and shape of convection cells produced by heating a "chin 13ye~ 

of molten spermaceti from beneath. He also found that there \Vas a certai.n 

critical value of the heat flux, below which the cellular patteI'n aid Dot 

Occur. 
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An excellent summary of the major contrlbutions to the area of 
. 8 

cellular convectlon is the work by Berg) Acrlvos) and Boudart. 

The first successful theoretical approach to the problem of 

cellular convection wa s carried out by Lord Rayleigh in 1916.65 His 

mathematical approach) which has since been given the name of "hydro':' 

dynamic stability analysis") was to corlsider the flow perturbations 

about an initially stable f10w regime. In this ease the initial reglme 

is one of zero flo~. 

The mathematical representation of the stability problem begins 

with the following equations of ehange: 

(continuity equation) 

dP/dt + div(pu) ~ 0 (6-12) 

(equation of motlon) 

pDu/Dt = 2 
f - grad p - 3" grad(p. div u) + div(p. def u) (6-13 ) 

(energy equation) 

pD(C T)/D"t 
v div(k grad T) - p div u + ~ (def u)'(def u) 

- ~ p.( div u)2 (6-14) 
3 

(species conservation equation) 

(6-15) 

(equations of state) 

p po(1 a1 (T - To)) (6-16) 

p Po (1 a 2 ( C A- C Ao) ) (6-17) 
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If the flow is driven by heat transfer alone, then the specles 

conservation equation can be ignored, and the appropriate temperature 

dependent equatlon of state i$ utilized, i.e. (6-16). The next step in 

the approach is to define a number of perturbation variables, 

u '. J T etc. (6 -18) 

where o denotes the initial steady state value of the variable and 

represents its perturbation from the steady state value. These varlables 

are then su:tsti tuted into the equations of change, and the resul ti.ng set 

of equations linearized by assuming that the perturbations are very small. 

A detailed derivation of these equations and the appropriate methods of 
18 

solution has been presented. by Chandrasekbar. 

Perturbation solutions for the density driven convection problem 

have been carried out by a number of lnvestigators using a variety of 

boundary conditions for the problem. The initial solution carried out 

by Lord Rayleigh65 assumed that both the upper and lower surfaces were 

at constant temperatures, and that the liquid could circulate freely at 
61 the surface with no slip. Subsequent solutions by Pellew and Southwell, 

LiS' 71 
Low, and Sparrow et al., have extended the solution to a number of 

boundary conditions. A listing of the various soluti.ons and the assump

tions inherent to each can be found in the surnmary by Berg, Acrivos, and 

Boudart. S The primary value of all of these solutions is thei.r ability 

to predict the conditions required for the onset of cellular convection. 

Although the exact stability criteria of the system are dependent upon 

the wave length of the initlal lnfintesimal disturbance, the theory is 

also able to predict a region that is stable to any disturbance provided 
dT 4 

that a single dimensionless vartable, R:= (g13T dY h )/cxv, is less than a 

glven critical value. This dimensionless group, which is called the 

Rayleigh number, has different critical values depending upon the appli

cable boundary conditions. The critical values vary from 657.5 to 

1710; these values have been confirmed experimentally by several investi

gators for cases where the density variation was dependent upon variations 
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in temperature. A. number of the experiments which involved a free upper 

surface,. however, exhibited convection at values of R well.below the 

theoretical value of Rcr ' 
.. ,--_.. -.--- ---- -.----.~~-- -- -60 - -. 

These experiments prompted J. R. A. Pearson to propose a dif-

ferent mechanism for thermal convection cells, a model which was driven 

by surface tension rather than density gradients. The physical boundary 

conditions whlch Pearson. used are listed below: 

1) The heat lost at the surface is proportlonal to the surface 

temperature, and is balanced by heat condu,cted up from below. 

2) The lower surface could either be isothermal or subject to a 

constant heat ,flux, yielding slightly different solutions. 

3) 'rhe surface forces generated due to temperature induced vari

ations in surface tension are balanced against the shear of the under

lying fluid. 

4) Both the upper and lower surfaces are rigid and non-deformable. 

(Actually two boundary conditions, one for each surface). 

5) The lower surface is one of zero slip between the fluid and 

the wall. 

~1e results of Pearson 1 s analysis could be expressed in a manner 

slmilar to those of the density driven problem, where the region of 

stability is defined by one dimensionless variable,. the Thompson number, 

(6-19) 

The critical values for the Thompson number were found to be 80 for the 

isothermal case and 1+8 for the constant flux case. 

Since Pearson 1 s theoretical work was published in 1958, several 

experimenters have attempted to verlfy his_ theoretical predictions. The 

experimental results have thus far exhibited a large amount of scatter; 

however, convection has not been encountered at a Thompson number which 

was below the theoretically predicted value. The following table is a 

representative sample of the experimentally obtained results taken from 

a Ph.D. Thesis by John Berg. 9 Note that the results are one to two orders 

of magnjtude higher than the.theoretical values predlcted by Pearson 1 s 

analysis. 
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IJiquid 

Acetone 

Benzene 

Carbon Tetrachloride 

n-Heptane 

Isopropyl alcohol 

Methyl alcohol 
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_E_xp ____ e_r_i_m_e_n_t_a_l_T_" h-( cr 

3400 

950 

1400 

700 

200 

650 

Another assumption -which is inherent to both the density and sur

face tension driven flo-ws is that of a linear temperature gradient be

t-ween the upper and lower surfaces. This:i.s usually a good assumption for 

a temperature profile, but for the analogous problems that are caused by 

concentrat:i.on grad:i.ents it becomes quite poor. This is primarily because 

of the exceed:i.ngly lo-w values of liquid phase diffusivity, -wh:i.ch lead to 

small penetration depths and therefore non..:linear, undeveloped profiles. 

Another dif:ference between the temperature dependent and the concentration 

dependent problems is in the properties entering into the Thompson and 

Rayleigh numbers; these are given in their concentration dependent form 

below: 

(6-20) 

(6-21) 

(b) Nonlinear Theory 

The key to a successful theoretical prediction of the flow pat

terns and consequently the transfer coefficients for finite cellular 

convection lies in the non-linear terms in the equations of motion. Irhus 

far the basis of the nonlinear -work attempted has been an incomplete form 

of the equations of motion, obtained by neglecting the temperature de

pendence of all physical properties except density, (only the density 

drj.ven problem has been considered using the nonlinear approach). This 

method of attack is knO"Wn as the Boussinesq approximation. 
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Cellular convection was first treated in this manner by Pillow63 

in 1952, >-lho considered the problem of two-dimensional flow between two 

flat plates at different temperatures. After making several simplifyi.ng 

assumptiOns~he was-able--io predict 8.--5/4 po-wer-aep-eridence oThe-§t transfer 

rate upon the temperature driving force, a number that has been frequen'tly 

confirmed experimentally for natural convection from a heated horizontal 

plate,32 (This is equivalent to the well known experImental relationship 

for natural convection, >-lhich gives h ::::: (const;)(Gr
l

/
4

).)62 

Several other solutions have been obtained by various techniques. 

Malkus and Veronis 49 used a perturbation technique which retained the 

first three terms in an expansion of the variables. KU0
40

-obtained the 

5/)~- power dependence (or equivalently a 1/4 pO>-ler dependence of the 

Nusselt number upon the Rayleigh number) by expanding the dependent vari

ables in an orthogonal series fashion. 

The nonlinear mathe~tical approach does appear to hold a great 

deal. of promi.se, since a complete solution would yield the entire flow 

pattern for the problem under consideration. Unfortunately the high 

degree of mathematical complexity required for such a solution makes the 

tasl): appear quite formidable at best. To date there does not appear to 

have been any attempt to use the nonlinear approach to obtain even an ap

proximate· solution for the surface tension driven problem of cellular 

convection. 

(c) Experimental Results 

There has been relatively little experimental work carried out 

in the general area of surface tension driven, cellular convection and 

its effect upon mass transfer. Of the papers which have been published, 

the majority are concerned >-lith the photographic observance of the phe

nomenon and a subsequent description of the physical shapes and flow 

patterns of the cellular disturbances which were obtained. The study by 

Orell and Westwater,59 using a photographic Schlieren technique gives an 

excellent description of the various types of cell patterns which were 

observed in a ternary liquid-liquid system involving the transfer of 

acetic acid out of ethylene glycol into ethyl acetate. The experimental 

system utilized consisted of a transparent tank, which was separated into 

two equal portions by a diaphragm. The two liquids were introduced into 
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the opposite sides of the cell and the diaphragm removed to give a flat, 

horizontal interface between the two stationary liquid phases. Photo

graphic data were then taken while the two phases slowly equilibrated; 

in some instances cellular convection could still be detected after 43 

hrs. of contact. 

A similar photographic study has been carried out by Berg9 for a 

number of different gas-liquid systems. In his work Berg allowed both 

pure liquids and binary liquid mixtures to evaporate from a shallow 

horizontal vessel into air at ambient condi ti6ns. The shapes and sizes 

of the cells were quite varied, and were found to be dependent upon the 

particular system involved and even the length of time over which evapo

ration had been occurring. 
. 21 Ellis and Blddulph have also carried out an experimental study 

of gas-liquid interfacial turbulence at a horizontal interface. Using 

small trace-particles of polyethylene, they observed interfacial velo

cities as high as 3.5 in./sec for the system acetone-water. 

Quinn and co_workers83 ,53,54 have reported the existence of 

Marangoni instabilities in two different liquid-liquid contacting con

figurations, a liquid-liquid jet and a radially mov1ng film contactor. 

They state that the Marangoni effect appeared to be reproduci.ble 1n 

nature, and furthermore, that it 1s manifest at very small contact times

as low as 0.04 sec. The net effect of the cellular convect1on was to 

l.ncrease the overall mass transfer coefficients, but the authors do not 

offer any form of correlation or Quantitative prediction. 

Muenz and Marchell056 observed an increase in mass transfer coeffi

cient which they attributed to concentration-driven Marangoni cells durlng 

the course of an experiment on the effect of surface ripples on gas-liquid 

mass transfer. Again the authors did not give a quantitative correlation 

of the effect of the cellular convection upon the mass transfer charac

teristics of the system. 

Bakker, Buytenen and Beek5 have carried out a photographtc study 

of interfacial turbulence in liquid-liquid systems, in which they also 

obtained quantitative mass transfer data. Using order-of-magnitude 

physical arguements these authors concluded that the mean cell size 
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was roughly equal to the depth of penetration of the concentration pro

file. By making the assumption .that the individual cells on either side 

of the interface reach equilibrium during their exposure these authors 
-..-.---~-~. 

estimate the factor by which the mass transfer rate is increased to be in 

the neighborhood of 2 to 3. 
By utilizing a liquid-liquid wetted wall colwnn, Maroudas and 

Sawistowski50 obtained quantitative mass. transfer data for systems whlch 

were undergoing surface tension driven cellular convection. By making 

use of the Danckw~rts theory of surface renew.al and their experimentally 

obtained increases in mass transfer rate, they were able to calculate 

values of the fractional rate of surface renewal. varying from 0.01 to 10, 

depending upon the contact time involved. Un forttmately , this method of 

attack does not lead to a prediction of the effect of Marangoni instabi

lities upon mass transfer rates, as the value of s, the fractional rate 

of surface renewal cannot be predicted ~ priori,but must be obtained in

stead from experimental data. 

In view of the work which has been carried out thus far, there 

does not appear i~o be any satisfactory method for accurately estimating 

the quantitative effect of surface tension-driven cellular convection 

upon the system mass transfer coefficients. 

B. Experimental Results 

In order to confirm the calculational method outlined in Sec. 

6(A)-1 a number of experiments were planned involving evaporation of a 

volatile component from the n-tridecane solvent into a flowing nitrogen 

gas stTeam. The mass transfer flux level of the experimental system 

could be easily varied by either increasing the volatility of the trans

ferred species, increasing the system temperature level, or increasing 

the concentration level of the transferred species in the inlet liquid 

stream. Since the equipment had already demonstrated predictable be

havior with respect to the stream flow variables (see Fig. 16 and Table 

II), the decision was made to fix'thebulk velocities of the liquid and 

gas streams, thereby reducing the number of variables which had to be 

considered when analyzing the experimental results. 
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Also, the streams were introduced at the same temperature, so 

that the only heat flow was that due to the enthalpy of evaporation of 

the volatile component. The average interfacial temperature was then 
.. 

taken experimentally, and all subsequent equilibriwn calculations were 

based upon this temperature. In practice the value of interfacial 

temperature desired was fixed prior to running, and the bulk inlet tem

perature of the liquid phase was adjusted until this value wa s achieved. 

Additional details pertaining to the exact experimental procedure used 

can be found in Appendix A. 

The first system to be considered experimentally was the evapo

ration of n-pentane from the n-tridecane solvent. The gas (N
2

) flow was 

fixed at a value of 166 cm3/sec, corresponding to a gas phase Reynolds 

nwnber of 286. The liquid flow rate was maintained at a value of 0.400 

gpm, which corresponds to a . liquid phase Reynolds munber of approximately 

500 for low concentrations of n-pentane (this value increases to nearly 

1000 for XL
A 

= 0.50 in the n-pentane/tridecane system due to the large 

change in liquid phase viscosity). rrhe interfaclal temperature was 

maintained at 20 ± O.loC, corresponding to a vapor pressure of 0.572 atm 

for pure n-pentane. 

The first series of experiments was carr:i.ed out with the pentane 

concentration in the range of XL
A 

~;;; 0.01; these runs confirmed that the 

experimental data were in good agreement with the low flux prediction 

using Byers I nwnerical technique. The pentane concentration in the liquid 

phase was consequently increased to a higher value (XL
A 

'~ 0.10) and the 

runs repeated. At this level of concentration the experimental fraction 

saturation of the gas phase had increased somewhat more than predicted 

by the theoretical calculations; and as the liquid phase concentration 

level was subsequently increased. the discrepancy between the experimental 

results and those predicted by the theoretical approach outlined earl:i.er 

became even greater. 

The experimental results which were obtained for the n-pentane/ 

tridecane system are presented in Fig. 21 in the form of F , the fraction 
s 

saturation of the gas phase, versus liquid phase concentration, XL
A

. 
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Fig. 21. Gas phase fraction saturation (cup mixing) as a fUnction of bulk 
liquid phase mole fraction, for the system, n-pentane/tridecane evapo
rating into nitrogen. •... indicates e:h-,perimental data, the lower 
solid line represents the predicted behavior using the high flux 
addition of resistances approach. 
Interfacial temperature = 20 ± O.loC 
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The lower solid line represents the functionality that is predicted using 

the addition of resistances principle outlined in Sec. 6(A)-1. The 

upper line, which is labled k¢ = co, represents the predicted behavior for 

the system under the assumption of zero li~uid phase resistance. 

The theoretital calculations carried out for this system indicated 

that the mass transfer resistances ih the li~uid and gaseous phases were 

approximately equal; this fact was confirmed during the low concentration 

level runs by the excellent agreement between the theoretical predtctions 

and the experimental results. From the data presented in Fig. 21 it can 

be seen that some mechansim seems to be- operating which is substantj.ally 

reducing the resistance to mass transfer. The most likely possibility 

for producing such behavior is some form of natural or cellular convection. 

Under close visual eXamination of the li~uid in the surface region, small 

streamers could be seen which were moving in a vertical direction as they 

were swept along by the fluid motion. 

Further confirmation of these vertical flow aberrations was ob

tained from the thermocouple probes which were used to obtain temperature 

profiles in the test section. Under the low concentration level, low 

flux level condittons the output from these probes had been ~uite steady 

as a function of time, and changed only when the tip was moved to a new 

vertical position. The typical form of the output at the high concentration 

levels can be seen in Fig. 22. Here the thermocouple output voltage trace 

is given as a function of time for tlle inlet and exit temperature probes 

at various vertical posit:i.ons. As can be seen} the trace obtained at 

0.550 in. from bottom of the channel (in the gas phase) is nearly constant} 

however} as the exit probe is placed into the li~uid phase (0.500 and be

low) the output becomes quite erratic} indicating that fluid streamers 

with varying values of temperature were flowing past the probe. Since 

the interfacial temperature was several degrees cooler than the bulk fluid 

due to the evaporative heat flux; the flow of alternate streamers of fluid 

having interfacial and bulk conditions could produce such a behavior. 

This hypothesis is. further confirmed by the fact that as the probe was 

placed deeper into the fluid the output became less erratic} finally 

reaching a constant value e~ual to the bulk temperature at depths of 0.300 

in 0 and below. 
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Fig. 22. Output from thermocouple probes showing oscillation of lj.quid 
phase temperature as a function of time for various vertical positions. 
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Also, as can be seen in F'ig. 22, the inlet probe exhibited only 

very slight oscillatory behavior , which would be consistent with the 

theory of cellular convection, as· the cells would not have grown very 

much after only 1/2 in. of exposure. 

A 'final confirmation that the anomalous mass transfer behavior 

-was caused by a liquid phase phenomenon is given in Fig. 23, which repre

sents an experimentally obtained concentration profile under the high 
, 

concentration level conditions. As can be seen, the experimental profile 

is at an intermediate position between the predicted profile and the pro

file for kcp ::: 00, which again indicates that the llquid phase mass transfer 

coefficient is much higher than its predicted value, while the gas phase 

mass transfer is behaving in the manner predicted. Using the experimental 

value of xAo and Fs -we can calculate a value of kcp(EXP)/kcp(Theory ) = 1.4; 

whereas kx(EXP)/kx(Theory ) -was found to be 0.921, -which is -within the 

experimental" error of x
A 

and F • 
. 0 S 

After concluding that the increased liquid phase mass transfer 

coefficient was caused by cellular convection, it was next necessary to 

ascertain which of the four possible driving forces -was producing the 

flow instability. These four mechanisms, -which -were presented earlier, 

can be writien in brief form as: 1) surface tension-driven, temperature

indllced; 2) surface,tension-drive, concentration-induced; 3) density

driven; temperature-induced; and 4) density..,driven, ·concentration-induced. 

Since each of these mechanisms can be associated -with an approprtate form 

of the Thompson or Rayleigh number, it -was decided that an approximate 

estimate of the value of these numbers might aid in deciding -which was 

the most important one of the four for the situation at hand. 

A qualitative analysis of the situation shows that any of the 
I 

above four mechanisms could have been responsible for the observed cellular 

convection, since all of the driving forces were in the direction leading 

to a possibly unstable situation. Thus, an attempt was next made to 

assign a rough numerical value to Th or R for each situation. In order 

to do this a number of assUmptions were necessary, because of the large 

differences between the flo-w situation at hand and the theoretical sttuation 

for which the Thompson and Rayleigh numbers -were originally devised. 
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Fig. 23. Gas phase concentration profile from Run # 58; evaporation of 
n-pentane from tridecane into nitrogen. 0 ••• indicates experimental 
data, the solid line through the data is a best fit to the points. 
The dashed line indicates the predicted profile in the absence of 
cellular convection. 
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1) The surface tension and density were assumed to be linear furJ.ctions 

of concentration and temperature. For the systems which were ultimately 

used in this study, this assumption can be shown to be fairly good (see 

Appendix D). The worst error is on the order of 20% for one surface 

tension-concentration system; i.e. ethyl ether/tridecane. 

2) 'rhe concentration and temperature profiles used for calculati.ng values 

of h, CCA/CY, and CT/CY were calculated usi.ng the standard penetration 

approach for the liquid phase, ignoring the presence of the cells; see 

Appendix E for details. 

3) All the important physi.cal parameters,i.e. DAB' 0:, p., p, were assumed 

constant, at the values associated with the interfacial conditions. 

4) The value of the interfacial concentraU.on was assumed to be the same 

as that obtained by using the interphase numerical Graetz solution carried 

out by Byers .13 Note tllat this value wj.1:L be higher than the experimental 

value, due to the mixing of the liquid phase ca11sed by the existance of 

any cellular convection. 

There are two valid reasons for using the Uleoretical value i.n the 

absence of cells rather than tIle experimental value of interfacial concen

tration. The most i.mportant of the two reasons is that one would prefer 

to determine the influence of tIle cellular convection from a direct and 

non-iterative calculation based upon known Or easily predicted quanti.ties. 

The second reason is based upon the assumption that tIle magnitude of the 

cellular convection (and hence the experimental value of interfacial con-. 

centration) is a function of the drivi.ng force, or distance that the 

system lies from the point of critical stability. If this is a correct 

assumption, then it is only necessary to employ an interfacial concentration 

un:i.quely related to the true value. The proposed method is a convenient 

approach for obtaining such a value. 

A sample calculation of the concentration dependent Thc-mpson 

Dl.llrlber based on the above assumptions is given in Appendix E. Upon cal

culation of the Thompson or Rayleigh numbers for each of the four possible 

situations, it was discovered that the surface tension-drj.ven, concentra

tion-dependent mechanism yielded a value of the Thompson number which was 
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two orders of magnitude larger in relation to the critical Th or R, than 

occurred for the other mechanisms. To illustrate the values of the four 

situations, the results of a sample calculation carried out for n

pentane1t-ridecaneat-a -pentane-mole -fractieHof O.O)-are given helow: 

1) For the concentration driven case 

Thavg == 13,900 

R 26 
-avg 

2) For the temperature driven situation 

Th == 93 avg 

R :::: 155 avg 

Of the four mechanisms, two tend to predominate, the concentration-depen

dent Marangoni cells and the temperature-dependent Benard cells. This is 

primarily due to the exponent on h, which is h2 in Th and h ~- in R. Be

cause of the extremely low value of the liquid phase diffusivities, h tends 

to be quite small for the concentration profilej thus the value of Th tends 

to be much larger than the va-lueof R for the concentration dependent 

situation. If we consider the temperature dependent forms, the reverse 

is generally true. The penetration depths for the temperature profiles 

tend to be fairly large, making the density driven situation relatively 

more important than the surface tension dr:l.ven one. 

In order to confirm the above a ssumptions several other systems 

were devised,with physical properties which varied eno.ugh to provide a 

strong test of the four different possibilities. These systems were: 

1) n-pentane/tridecane (discussed above) 

2) cyclopentane/tr1decane 

3) ethyl ether/tridecane 

4) carbon disulfide/tridecane 

The experimental results for each of the remaining three systems 

are given in Figs. 24, 25, and 26 in a form similar to that used in Fig. 

21 for the n-pentane/tridecane system. From Appendix D, we see that the 

cs2/n-c13 system should not exhibit concentration-induced cellular convec

tion, as both the density and surface tension of CS2 lie in the wrong 

,~ 
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Fig. 24. Gas phase fraction saturation (cup mixing) as a function of 
liquid phase mole fraction (bulk), for the system; cyclopentane/tri
decane evaporating into nitrogen • •••• indicates experimental data, 
the lOi-Ter solid line represents the predicted behavior using the high 
flux addition of resistances approach. 
Interfacial temperature = 25 ± O.loC 
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Fig. 25. Gas phase fraction saturation (cup mixing) as a function of 
liquid phase moJ.,e fraction (bulk), for the system; ethyl ether/tri
decane evaporating into nitrogen • •••• indicates experimental data, 
the lower solid line represents the predicted behavior using the high 
flux addition of resistances approach. 
Interfacial temperature = 25 ±O.loC 
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Fig. 26. Gas phase fraction saturation (cup mixing) as a function of 
liquid phase mole fraction (bulk)) for the system; carbon disulfide/ 
tridecane evaporating into nitrogen • •••• indicates the experimental 
data, the 10lver solid line represents the predicted behavior using the 
high flux addition of resistances approach. 
Interfacial temperature = 30 ± O.lOC 
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direction from that of tridecane. The results for this system, which are 

shown in Fig. 26, support this fact with the agreement between experiment 

and interphase theory remaining quite good at values of XLA up to 0.30 or 

more. The deviation which finally begins to occur at the. high concentra

tion levels can be attributed to temperature-induced, density-driven cells. 

This assumption" is supported by"the calculated value of the Rayleigh 

number· for these conditiorls, which was R = 1600; a value which J.s avg 
significantly larger than the theoretical critical value of approximately 

650. To show that the cellular convection in the three other experimental 

systems was apparently not strongly influenced by density driven cells, 
---_._---- ------ --- -- - - .- --_. - ----------------

the values of XL
A 

which yield a calculated value of R 1600 are: for avg 
n-pentane/tridecane XLA == 0024, for cyclopentane/tridecane XI'A = 0.27, and 

for ethyl ether/tridecane XLA = 0.22. 

Since the majority of the cellular convection appeared to be attri

butable to the concentration driven Marangoni effect, an effort was next 

made to correlate the mass transfer behavior of the liquid phase with the 

physical parameters whj.ch lead to this type of cellular convection. 

C. Correlation of Results and Prediction of Cellular Convection 

At present the most promising theoretical approach towards pre

dj.cting the effect of surface tension drj.ven cellular convection upon 

the mass transfer behavior of a system appears to lie in the solution 

of the non-linear flow equations. An approach similar to the one used 
49 40 by Malkus and Veronis or that due to Kuo should at least predj.ct 

the behavior in the region near the critical point for low instability. 

Unfortunately, as was pointed out earlier, such a solution does not 

presently exist. An alternative procedure is to use the approach of 

dimensional analysis, which leads to the following expressions: 

and 

8h 

Sh = fn(Sc, NRe ) cr 

. (6-22) 

(6-23) 
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From the above two expressions, and in view of the results obtained by Kuo 

and others for the somewhat analogous heat transfer problem, we conclude 

that a resonaDle form for correlation of the experimental data should De 

(6-24 ) 

The variable k' is the value of the liquid phase mass transfer coeffi-
cp,cr 

cient which is predicted theoretically (Le. the value at the point where 

the flow instability is first observed, with concentration, flux and physi

cal property corrections to the actual concentration level taken into 

account.) For this work it was found that a single value of Th = 8000 
cr 

was sufficient to predict the point of instability of all tbe experimental 

systems studied. A table of the values of XLA. which corresponds to 

Th = 8000 is given below: 

n-pentane/tridecane 

ethyl ether/tridecane 

•••• •• XIJ
A .,cr 

•••••• XL 
A,cr 

= 0.029 

G.014 

cyclopentane/tridecane .••••• XLA,cr 0.071 

A correlation of the type given by Eq. (6-24-) has the advantage 

of giving the increase in mass transfer due to the Marangoni effect alone; 

L e. kl/k~, . is determined as a' function of the parameters which enter 
'I' 'f', cr 

into the Thomp son number. Thus the effF;~t due to Marangoni circulation 

:L::; oot.s ined by simply multiplying the expected mass transfer rate by a 

COl'rection factor to obtain the final mass transfer rate. 

The experimental results of this study are shown in Fig. 27, 

plotted in the form suggested by Eq. (6-23). As can be seen, the agree

ment between the three widely differing systems--n-pentane, cyclopentane, 

and ethyl ether-is quite good when placed on this basis. It is interest

ing to note that this effect can be qu:i:te large for some systems, such 

as the ethyl ether/tridecane mixture, where the observed value of k¢,avg 

was 10 to 20 times the expected value. Another fact which was observed 

from putting the data in the form given in Fig. 27, was that the initial 

slope was approximately the same as indicated by the nonlinear heat transfer 

analysis for density-driven cells, i. e., a 1/4 power dependence upon the 

Thompson (or Rayleigh) number ratio.l+o The dashed straight line on Fig. 27 
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F1.g. 27. Correlation of the effect of surface tension driven cellular 
convection upon liquid phase mass transfer coefficients. 

• experimental results for the system cyclopentane/tridecane 
o e:h.'Perimental results for the system n-pentane/tridecane 
f:, experimental results for the system ethyl ether/tridecane 

Dashed line indicates behavior assuming a 1/4 power dependence of 
ratio of coefficients on ratio 'of the Thompson numbers. 

",' 
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indicates the 1/4 power dependence, and can be seen to be tangent to the 

results obtained experimentally in the vicinity of the critical value of 

the Thomp son nwnber. 

It should be noted that due to the similar physical constants of 

the liquid systems involved,the Sc variation was not large, and therefore 

the effect of S'chmidt number, if any, could not be determined', Also, the 

effect of different liquid phase Reynolds numbers was not explored in 

this worl\., Further experimental work with more diverse systems at widely 

different flow rates should be carried out to define the above two effects, 

if they exist. If we examine the quantities entering into the correlation 

given by Fig. 27, we find that this is essentially a plot of k~./kl 
'+' '+' , cr 

versus Li:P/Li:P
cr

; since the other quantities in the Thompson number are 

only weak functions of concentration, 

There are several other i'acton3 which need to be explored in more 

detail experj.lnentally and theoretically. Among these are the effect of 

the ratio of gas phase to liquid phase mass transfer coefficient, kx/k¢, 

which was varied only slightly during this work. Substantial changes in 

this ratio could invalidate the procedure used to calculate ¢Aoo - ¢Ao for 

use in the Thompson number. A second point is that the liquid depths 

utilized in this study were rather large; therefore any application of 

these results to systems having very small liquid depths, or radically 

different"flo'IV characteristics, should be made with caution. Finally, 

rrdnute concentrations of su.rface active impurities could radically affect 

the flow characteristics of the surface tension driven cellular convection. 

'This type of situation would be most likely to occur in an aqueous system, 

usually bringing about a large reduction in the quantity of cellular 

convection from that which would be predicted for such a system. 
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APPENDIX A 

Experimenta,l Procedures 

Due to the large number of variables which had to be monitored 

during the course of an experimental run, a consistant routine was followed 

throughout this work, with only slight alterations depending upon the in

formation desired. This experimental routine consisted of the followi.ng 

sequence of steps: 

1) '11he desired concentration level of the solute in the tridecane 

solvent was selected, and sufficient solute was added to the liquid system 

to obtain the approximate level of bulk liquid concentration. 

2) The liquid re-circulation pump was started, and the liquid was 

circulated through the system, by-passing the test-secti.on. During this 

period of time, approximately 1 to 2 hrs, the liquid temperature was ad

justed to the desired value by the use of the heater and cooler indicated 

in Fig. 7. Also, this practice allowed the solute concentration to become 
; 

constant throughout the liqUid system. 

3) The liqUid was slowly introduced into the test-section, and 

the by-pass was closed. Ai'ter the desired' liquid flow had been established 

through the test-section the liquld level was slowly adjusted by admitting 

air into the lower hold-up tank. If the liquid level was too high, it 

could be lowered by applying a slight vacuum to the lower bold-up tank. 

4.) After the liquid flow and level had been established, the gas 

wa s admitted from the supply cylinder s, and the de sired ga seous flowra te 

was established. 

5) Usually at this point the bulk . liquid temperature was adjusted 

slightly to yield thto actual interfacial temperature for the particular 

run conditions. (Note that the interfacial temperature was maintained at 

a pre-determined value for aLl runs carri.ed out with a giv'en solute system. 

6) The electric timer was started, and all subsequent data taken 

logged with respect to this timer. 

7) Bulk liquid concentration samples were withdrawn using a hypo

dermic syringe and the sampling probe labled C
l 

in Fig. 1. rrhese samples 

'..Jere usually taken between 40 and 60 min apart, since the liquid concen

tration level changed rather slowly with respect to ti.me. 
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8) The desired gas stream (either cup mixing or a profile probe) 

was continuously passed through the chromatograph, and at periodic inter

vals the gas phase mole fraction was determined. 

9) Temperature profiles were also taken at periodic intervals, 

and the liquid and gas temperature adjusted when necessary. Usually it 

was pbssible to 'maintain the liquid temperature within 0.1 to 0.2°C of 

the desired value. 

10) Throughout the run, it was necessary to pay constant attention 

to the liqUid ie'Vel wj_thin the test-section, with adjustments usually being 

made every two or three minutes. With constant manipulation of this type, 

the level could.-bemaintained within -O:DIO-in. oT-the presc-l'ibe-d-vai:ue. 

11) After the conclusion of the run, the liquid samples were analyzed 

wiUJ the chromatograph, and the data placed in the form lllustrated by 

Figs. 28, 29, and :30; i. e., a plot of liqUid pha se concentration versus 

run tlme. From this graph the liqUid phase concentration could be obtained 

for the time interval over which a set of gas" phase chromatograms had been 

taken. Since the liquid concentration did not change appreciable over 

. this time interval, it was considered constant at the value obtained from 

the graph (see Figs. 28, 29, 30). 

The experiments involving the evaporation of pure liquids were run 

in a similar manner, except they did not require the liquid sampling 

procedure. Unfortunately, dlie to the rapid rates of evaporation involved 

in tte,:;e experiments, it was impossible to maintain the test-section 

liquid level using the techniques outlined previously. Consequently, it 

was necessary to constantly add a stream of liquid from the make-up system 

(see Fig. 7). Even using this procedure the control of the liquid level 

was eonsiderably more difficult than in the interphase experiments. This 

can ·be seen from the fact that the iso-pentane runs frequently involved 

liquid losses in excess of 1000 cC/hr. 
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Fig~ 29. Behavior of liquid phase concentration with respect to time. 
System n-pentane!tridecane 
Time for gas sample = 12.5 minutes 
Runs # 90 to 100. 
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Fig. 30. Behavior of liquid phase concentration with respect to time. 

System eth1.L eth~r/tr1decane 
Time for gas sample = 12.5 minutes 
Runs # 112 to 120. 
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APPENDIX B 

Experimental Results 

This section is devoted primarily to furnishing ad.ditional infor

mation about the experimentally obtained results. Included are tabulated 
, 

results for a large number of runs. Where appropriate, results are also 

given in graphical form. , ..•. ". ". 

Gas;'Liquid Heat Transfer Results 

Run # 

14 

15 
16 

17 
18 

19 
20 
21 
22 

23 
21~ 

26 

N Re 

(gas) 

1200 

1200 

850 
850 
850 

515 .. 
520 
285 
320 

155 
2']0 

290 

83 

N
Re 

(liquid) 

500 
1010 

440 
1010 

735 
670 

990 

990 
250 
450 
450 

370 
370 

gas 

air 

air 

air 

air 

air 

air 

air 

air 

air 

helium 

helium 

helium. 

helium 

See Table I for results of these runs. 

T. 
J.n 

(gas) 

33.3°C 

33·5 
33.8 

33·5 
33·5 
32.6 

33~0 

33·0 
30·,1 

30.4 
32.4 

30·5 
28.5 

Tin 

(liquid) 

19.8°c 

19.4 

19·5 
19·2 
19.4· 

19·5 
19:1 
19.1 

20·9 
20.6 
20.8 

21.7 

20·9 
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0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 
y - position (inches) 

Fig. 31. Dimensionless experimental temperature profile taken at 17.5 in. 
from the test section inletj Q.G = 493 cm3/sec, Q.L = 0.810 gpm. 
Run # 17, System: air/tr1decane . . 

.. = experimental data 
-- = theoretically predicted curve 
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I. 

o 
0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 

y- position . ( Inches) 

Fig. 32. Dimensionless experimental temperature profile taken at 17.5 in. 
from the test section inlet; QG = 300 cm3/sec, QL = 0.795 gpm. 
Run # 20, System: air/tridecane. 

.... = experimental data 
-- = theoretically predicted curve 
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1.0 

0.2 

o 
0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 

y-position (inches) 

Fig. 33. Dimensionless experimental temperature profile teken at 17.5 in. 
from the test section inletj QG = 1540 cm3/sec, QL = 0.300 gpm. 
Run # 25, System: helium/tridecane. 

• = experimental data 
-- = theoretically predicted curve 
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Low Flux Mass Transfer 

Run # Q,G(cm3jsec) Q,L( cm3/ sec) Tint ( DC) 

28 166 24.2 20.6 

25) ... 100 29,3 20·7 

30 235 29·3 20,6 

31 397 29·3 20.6 

32 166 24.2 20.8 
····-33--- ··--235~·-- ·-2 9-;j--·- -20-;-7-··· 

34 397 29·3 20·7 

All of the above runs were made w·i th the system: 

n-:-pentanejtridecane - Nitrogen, 

F F 
s s 

exptll theory 

cup mixing 

0.213 0.213 

0·310 0.299 

0.162 0.146 

0.085 0.090 

0.220 0.213 
·0-;--1E5S)-- . 0-;--146--·· 

0.103 0.090 

where the n-pentane concentration in the liquid phase was in the neighbor

hood of XLA = 0.01 for all runs. 

~, 

i" 
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Interphase Mass Transfer Data 

System: n-pentane/tridecane liquid evaporating tnto nttrogen 

Interfacial Temperature matntained at 20°C ± 0.2°C 

QG '" 166 cm3/sec QL= 0.400 gpm 

Run # 
" 

XL
A

(bu1k) F (cup mixing) s 
( experj,menta1) 

)8 0.195 to 0.1'75 0.260 ** 
59 0.15Ln 1.0000-)(-

60 0.1515 0.255 

61 0.14Lj'5 0.258 

62 0.1376 0.250 

63 0.1320 0.249 

6L~ 0.1273 0,.240 

65 0.1225 0.231 

66 0.1184 0.235 

67 0.1139 0.228 

6[3 0.1100 0.221j. 

69 0.1054 0.224 

70 0.1031 0·971 +<-

71 0·3005 1.000 'j(' 

72 0.298 0·308 

T5 0.291 0·309 

74 0.285 0.299 

75 0.277 0.293 

76 0.268 0.291 

77 0.258 0.290 

78 0.249 0.279 

79 0.240 0.278 

80 0.234 0.273 .-, 
81 0.226 0.269 

82 0.217 0.268 

83 0.209 0.264 
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n-pentane/tridecane system (continued) 

Run # XLA(bulk) F (cup mixing ') 
s 

( experj.mental) 

90 0.2182 1.000 * ~, 

91 0.2165 0.261 

92 0.2090 0.258 

93 0.2013 0.257 

911- 0.1930 0.253 

95 o .18~)'5 0.247 

96 0.1785 0.249 

97 0.1732 0.248 

98 0.1665 0.250 

99 0.1595 0.243 

100 0.1530 0.21-1-9 

101 0. 1+00 1.000 * 
102 0·395 0.358 

103 0.383 0.31+4 

104 0·373 0.3411 

105 00361 0.327 

106 O·35l 0·322 

107 o .3~·1 0.323 

108 0·330 0.3J7 

109 0·322 0.304 

110 0·313 0.298 

111 0.3011. 0·300 

* Data ta.ken at very low gas flow rate to ,determine equilibrium between 
the gas and liquid phases. 

** .~ Experimental profile integration. 

." 
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System: ethyl etherjtridecane liquid evaporating into nitrogen 

Interfacial temperature maintained at 25°C ± 0.2 0 

QG := 166 cm3jsec QL ::: 0.400 gpm 

'. 
Run # XLA(bulk) F (cup mixing) s . 

112 .<> o .lJ.35 1.000 * 
113 0.421 o.lJ.20 

114 0.410 0.422 

115 0·391 0.417 

116 0·372 0.409 

117 0.336 0.4·06 

118 0.314 0.1+09 

119 0.291 0·399 

120 0.272 0.404 

121 0.267 1.000 -)(. 

123 0.252 0·399 

124· 0.237 0.1+01 

125 0.226 0·391 

126 0.212 0·390 

127 0.198 0·377 

128 0.193 1.000 * 
129 0.188 0.31+6 

130 0.181 0.344 

131 0.171 0.34.1 

1.32 0.164 0·353 

133 0.154 0.333 

1.31+ 0.111-4 0·327 
-' 

136 0.127 0·327 

138 0.119 0.;)06 
.~ 141 0.0970 0.304 

142 0.09'20 0·327 
143 0.0865 0.314 
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--- .-_.- -

ethyl ether/tridecane system (continued) 

Run # XLA(bu1k) F (cup· mixing) 
s 

152 0.0720 1.000 * ., 

153 0.0700 0.2'79 

154 0.0665 _ 0.277 ,. 

155 000625 00276 

156 0.0585 0.2'70 

157 0.0542 0.267 

y8 -) -- 0.0505 0.264 
--------- . -------- --

159 0.0463 0.264 

160 0.01j-25 0.264 

161 0.01j-26 0.270 

162 000408 0.254 

165 0.0347 0.240 

166 0.0308 0.234 

167 0.0278 0.247 

168 0.0248- 0.236 

169 0.0235 0.216 

170 0.0220 0.215 

171 0.0206 0.202 

172 0.0182 0.199 --

173 0.0170 0.192 

174 0.0158 0.200 

/ 

,.;-

,. 
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System: cyclopentane/tridecane evaporating into nitrogen 

Interfacial temperature maintained at 25°C ± 0.20 

QG = 166 cm3/sec QL = 0.400 gpm 

Run # XLA(bu1k) F (cup mixing) s 

175 0.476 1.000 * 
176 0)1·69 0·315 

177 0.463 0·316 

178 0.457 0·316 

179 0.451 0·312 

180 o .L~1+ 3 0·309 

181 0.437 0·308 

182 0.429 0·304 

184 0.417 0·303 

185 0.409 0.299 

186 0.4080 1.000 -l(-

187 0.4030 0·300 

188 0·3965 0·301 

189 0.3885 0·301 

190 0·3785 0·303 

191 0·3710 0.297 

192 0·3630 0.285 

193 0·3570 0.290 

19+ 0·3360 1.000 * 
195 0·3325 0.293 

196 0·3215 0.289 

197 0·3100 0.289 

198 0·3010 0.284 

199 0.2925 0.281 

200 0.2860 0.276 
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cyclopentane/tridecane system (continued) 

Run # XLA(bulk) F (cup 
s 

mixing) 

201 0.2260 1.000 * ", 

202 0.2240 0.268 

203 0.2185 0.261 

204 0.2110 0.257 

205 0.2025 0.255 

206 . 0.1965 0.254 

207 0.1000 1.000 * 
208 0.0990 0.231 

209 0.0952 0.229 

211 0.0870 0.224 

213 0.0790 0.208 

215 0.0742 0.219 

217 0.0623 0.215 

219 0.0572 0.220 

220 0.0550 0.215 

221 0.0528 0.218 

222 0.0515 0.213 

223 0.0424 0.210 

224 0.0417 0.203 

225 0.0407 0.202 



,. 
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APPENDIX C 

Computer Programs 

A number of computer programs were' used during the course of this 

work. Some of these were quite complex, such as in the solution of the 

partial differential equations of' convective transport; others were 

wri tten Silhply to carry out repetitive, but necessary calculations. All 

of the important programs used in the work are given in this section along 

with a brief description of their usage. The programs are .written in 

Fortran IV, and all calculations were carried out utilizing the CDC 6600 

digital machine at the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory. The control cards 

have beeri omitted since they vary from one location to the next. 

GCCALC 

The bulk of the experimental data taken were in the form of chroma

tograms from an Aerograph, Model A-90P2 Gas Chromatograph. S:i.nce several 

thousand readings were taken, these data were recorded on IBM cards, and 

the necessary calculations carried out by the above program. The calcu

lations involved simply convert the experimentally determined peak areas 

to solute mole f'ract:i.on. A number. of chromatograms (5 to 10) were taken 

for each run condition; these were averaged before the calculation of the 

mole fraction for each run. 

'The ipput data are: N, the number of chromatograms for a g:i.ven . 
run; B(I), the solute peak area in MV-sec; A(I), the nitrogen peak area 

in .MV -'sec; No, the experimental run number; R2, the solute peak attenuation 

factor from the chromatograph; and Rl, the nitrogen peak attenuation 

factor. The calculations are then carried out based on the follow:i.ng 

equations: 

AR(I) A.(I)*Rl 

BR(I) .- B(I)·*R2*(F ) 
r 

RAT(K) = BR(K)/AR(K) 
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where Fr is a calibration factor which relates the mole ratio of the 

solute to solvent (nitrogen) with the ratio of the respective peak areas. 

This factor had to be experimentally determined for each system, usually 

by taldng readings on a sample with a know mole ratio. Abr;ief table of 

the values for several solutes is given below: 

solute (nitrogen = solvent) 

n-pentane 

ethyl ether 

cyclopentane 

iso-pentane 

F 
r 

0.509 to 0.542 

0.620 

0.682 

0·570 

The value of F wa s dependent upon the Chromatograph conditions, and 
l' 

was therefore re-evaluated from time to time, particularly when the con-

ditions were altered. The calculated values of the mole ratios for all 

the chromatograms taken during a given run are then averaged by the pro

gram and an average value of the mole fraction calculated. 

The program then procedes to a package of liquid phase data which 

have the exact same format as the gas phase calculations outlined above. 

'fbe calculations are carried out in an analogous manner to yield the liquid 

phase mole fraction for the solute/Tridecane systems. It should be noted 

that both the liquid and gas calculations are made by referring the solute 

to the c;olvent peak areas., rather than attempting to maintain a known 

sample volume and using this as a basis. 

TOHETR 

Since all of the experimental heat transfer data were taken in the 

form of temperature profiles, it was necessary to integrate these profiles 

in order to obtain the experimental cup mixing temperature. This was done 

using the relationship, 

Tcup mixing 
T(y) u (y) dy x 
b U 

avg 

'. 
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PROGRAM GCCALC IINPUT t OUTPUT.TAPE2=lNPUT. TAPE3=OUTPUT) 
DIMENSION C(20)' D(20). CR120i. DRI20lt BAT(20) 
DIMENSION A(20). B(20)~ AR(20). GR(20). RAT(20) 
WRITE (30114) 

114 FORMAT i31HO EXPERIMENTAL ~LC CALCULATIONS) 
30 READI2t31)NO 
31 FORr>1A T I 13) 

IF INO) 50. 200.50 
50 REAI.)(2tlO)N t ((AII). blI)lt I=l,N) 
10 FORMAT (12/IF3.1,F3.1» 

READ (20101) RltR2 
101 FORMATI2F3.O) 

DO 103 I=ltN 
ARI I) = AI I )*Rl 

103 eRI!) = elI)*R2*.509 
SUM = 0.0 
DO 104 K=ltN 
RATIK) = 8R(K)/ARIK) 

104 SUM = SUM + RATtK) 
XX = SUM/FLOAT(N) 
XG = XX/(1.0 + XX) 
WRITE 13,105) NO, XG 

105 FORMATI12H RUN NUMBER .13, 23H GAS PHASE CONC.= .F5.4~/) 

WRITE 13,106) (RATIK), K=I.N) 
106 FORMAT 125X.F5.4) 

WRITE 13.111) 
III FORMAT I1HU) 

(;0 TO 30 
200 corn I NUE 

'wRITE (3tl07) 
300 Rt.AD(2.3011 No 
301 FORMA T I 12 ) 

IF INO) 302, 400. 302 
302 READ 12.30'3) 1'1o((CII), DII», 1= 1,1>1) 
303 FORMAT (I2/(F3.1,F3.11) 

READ 12.3(5) rn. R4 
305 FORMAT 12F3.0) 

DO 307 I = I,M 
CRII) = C(I)*R3*2.277 

307 ORI I) = 1.)11 )*R4 
BUM = 0.0 
DO 309 J= I,M 
BATIJ) = CRIJ)/I.)RIJ) 

30Q HUM BUM + BATIJ) 
XY = BUMiFLOAT(M) 
XL = XY/(1.0 + XV) 
WRITE (3.311) NS. XL 

311 FORMAT 113rl SAMPLE NO •• 12. 21H 
Iv R I T U 3 ,3 12) I BAT I J) • J = 1 ,'M ) 

312 FORMAT (25X, F5.4) 
l'iRITE 13,111) 
G,O TO 300 

400 STOP 
END 

Ll OU![) CONe. ,F4.3//) 
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PROGRAM TOHETR (INPUT.OUTPUT.TAPE2=INPUT. TAPE3=OUTPU3) 
C GAS LIQUID VELOCITY PROFILES (CM/SEC) AND EXPTL TOTAL HEAT TRANSFER CALC 

DIMENSION TL(25).VG(25). VL(25),YL(25). TG(25). YG(25) 
DrMENSIO~ rLVL(25). TGVG(25) 

100 READ(2tlO1) QGi QL. VISCL. VIS,CG 
101 FORMAT (4FI0.01 

2 0 REA D ( 2" 2 0 1) T G ( 1). T G ( 2 ). T G ( 3" T G ( 4) • T G ( 5 ), T G ( 6 It T G ( 7 ) 
21 REA 0 ( 2.201 ) T G ( 8 ) • T G ( 9) ,T G ( 10 ) • T G ( 11 ) • T G ( 12 I • T G ( 13 I • T G ( 14 I 
22 READ ( 2.201 ) T G ( 15 I • T G ( 16 I • TG ( 17) • T G ( 18) • T G ( 19) • T G ( 20 ) • T G ( 21 I 

REA 0 ( 2. 201 I T II 1 I • T l( 2 I • T l( 3 I • T L( 4 ) • T LI 5 I • T II 6 I .• T l( 7·) 
READ ( 2 • 20 1) I L ( 8 I , I L ( 9 I • IL t 1 u ) , , L t 11 I, , Lt 1 2 ) ,,I L ( 1 3 ) '. , L ( 14 I 
READ ( 2.201 ) T l( 15) • T l( 16) • T l( 171 • T L ( 18) , T LI 19) • T L ( 20) , T L( 21 I·· 

201 FORMAT (7F10.01 
READ (2.25) CPG, CPL 

25 FORMAT (2FI0.0) 
8=1.27 
W = 7.62*.915 
C3=( 1.5/1W*811*(QG + QL*(VISClIVISCGI III 1.0 + VISClIVISCG) 
C2G= 0.0/8*-*21 * (4. O*fj*C3--=-"6. O*Ql/W I * (v!SCl/V I SCG) -
C2L= C2G*(VISCG/VISCLI 
C1G=-(C2G*8 + C31/B**2 
C1L= (B*C2L - C31/B**2 

C DEFINE YL(11 AS THE INTERFACE, THUS THE WALL POSITION IS YL(21) 
YUII = 0.0 
DO 103 I = 1 , 2 1 
VLI[I = CIL*YLill**2 + C2L*VlII) + C3 

103 V LI [+ 1 I = Y L ( I) -8 120.0 
VG( 11 = 0.0 
DO 104 I = 1,21 
VG([I = CIG*VG(I)**2 + C2G*vG(II + C3 

104 VG( [ + 11 = VGcrl + .B/20.0 
DO 105 1=1.21 

105 TLVL(I) = TL(II*VL(II 
ODD = 0.0 
EVEN = 0.0 
DO 106 I = 2 • 18 ,2 

106 EVEN = EVEN + TLVL(II 
DO 10 7 1 = 3 • 19 • 2 

107 000= ODD + TLVL(II 
DELY = 0.0635 

OSUML=(P~LY/3.01*(TLVL(11 +4.0*EVEN +2.0*000 + TLVL(2011 
1 + (DELY/2.)*(TLVL(20) + TLVL(21)1 

HTL = W*CPL*SUML 
DO 108 1=1.21 

108 TGVG( 1 I = TG( 1 I*VG( I I 
UGH = 0.0 
EBE = 0.0 
DO 109 1=2.18.2 

109 EBE = EBE + TGVG(II 
DO 1 1 0 I = 3 • 1 9 • 2 

110 UGH = UGH ~ TGVG(II 
SUMG = (DELY/3.01*(TGVG(11 + 4.0*EBE + 2.0*UGH + TGVG(2011 
HTG = W*CPG*SUMG 
WRITE (3.400) 

400 FORMAT (33H LIQUID AND GAS VELOCITY PROFILESIIII 
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WRITE (3.401) (YL( I). VL( I); 1=1.21) 
401 FORMAT (4H YL= IPE16.7. 5H VL= EI6.7) 

WRITE (3.402) (YG(I). VG( I). 1=1.21) 
402 FORMAT (4H YG= IPE16.7. 5H VG= EI6.7) 

WRITE (3.408) QG. QL 
408 FORMAT (5H QG=IPEI6.7. 5H QL= EI6.7) 

' • ..;RITE (3.405) QG. HIG 
405 FORMAT(4H aG= IPE16.7. 6H HTG= EI6.7) 

viR I T E (3,406) QL. H T L 
406 FORMAT(4H QL= IPE16.7. 6H HTL= [16.7) 

C END OF EXPTL HEAT TRANSFER CALCULATIONS. NOW TO CALC. THE SEEK A~D 
C bAKKER GROUP. AND THE VALUE OF THEORETICAL AVGK 

500 READ(2.501) DIFFG 
501 FORMAT (FI0.0) 

XO=17.062S * 2.54 
GRP = (C2G**2).OIFFG*XO/C3**3 
GUMP = C3*.3/(C2G*C2G*OIFFG) 
STAR = C2G*DIFFG/(XO*C3) 
I F (G R P - O. 1) 503. 503 • 504 

503 AVG~ = STAR*(4.D/3.1416)**.5*XO.*.5-GUMP**.5 + XO/4.0) 
GO TO SIS 

~G4 IF (GRP - 10.0)S05.S0S.506 
SOSO AVGK '" (C3*DIFFG/xO)**.S*( 1.2036 + .0616*GRP - .00787*GRP**2 

1 + .OOD37*GRP**3) 
GO TO 515 

5::16 DG=DIFFG 
A V G K = ( C 3 * D G /X 0 1 * •• '). ( 1 .615'" GR p. - • 1667. ( • ') + • 3751 ( G R p.", • 3 3 3 1 1 - • 193 1 

515 CONTINUE 
CHB = AVGK*(XO/(C3*DIFFGl )**0.5 
WRITE(3.516) DIFFG. C2G. C3 

516 FORMAT(7H DIFFG= IPEI6.7. 6H C2G= EI6.7. 5H C3= EI6.7) 
WRlTE(3.S17l GRP. CHb. AVGK 

517 FORMAT(SH GRP= 1PE16.7. 6H CHB= E16.7. 7H AVGK= E16.7. IH III) 
:iRITE (3.403) 

4 a 3 FO R'" AT (1 H 1 1 
GO TO 100 
STOP 
END 
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This integration was carried out numerically using a total of 20 points 

in the y-direction (corresponding to a 6 y of 0.025 in.). 

The input data are: QG, the gas flow rate in cm3jsec; QL, the 

liquid flow rate in cm3jsec; VISCL, the liquid viscosHy in centipoise; 

VISCG, the gas viscosity in centipoise; TG(I), the gas temperature matrix, 

starting at the upper wall and proceedin~ downward to the liquid inter

face; TL(I), the liquid temperature matrix, starting at the gas-liqui.d 

interface and proceeding downward to the bottom of the channel. Also 

necessary are CPG; the gas heat capacHy in cal/mole °c, and CP~j the 

liquid heat capacity in the above units. The program fi.rst generates 

€xact jr:elocity profiles ... f.or the.gaB_and liquifLp.ha.ses.. 'l'hen tJ1ese are 

put in matrix form, multiplied by the appropriate temperature matrix, 

and the resulting matrix integrated using a Simpson I s rule integrati.on 

teclmigue. For comparison, the input experimental run conditions are 

also fed into the appropriate equations for calculating average heat 

transfer coeffici.ents (AVGK) using the theoretical approach outlined by 

Beek and Bakker. Provision is also rnade for printing the calculated 

ve:LQcity prbTiles as functions of the vertical distance parameters YL, 

and YG. 

PROINT 

Several experimental concentration profiles :were obtained in the 

gas phase; thus it was desirable to have a method for integrating these 

to obtain cup mixing concentrations. This calculation was carried out 

by the program PROINT. The input data consisted of: QG, QL, VISCL, and 

VISCG, all defined as in the prior discussed program TOHETR. Additional 

input data are: I RUN , the experimental run number; and CG(I), the experi

mentally determined concentration profile which was usually expressed as 

gas phase mole fraction. The calculational procedure is very similar to 

that used in TOHETRj with the integration of 'the concentration-velocity 

matrix again being carried out by a Simpson I s procedure. 
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PROGRAM PROINT (INPUT.OUTPUT.TAPE2=INPUT. TAPE3=OUTPUT) 
DIMENSION VG(Z~). VL(Z~" YL(25). (GUS)' YGU5ltCGVG(5) 

100 REAl)(2tlOl) QG, QL. VISCL. VISCG . 
101 FORMAT (4FI0.0) 

IF (QG)ZO.600.20 
READ(2.S9) IRUN 

59 FORMAT( 13) 
20 READ (2.201)(CG(I). 1=1,21) 

201 FORMAT (21F3.1) 
13=1.27 
W = 7.62*.915 
DE L y. = 0.0635 
C3=(1.5/(W*I:l))*(OG + OL*(VISCUVISCG))/(I.O + VISCl/VISCG) 
C2G=( 1.0/1:\**2)*(4.0*I:\*C3 - 6.n*QL/W)*(VISCL/VISCG) 
C2L= C2G*(VISCG/VJSCL) 
CIG=-(C2G*U + (3)/G**2 
CIl= (I:l*C2L - (3)/B**2 

. C DEFINE Yl(l) AS THE INTERFACE, TIIUS THE \'lALl POSITION IS Yl(Zl) 
yl(l) = 0.0 
DO 103 I = I .21 
VL(I) = CIL*Yl(I)**2 + C2L*YL(I) + C3 

103 YL! 1+1) = YL( J) -8/20.0 
Y G ( 1)= 0.0 
DO 104 I = I. 2 I 
VG(I) = CIG*YG(I)**2 + C2G*YG(I) + C3 

104 YG(,l + I) = YG( I) + B/20.0 
DO 108 I = 1 • 2 1 

108,·CGVG( I) = CG( I )*VG( I) 
UGH = 0.0 
EBE = Cl.O 
DO 109 I = 2.18.2 

109 EbE = EbE + CGVG(I) 
DO 110 I = 3 • 1 9 • 2 

110 UGH = UGH + CGVG( I) 
OSUMG = (DElY/3.0)*{CGVG(I) + 4.0*Eul + Z.O*UGH + CGVG(20)) 
1 + (DELY/2.)*(CGVCJ(ZO) + CGVG(21)) 

CAVG = SUMG*W/QG 
WRITE(3'?7) 

77 FORMAT(53H INTEGRATION OF CONCENTRATION PROFILE TO GET CMC 
WRITE(3.78) IRUN 

78 FORMAT(/~/~3H RUN NUMBER 13) 
WRITE (3.408) UG. QL 

408 FORI\1AT (SH OG= 3PEI6.2. 5H QL= 2PE16.2/1l 
WRITE (3.700) CAVG 

700 FORMAT'{16H AVERAGE CONC.·= E16.711/) 
IIJRITE(3.400) 

400 FORMAT (33H LIQUID AND GAS VELOCITY PROFILESII) 
WRITE (3.401) (YL(I). VL( I), 1=1.21) 

401 FORMAT (4H YL= IPE16.7. 5H VL= E16.7) 
WRITE (3,402) (YG(I), VG( I). 1=1.21) 

402 FORMAT (4H YG= IPE16.7. 5H VG= EI6.7) 
600 STOP 

END 
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VARDIF 

The majpr purpose of this program was to ascertain the effect of 

allowing the liquid phase diffusivityto vary as a function of liquid 

phase concentration. ~:'he program is essE;ntially an extension of an 

earlier program, GRAGRA, written by Byers. A detailed description of 

GRAGRA. can be found in Byers' Ph.D. Thesis,13 and thus will not be re

peated here. The major changes which are employed in VARDIF fall into 

three categories. The first is that an exact velocity profile was in

serted for both the gas and liquid phases. The older program due to 

Byers used parabolic profiles in both phases; however, it neglected the 

- ---small effect.pfaeceleratJon_ of the li.qJ1id_ int~rfac~e dlle to the _ ga s ___ _ 

phase drag. 

The second, and most important, change in the calculational pro

cedure is that the liquid phase diffusivity is allowed to vary with 

liquid phase concentration in VARDIF. This was carried out in the 

following manner: First, a functional dependence of the diffusivity, 
, . 

DIFFL, upon liquid phase concentrat:Lon was determined (see Appendix D). 

~:he solution of the partial differential equations wa s carried out by 

marching one step at a time in the Z direction, using the matrix of con

centrations from the previous Z step to calculate the next step. This 

means that one always has available the values of liquid phase concen

tratj.on as a function of Y from the prior Z step. This ynatrix of con

centrations was used to calculate a matrix of diffusiv:Lt:Les, using the 

previously mentioned functional:Lty. This diffusivity matrix could now 

be inserted into the calculational procedure where the constant value of 

diffusivity had formerly been used, and the resulting set of equations 

solved in the same manner as before, with a value of Dr, 1/2 step' out of 

line. Thi.s procedure was then repeated for each step down the channel in 

the Z direction. The c!3.lculations are carried out subject to the assump

tions of low flux and concentration level. 

The third, and least important change from GRAGRA was the form of 

the input data. This was necessitated by the insert:Lon of the exact velo

city profile, which requires several physical variables not required by 

Byers' earlier version. Tbe:3e input variables were QG, QL, VISeG, VISCL, 

J 



o 
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PROGRAM VARDIF IINPUT.OU1PUT.TAPE2=INPUT, TAPE3=OUTPUT) 
DIMENSION S(500),TI0500).XRI0500),XTSI0500) 
DIMENSION UL(500), X(500). A(500), 6(500). C(500), VAR(500) 
DIMENSIONG(500), 0(500). Q(500). XNUI5()()), WI')OO) 
DIMENSION YD(500) .DFL(500).6ET(')OO) 

C GAS LIQUID MASS TRANSFER IN CONFINED COCURRENT FLOW 
50 READ(2.l) K~~.N ,IND.JELL.TOL.JS 

1 FORMATI5I5.F6.3.12) 
C CALCULATION OF VELOCITIES WITrl INTERFACIAL DRAG INCLUDED 

71 READI2.107) QG. QL 
.107 FORMAT (2F12.6) 

READ 12.108) XIN • DIFFG. XLONG. HNCON. VISCL. VISCG 
108 FORMATI6F12.6) 

C CALCULATItiN OF DIFFL (FOR PENTANE TRIDECANE SYSTEM ONLY) 
DIFFL =.00001* (2.11 - 1.22*XIN)/(I.92 - 2.74*XIN + 1.06*XIN*XIN) 
AA 1.27 
BB = 1.27 
WW = 7.62*.91') 
UINT =1 1.5I1WW*Bi3) )*(QG+QL*(VISCL/VISCG) III 1.0+VISCL/VISCG) 
C2G I 1.01i3B**2)*C4.0*8b*UINT - 6.*QL/W~)*(VISCL/VISCG) 
C2LC2G*CVISCG/VISCL; 
C1G -IC2G*BB + UINT)/CBB*BB) 
elL (BB*C2L - UINT)/CBB*BB) 
GP = (IDIFFL*XLONGIICUINT*BB*BB))* .01 
R = (IDIFFG*XLONG)/(UINT*BB*BB))* .01 

.F = DIFFL/IOIFFG*HNCON) 
C NOTE THAT VAV IS CORRECTED AT THIS POINT FOR THE VELOCITY SIDE CORRECTIONS 

VAV = QG/IBB*WW*UINT) 
CON=IGP/R)**0.5/F 
WRITEI3.67) 

67 FORMAT(53HlRESULTS OF GRAETZ SOLUTION WITH INTERFACIAL VELOCITY) 
WRITE 13,80) 

80 FORMAT C28H AND LIQUID PHASE RESISTANCE II) 
WRITE 13,455) JS 

455 FORMAT (lCH RUN NO. • 12) 
WRITEC3,104) F,R,GP 

104 FORMAT 13H F=,F10.3,3H R=,FlO.6,4H GP=,F10.6) 
~l=l.IIFLOAT(K)*TOL) 
KRUMB=M-K 
H2=1.~~LOAT(KRUMB) 

P=l./FLOAT(N) 
WRITE(3, 4 ) Hl.H2 

4 FORMAT(F6.4,19H LIQUID Y INCREMENT.F6.4.l7H GAS Y INCREMtNT 
WRITEI3, 5 ) P 

5 FORMATIF6.4,22H X DIRECTION INCREMENT 
WRITEI3t1l0) VAV,AA.BB 

110 FORMATI 7H VAV = ,FIO.5,4H AA=,FIO.5,5H BB= ,FlO.5) 
RAG=R/VAV 
WRITE 13,91) CON 

91 FORMATllOH SIGMA*H~ ,E10.4) 
CON=F *H2IHl 
DIV=1.0 
MD=l 



TR=I./TOL 
I 1=0 
KO=K+l 
KOl=KO+l 
L·=M+ 1 
MR=1 
DO 15 J=I,K 

15 X(JI=I.0 
DO 81 J=KO.L 

81 X(JI=O.O 
ALP=(H2*H21/(R*PI 
DO 401 J= 1, K 
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DFL(JI = .00001*(2.11 - 1.22*X(JI*XINI/. 
1 11.92 - 2.14*X Ij I *XIN + 1.06*X I J, *X I J '*XIN*XtNI 

401 BETIJI=IH1*HlI/IP*.01*IOFLIJ,*XLONGl/IUINT*BB*BB', 
CON : IDFL(KI/IDIF~G*HNCON"*H2/HI 

. __ X.(_K~_I_I_:_I_B E-T-*·CONcl-/(8 E T*G ON + A l-P-'~~~~~ 
VEX:X(K+l1 
XNUI=(1.0-VEXI/Hl 

18 ALP=IH2*H21/IR*PI 
DO 402 J=I.K 
DFLIJI .00001*(2.11 - 1.22*XIJI*XINII 

1 (1.92 - 2.14*XIJ'*X1N + 1.06*XIJ,*X(J'*XIN*XIN, 
402 BET(JI = IH1*Hll/(GP*DFLIJI*P/DIFFC1 

CARL=0.5*BETll'*111.-TR*TRI-TR*HI/2~0-Hl*HI/12.' 
CARG:ALP*0.25*H2*t3.*VAV-l.+H212.-VAV*H2, 
WR I TE 13,60 ,ALP ,CARG ,CARL ,BET 111 

60 FORMATI6H A~P= ,FI0.5.6H CARG= ,EIO~~~6H CARL= ;EI0.4.6H BET= .EI 
10.4/11 

DO 19 I=MR,N 
DO 403 J=l.K 

DFLIJ, = .00001*12.11 - 1.22*XIJI*XINII 
1(1.92 - 2.14*XIJ'*XIN + 1.06*XIJI*XIJI*XIN*XIN, 

.03 BETIJ, = IH1*Hl'/IGP*DFLIJ,*P/DIFFLI 
CARL=O.S*BETIl'*III.-TR*TRI-TR*HI/2.0-Hl*HI/12.1 
CON = IDFLIK'/IDIFFG*HNCON,,*H2/HI 
AliI =-( 1.+4.*CARL/3.' 
yDIlI=I.0 
YDIII=- TR 
YDIKO'=O.O 
BIII-=I.-2.*CARL/3. 
DO 8 J=2.K 
YL =Hl*IFLOATIJI-FLOATIKOII 
YD(JI=TR* YL 
ULIJI = CIL*BB*B8*YL*YL/UINT + C2L*BB*YL/UINT + 1.0 
AIJ, =-11.+ BET(J'*ULeJII*2.0 
CIJ , = 1. 

A B(JI = 1. 
A (K+ 1 I =c:- (CON* ( I. +BET I K I 1+· ( 1. +ALP I I 
B(K+ll=l. 
C(K+l'=CON 
DO 9 J:KOI,L 
Jl=J-KO 
l=H2*FLOAT(Jl1 
YDIJI=l 
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VAR(Jl=(CIG*BB*BB*Z*Z/UINT+ C2G*BB*Z/UINT + 1.0 
AIJ)=-( 1.+VAR(J) )*2.0 
·CIJ'=l. 

9 BIJ'=l. 
CIL'=I.-2.*CARG/3. 
AIL'=-ll.+4.*CARG/3.) 
O( 11 =A( 1) 

DO 10 J=2.L 
Q(J-l)=B(J-l)IOIJ-l) 

10 O(J,=A(J)-CIJ)*Q(J-l) 
11=11+1 

)*ALP 

G ( 1 ) = ( ( 1. -4. *CARL 13. ) *x ( 1 ) -( 1 .+2. *CARL 13. I * X I 2 ) ) 101 1 ) 
DO 31 J=2.K 
WIJ)=XIJI 

31 GIJ)=I-X(J-ll-XIJ+I)+2.*II.-BETIJI*ULIJ) )*XIJ)-CIJ)*GIJ-ll)IOIJ) 
GIK+ll=I-CON*XIKI-XIK01'+ICON*II.-BETIK')+II.-ALP))*XIK+l)

lCIKO)*GIK))IOIKO) 
DO 12 J:KOl.M . 
W(J)=X(J) 

12 G ( J I = ( 2. * ( 1 • -VAR I J , , *X ( J I -x (J-l ) -x ( J+l I -C i J) *G I J-l , ,,0 (J ) 
G(L):( I 1.-4.*CARG/3. '*XIL,-I 1.+2.*CARG/3. )*XIM',-CIL)*G(MI UO(L) 
WIK+l)=X(K+l) 
W(1l=X(11 
WIL'=XIL) 
XILl=G(l) 
DO 13 J=I.M 
Jl=L-J 
J2=Jl+1 

13 XIJ1)=G(Jl)-Q(Jl)*XIJ2) 
DO 75 JO=I.JELL 
SET=XIl) 
X(I)=1.25*(ll.-2.*CARL/3 •. )*X(2)-(I.-4.*CARL/3.'*W(I'+11.+.667*CARL 

1 )*WI 2) I I I 1.+4.*CARL/3. )-0.25*SET 
S ( 1 , =ABS I X 11 I -SET) 
DO 32 J=2.K 
SET=X(J) 
X(J)=-1.25*IX(J+l)+X(J-l)-2.*ll.-BET(J)*UL(J) I*W(J,+WIJ+l)+WIJ-I)) 

lIAIJ) - :).25*SET 
32 S(JI=ABS(XIJ)-SET) 

SET=XIK+l) 
XIKO,= -1.25*IXIK,*CON+X(K01)+W(K,*CON-(CON*(I.-BET(K),+(I.-ALP" 

I*WIKO,+WIK01))/AIKO )-0.25*SET 
S(KO )=ABSIX(K+ll-SETl 
DO 79 J=KOl.M 
SET=XIJ) 
XIJ)=-IXIJ+I)+XIJ-11-2.*II.-VARIJII*WIJ'+WIJ+II+WIJ-I, )/AIJ)*1.25-

10.25*SET 
79 SIJ)=ABSIXIJ)-SET) 

SET=XIL) 
XILI~-IXIM)*CILI-II.-4.*CARG/3.'*WIL)+II.+2.*CARG/3.1*WIM))/AIL) 

1*1.25-0.25*SET 
SIL)=AbSIXIL)-SET) 
DO 33 JOKE= I.L 

·IFISIJOKE)-0.OOOI1 33.33.75 
33 CONTINUE 
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GO TO 34 
75 CONTINUE 
34 CONTINUE 

DO 11 J=I.L 
IFIXIJ,-1.0' 11.11.40 

40 XIJ)=1.00 
11 CONTI NUE 

y=P*FLOAT II' *DIV*RAG 
WR IT E I 3. 14' Y 

14 FORMATI16H GRAETZ NUMeER= .F9.5 
T I I I , =y 
XN=119.*XIKO, -30.*XIKOll +18.*XIK+3,-10.*X(K+4, +3.*XIK+5U I 

1112.*H2, 
XS2=XIK+1' 
IFIMOD II.IND,,20.42.20 

42 WRITE 13.38' (XIJ, , J=I.K,5, 
38 f-ORMA;r-(-2-5-X~,F-I-G-.-6-) ~, ~-~---

~RITEI3. 35) XS2 
35 FORMATI30H INTERFACIAL CONCENTRATION IS F7.5111) 

WRITEI3,22 , 
22 FORMATII130X.3HP ,28H GAS PROFILE FROM INIERFACE II' 

WRITEI3.23'IX(J) , J=KOl,L • .2, 
23 FO~MATI25~,FI0.6' 
20 VEX=X(K+li 

XNUII)=XN 
WRITEI3.301 XN ,JO 

30 FORMATI5X,24H LOCAL NUSSELINUMBER ,ElO.4,20H CONVERGENCE A I J 
1 • 13' 

SUM1=O. 
SUM2=0. 
DO 28 J=K01.M.2 
SUM1=IVARIJ'/ALP)*XIJ)+SUMI 

28 SUM2=IVAR(J+l,/ALP,*XIJ+l1+SUM2 
CUP = H2 * 14.0 * SUMI +2.*SUM2+XS2'/(VAV*3.00) 

XNS = CUP I Y 
WRITE (3.17' CUP.XNS 

17 FORMAT(5X.25H CUP MIXING CONCENTRATION .EI2.6.16H AVG NUSSELI NO=. 
lEI2.6/1' 

19 CONTINUE 
READ 12.2, LR.MD .IND 

2 FORMAT-I 2 12,15, 
IFILR' 3.603 

3 01 =FLOATIMD, 
R=R*DI 
GP =GP*DI 
DIV=DIV*DI 
DO 41 I=l.N 
MO=I/MD 
I F I MOD 1 I • MD , , 41, 16,41 

16 XNUIMO'=XNUII, 
41 CONTINUE 

MR=N/MD +1 
MRl=MR 
GO TO 18 

6 SUMl=O. 



SUMl=(). 
SUM2=O. 
NO=N-2 
DO 24 J=1.NO.2 
SUMl=XNUeJI+SUMI 
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24SUM2=XNUeJ+II+SUM2 
XNUSLT=p*e4.*SUMI+2.*SUM2+4.*XNUCN-II+XNl)eN)+XNU!) /3. 
WRITE e3.25, XNUSLT 

25 FORMATe27H THE AVE NUSSELT NUMBER IS .EIO.4) 
SUMl=(). 
SUM2=0. 
SUM3=O.O 
SUM4=0.O 
DO 26 J=KOI.M.2 
SUMl=(VAReJI/ALP'*XIJ,+SUMI 
SUM3=VAReJI/ALP +SUM3 
SUM4=VAReJ+l,/ALP+SUM4 

26 SUM2=(VAReJ+l)/ALP)*XeJ+l)+SUM2 
CUPI=H2* e4.*SUMI+2.*SUM2+1.00"eVAV*3.(0) 
WR1TE(~.27) CUPI 

27 FORMAT(1137H CUP MIXING CONC FROM EXIT PROFILE .EIO.4 
VEL=)(NUSLT*R/VAV 

WRITEe3.29 I VEL 
29 FORMAT(43H CUP MIXING CONe FROM !~TERFACIAL FLUXES .EIO.4) 

READ (2.449) LMN 
449 FORMAT(I2) 

IF (LMN, 82. 450. 82 
82 GO TO 50 

450 STOP 
END 
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and DIFFG, all of which have the same meaning as in the programs already 

described (see TOHETR). In addition, the variables XIN, or inlet liquid 

phase mole fraction; HNCON, which is the value of the Henry's law constant 

in dimensionless form; and XLONG, the overall exposure length in centi

meters, were utilized. All other variables are described in Appendix D 

of Byers' Ph.D. ~1esis. 

LEVHIF 

The purpose of this program was to carry out the .numerical solu-

------llon of Eq. (5-2t~r;siioJect-to-tne--15olliidary conditidnsgiven 15y -(-5~25) . 

As was mentioned earlier, the equation is first put into the Crank

Nicholson six-point implicit form; then the resulting tridiagonal matrix 

is solved using the Thomas method. 

The input consisted of two cards; the first contained the variables 

DELX, the x-direction step size; DELY, the y-direction step size; M, the 

number of steps in the x-direction; and N, the number of steps in the y

direction. The second card contained the variables Q,G, the volumetric gas 

flow rate; DAB, the gas pha-se diffusion coefficient; and XAI, the inter

facial mole fraction of component A. To increase the generality of the 

solution, the two physical variables, Q,G and DAB, could be replaced with 

the constants Kl and K2 from Eq. (5-24); and, since Kl (CKl) and K2 (CK2) 

are ;;aJ::fU1.ated from these variables within the program, this substitution 

would be quite simple. This would allow any desired physical system to 

be represented; however, the results as presented in Fig. 14 are in a 

general form and allow one to calculate the high flux correction factor 

from a knowledge of RAB for any system. 

The program listing is· broken into a number of portions through 

the use of comment statements, and can be conveniently explairied by using 

these as guides. The first portion is concerned with the calculation of 

the constants which arise in the difference equation representation of 

the partial differential equation. 
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The second section allows one to define any desired inlet concen

tration profile as an iriitial condition. 

The third section had to be inserted due to stability problems 

which arose from the infinite flux at the start of the solution. This 

mathematical singularity arises because the flux, and hence v ,has been 
/ yo 

defined as being proportional to x -1 3. Thus when x := 0, an i.nfini te 

value of v arises, which creates initial instabilities. The method yo . 
chosen to remedy this situation was to calculate the first x-direction 

step using an analytic expression, derived from the low flux Leveque 

solution. While this procedure was not absolutely necessary, it did re

sult in an accelerated convergence to the correct solution. 

The remaining sections are concerned with the generation of several 

vectors (ALP, G, D, W) which are used in the course of the Thomas solution. 

The final values of the concentration profile, X(I,2), are then generated 

from the previous profile, X(I,l), and these vectors. 

The concentration-velocity vector, Q(I), is then generated and 

integrated using a Simpson's rule subroutine, SIMPIN, to yield a value for 

the average mass transfer coeffiCient, FLIN. 

The local mass transfer coefficient was also calculated (DRVT) , 

using a five-point derivative subroutine (DERIV). The values calcul8ted 

using this method tended to oscillate rather wildly at the start of the 

solution; therefore the calculation of DRVT was delayed unti.l ten x-direc

tion steps had been taken. The local transfer coefficients were then 

integrated starting at the fourteenth x-directi.on step to yield a second 

value of the average transfer coefficient (FWP). 



/' 
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PRo.GRAM LEVHIF (INPUT. o.UTPUT, TAPE2=INPUT. TAPE3=o.UTPUT) 
DIMENSlo.N Al(4000).A21100)~XI4C60,2).ALPI40001.WI4000).DI400n) 
DIMENSIo.N G(40QOlt Q(4000), DRVTII00) 
EQUIVALENCE iALP,D) 
EQUIVALENCE (Q.G) 
READ 12.101) DELX,DELY. M~ N 

101 Fo.RMATI.2FI0.0. 14, 13) 
WRITE (301) 
FORMAT 1 1H11 
READ 12.100) QG. DAB. XAI 

100 Fo.RMAT 13FIO.0) 
WRITE (3.4 ) 

4 FORMAT(51H So.LUTION o.F THE LEVEQUE 
WRITE 13.5) DELY, DELX 

5 FORMAT II! H DELTA Y = IP E 1 6 • 7, 1 5 H 
WR ITE 13,61M • N 

6 fORMATIJ51 H NO.. o.F Y Po.INTS = I4,23H 
WRITE 13,7) QG, XAI 

PRo.l3LEM AT 

DELTA X 

NO.. o.F 

7 Fo.RMAT C 6H QG = F6.2. 9H XAI = F5.4/1l 

HIGH FLUX RATES//I) 

IPE16.7) 

X Po.INTS 131/ ) 

C CALCULATlo.N OF NECESSARY Co.NSTANTS FOR THE DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS 
C 

XLo.NG = 45.72 
CI = 0.7114*QG 
FAT = 1.0 + 0.40*XAI - O.0457*XAI**2 + .3714*XAI~*3 
.C2 =(.480*XAI*IQG*DAB**2)**ll./3.) )*FAT 
CKI 0.006117*C2/Cl 
CK2 DABfICl*2090.3) 
r~p 1 M + 1 
MM 1 M.., 1 
MM2 - M - 2 
DO. 120 1=I.MPl 

120 AliI) = 2.0*(IFLOATIII)*DELY**3)/IDELX*CK2) 
DO. 12i J=I.N 

121 A2IJ) = ICKlICK2)*12.0*DELY)/IIFLo.ATIJ))*DELX)**11./3.) 
C 
C DEFINITIo.N o.F INITIAL CONCENTRATION PRo.FILE AT X=O 

DO. 122 1=2 .r>\ 
122 Xlltl) = 0.0 

C 
C DEFINITION o.F CONCENTRATION PROFILE FOR FIRST STEP OF CALCULATIONS 
C USING THE LEVEQUE SOLUTION TO CALCULATE THE PROFILE 
c 

DO. 135 I = 1. M 
IMI = I - 1 
XB = XLo.NG*Fto.ATIIMI)*DELY*ICI/(9.*DAB*DELX*XLo.NG))**11./3.) 
XBF = 1.0500*XB - .214*XB*XB - .0490*xl3**3 
CHA = 2.0 
IF IXB.GE.CHA) Go. TO. 136 
BAA= 0.893 
IF IXBF.GE.BAA) Go. TO. 136 

135 X 1 I • 1) = 1.0 - X SF I. 893 
136 Co.NTINUE 

C CALCULATIo.N o.F PARAMETERS Fo.R APPLICATIo.N IN THE THo.MAS METHo.D 
DO. 123 I = 1, MM 1 



C 
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123 ALP(I) = - (2.0 + Al(I)) 
W(lI = ALP(l) 
DO 124 I = 2. MMI 

124 W( II = ALP( II - 1.0!W( 1-1) 

C THE REMAINING PARAMETERS (D(I). G( III ARE FNS OF X-POSITION (NI 

C 

DO 150 J = 3.N 
JM 1 = J - 1 
D(ll= (2.-A1!11 - A2(J-lll*X(2ol)+ (A2(J-1I-l.I*X(3.1) - 2.0 

DO 125 1=2.MM2 
125 D(I) = -X(lo1) + (2.-Al(1 )-A2(J-l)I*X(I+1.1l+(A2(J-ll-l.0)* 

1 X( 1+2,1) 
D(M-ll = -X(M-2.I) + (Z. - Al(M-2)- AZ(J-111*X(M-1tl) 
G(lI = D(lI/W(11 
DO lZ 6 I" 2 • MM 1 

lZ6 G(I) = (0(1) - G(I-ll)!W(I) 

C NOW WE CAN CALCULATE X(M.Z) FROM X(M,I) AND G(II • W(I) 
X(1.1I 1.0 
X(I.Z) = 1.0 
X(M,ZI = 0.00 
X(M-l.ZI = G(M-l) 
DO 127 I=Z.MM2 

127 X(M-I.21 = G(M-II - (1.0!W(M-I))*X(M-I+l.21 
C 
C CALCULATION FINISHED FOR THIS STEP, NOW TO PRINT THE RESULTS 
c 

C 

ZIP = DELX*FLOAT(JMll 
WR IT E ( 3031 J, ZIP 

3 FORMAT (lOX, 3H J= 13.18H 
Q(ll = 0.00 
DO 129 I· = 2.MM2 
IM1 = I - 1 

129 a(1I = FLOAT(IM11*X(I.2) 
EPSIL = .01 
DO 130 I = I.M,40 
IMI = I - 1 
vDIST = DELV*FLOAT(IM1) 
I F (X ( I • 2 ) • L E • E PSI L) GO TO 13 1 
WRITE(3.2) X(I,2I. I,YDIST 

ZFORMAT(13H X(I.Z) = IPE16.7.8H 
130 CONTINUE 
131 CONTINUE 

Z-LENGTH 1PE16.7.!1I 

14.l2H Y-DIST 

FLIN= 32.525*QG*DELY*SIM~IN(Q.MM2,DELY)!(DELX*FLOAT(JM111 
WRITE(3.10) FLIN . 

10 FORMAT(!!! l~H KAVG (INT) = 1PE16.71 
FLIP = AVGK(QG.DAS,JM1,DELX) 
WRITE (3.111 FLIP 

11 FORMAT(!!! 15H KAVG (LEV) = IPEI6.7) 

EI6.7) 

C PROCEDURE FOR THE CALCULATION OF KAVG FROM INTEGRATION OF FLUX(INTI 
C 

JM10 = J - 10 
JDIV = J - 9 
IF (JM101 299,202,202 
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ZOZ DRVT(JDIV) =CDAS*DERIV(X( I.Z) .X(Z.Z) .X(3.Z) ,X(4.Z) .X(5,2) .DELY)·)I 
I(XLdNG*(1.0 - XAI)*DELX*FLOAT(JDIV» 
WRITE(3~15) DRVT(JDIV) 

15 FORMAT(Z5X, 16H DRVT(JDIV) IPEl~.7) 
IF (JMI0) 299,203,Z04 

203 ADCON = FLIP 
204 CONTINUE 

JEBE = IJ/Z - (J + 1)/Z) 
IF (JEBE) 299,206,Z06 

206 IF (J-14) 299.205.205 
Z05 CONTINUE 

FLOP = SIMP1NI~RVT,JDIV ,DElXI + ADCON 
WRITEI3.l2) FLOP 

12 FORMATIIII18H KAVG IDERIVI = IPE16.7) 
299 CONTINUE 

12R 

150 
ZOO 

PUT THE NEw-CONCENTRA rIcON~PROF-n=-!:IW-PLACEOF --THE OLD 
AND PROCEED TO THE NEXT STEP IN THE Z-DIRECTION 

DO lZ8 1= 2, M 
X(I.l) = X(I,2) 
WRITE (3.1) 
CONTINUE 
STOP 

END 
FUNCT,ION SIMPIN(ARG.NUMB.DELTA) 

SIIv1PSON'S RULE INTEGRATION OF THE MATRIX (ARG). WITH 
THE NO. OF ELEMENTS = NUMB,AND SPACING = DELTA 

DIMENSION AR~(500J 

ODD = 0.0 
EVEN 0.0 
NNN 1 = NUMB - 1 
NNN2 = NUMB - 2 
DO SOO I = 2,NNNl,2 

500 EVEN = EVEN + ARGI I) 
DO 501 I = 3,NNN2.2 

501 ODD = ODD + ARGII) 
SIMPIN = (DELTA/3.0)*(ARGCl1 + 4.*EVEN + 2.*ODD + ARGINUMB) ) 
RETURN 
END 
FUNCTION DERIV(XYI. XYZ. XY3. XY4 .• XYS. DELTA) 

C UNSYMETRICAL FIVE-POINT DERIVATIVE FORMULA FOR FLUX EVALUATION 
C WHERE XYI = INTERFACE (THAT IS POINT WHERE DERIV IS EVALUATED ••• ) 

DERIV =(1.0/(12.0*DELTAJI*(-2S.*XYl + 48.*XY2 - 36.*XY3 + 16.* 

( 

1 XY4 - 3.*XYS) 
RETURN 
END 
FUNC1ION AVGK(QG. DAB, J, DELX) 

C CALCULATION OF KG AVERAGE USING THE LEVEQUE SOLUTION 
AVGK =.2013*CCQG*IDAB**2»/CFLOAT(J )*DELX))**(1./3.) 
RE1URN . 
END 

''; 
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APPENDIX D 

Physical Properties 

All the physical properties given in this section wBl be reported 

in cgs units. Since the experimental conditions were frequently non

isothermal, the properties which ar~ temperature dependent will be presented 

as functions of temperature. Also, because of the extremely wide range 

of liquid concentrations which were used in the study, a number of proper

ties will be presented in their concentration dependent forms. 

The normal-tridecane which was utilized in this study was actually 
-l(. 

a "still cut" with the following composition: 

n-C12 16.0 mole % 
n-C13 57·5 mole % 
n-Cl1+ 25·0 mole % 
n-c15 1.0 mole % 

However, since the properties of normal alkanes are qui tewell-behaved as 

a function of chain length in this range, it was felt that the mixture 

could be handled by calculating i.t' s properties from the properties of the 

above pure components, weighting each by it's particular mole fraction in 

the mixture. This method was experimentally confirmed in the case of both 

density and viscosity to better than 0.5% accuracy. It should also be 

po:Lnted out that the most important properties to the study-density, 

diffusivi ty, and surface tension-are very weak functions of chain length 

between C12 and C15 ' To illustrate the above method, we see that the 

density of the mixture, Pmix ' can be calculated by: 

* 

0. 16P12 + 0. 575P13 + 0.25P14 + 0.015P15 
0.15(0.749) + 0.575(0.756) + 0,250(0.763) + 0.015(0.768) 

0.757 

Composition was determined using temperature programmed gas chromatography. 
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This value compares quite well with the experimentally obtatned 

value of 0.7,56 (all values taken at 25°C.) In a stmilar manner we can 

obtain an average molecular weight for the mixture: 

MW
mix 

0.16(rrO.33) + 0.575{1811,.35) + 0.25(198 .38) + 0.015(212.40) 
-)(--l(-

MW. - 186.04 
mlX 

1. Molecular Wetghts and CriticalProperttes. 

The values of molecular weight and cri ttcal properttes were obtained 

from two sources: Maxwell's "Data Book on Hydrocarbone,,5
1 

for the alkanes, 
31 and the "Handbook of Physics and Chemistry" for the remaining substances. 

------- ------

N~lerical values are listed in the following table: 

Molecular Weight Cri ttcal Temp. Critical Pressure 
Substance ~gmsLgm-mole) ( OK) (atm) 

n-Pentane 72.15 469.8 32.6 

Cyclo pentane 70.13 512.0 44.6 

Isopentane 72.15 L~60. 6 32.4 

Ethyl ether 7i+.12 466·9 35·5 

Carbon disulfide 76.13 552 78.0 

n-'I'ridecane 186. OL~ 

Nitrogen 28.0 126.2 33·5 

Helium 4.00 5·2 2.26 

2. Vapor Pressure and Surface Tensj.on 

a. Pure substances. There are two comprehensive works on organic 

chemical properties, both of which were used to obtain the vapor pressure 

and surface tension behavtor of the substances of interest as function of 

temperature. These works are: "Physical Properties of Orangic Compounds", 

"Advances in Chemistry Series"; 3 and "Physicochemical Properties of Pure 

Organic Compounds", by Timmermans. 79 The data reported in this section 

reflect the most recent given in the above two works, particularly when 



Physical Properties of Normal Alkanes 

Substance Density Thermal Heat Normal 100 mm Viscosity Surface 
(gm/ml) Conductivity Capacity Boiling Pt. Vapor Press. (cp. ) Tension 
25°C (cal/secOCcm) (cal/gmOC) (OC) (OC) 20°C (dynes/cm) 

20°C 20°C 

Pentane 0.626 0.000322 0.600 36.1 -20.2 0.239 16.0 

Hexane 0.660 0.000329 0·550 68.7 15·8 0·314 18.4 

Heptane 0.684 0.000335 0.530 98.4 41.8 0.409 19·3 

Octane 0.704 0.000337 0·525 125.6 65·7 0.542 21.8 

Nonane 0.718 0.000337 0·503 150.8 88.1 0·711 22·9 

Decane 0·730 0.000335 0·522 174.1 108.6 0.861 23·9 

Undecane 0.740 0·520 195.8 128.1 0·995 24.7 

Dodecane 0.749 0.518 216.2 146.2 1.150 25.4 . I 
~ 
[\) 

Tridecane 0.756 0.000345(est) 0·521 234.0 162·5 1·520 26.1 \0 
I 

Tetradecane 0.763 0·519 252·5 178.5 2.22 26.6 

Pentadecane 0.768 0·522 270·5 194·0 2.86 27.1 

The most convenient and detailed source for the properties of normal alkanes was fgund to be: 
"Physical Properties of Organic Compounds", Advances in Chemistry Series, Vol. II. 
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there "Wa S C'l1y disagreement bet-ween the experimenters that contrHmted 1.,0 

the above comp:i..lations. Since the vapor preBsure -was frequently desired 

to an accuracy of' 0.10% for a variety of interfacial temperatuTc-os,: <:he 

procedure used -w8sthe follo-wing: First the existing data were used to 

calculate the constants in an equat1.on of the form, 

A + BIT 

Then a short computer routine was written to calculate values of vapor 

pressure as a function of temperature for the range of temperature from 

O°C to the boili.ng point of the substance in ques£lon. These values were 

printed out for temperature steps of O.loC, vJhi.ch was the accu.racy to which 

the interfacial temperature could be determined with the experimental 

apparatus. Values of vapor pressure versus temperature are tabulated be

lo-w for all of the substances of interest. 

Vapor pressures of Pure Substances i.n mm Hg 

Substance _10° 0 0 10° 20° 30° 

n-Pentane 173·8 279.6 418.8 610·9 

Cyclopentane 171.0 259·2 382.3 

Isopentane 255.4 387.2 570.6 27.85°BP 

Ethyl Ether 112·3 185·3 291·7 4l~2 .2 647·3 

Carbon disulfide 72.2 130.0 207·5 307.0 L!o26.4 

Tridecane (Vapor Pressure 1.0 mm Hg at 66 .Yc). 

.The surface tension data for the above substances are given in the 

fol10-wing table. For accurate interpolation bet-ween given temperatures, 

the formula, 

~ /~ - (~T - T )/(T - T ))1.2 
'll /2 - c 2 c 1 

b t"l" d 66 ·n can e u 1 lze, w_ere rn 
..i.,.. i.s the critical temperature of the substance. 
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Surface Tensions of Pure Substances in dynes/cm 

Substance 

n-Pentane 

Cyc10pentane 

Isopentane 

Ethyl Ether 

Carbon Disulfide 

'l'ridecane 

23·16 

17.62. 

20° 25° 

16.00 

22·57 
15·0 
17·06 

33·07 
26.1 

21.17 

13·93 
15·95 
32.25 

25·2 

b. Mixtures. There are a number of methods for the prediction of 

the variation of surface tension and vapor pressure of a binary liquid 

mixture with composition. In this work the vapor presst;lre behavior was 

d.e'Lermined experimentally by using a very low flow rate of N2 within 

the channel and analyzing the exit gas stream until it reached an equili

brium value with respect to time. 'me experimental results agreed some

what better with a simple Raoult's law assumption than with the more 

1 h 1 . 19 1.- t . comp ex t eory due toc 1ao and Seader. 'rlJis is no too surprising, S1.nce 

the latter is based on Regular Solution Theory, and this tends to break 

down when the two species have greatly differing molecular weights, as was 

the case here. Thus all the final calculations were carried o.ut using the 

experimentally obtained vapor pressure relationships. Figures 3)-1, 35 and 

36, show the experimental data in the form of gas phase partial pressure 

versus liquid phase mole fraction for the solutes n-pentane, cyclopentane, 

and ethyl ether, Viith n-tridecane the solvent in all cases. 

Reid and Sherwood66 have presented several correlations for pre

dicting the surface tension of non-aqyeous mixtures. The most accurate 

method, and the one they recommend is 

'Ymix == 2: x. '"Y. 
j J cl 

This equatjon reduces to the assumption of linear behavior between the pure 

. component values for a binary mixture. 
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Fig. 34. Vapor pressure of n-pentane versus liquid phase, mole fraction 
for the system n-pentane/tridecane • 
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Cyclopentane / Tridecane system 

at 25°C 

~ 
I 
I 
! 

0.2~ ______ ~ ____ ~~ ____ ~ ______ ~ ______ ~ 
o 0.2 0.4 0.6 /.0 

XL
A 

(liquid phase mole fraction) 

Fig. 35. Vapor pressure of cyclopentane versus liquid ph':-,se mole frac"c;:Lo r : 

for the system 'cyclopentane/tridecane . 

• ~. experimental data points 
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Ethyl ether / Tridecane system 
, - -

at 25°C 

,0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
XLA (I iQ.u id' phose mole fraction) 

Fig. 36. Vapor pressure of ethyl ether versus liquid phase mole fraction 
for the system ethyl ether/tridecane. 

• = experimental data points 
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·72 A more recent work by Sprow and Prausnitz promises somewhat 

better results for non-aqueous organic mixtures; however, it is also based 

on Regular Solution Theory and would thus tend to break down for the case 

of widely differing molecular size. The method also has the disadvantage 

of being quite difficult to apply, as it requires a trial and error computer 

solution to yield the final values of mixture surface tension versus com

position. 

Figure 37 represents surface tension data published by Koefoed and 

Villadsen38 for the system heptane-hexadecane. For this system the linear 

approximation recommended by Reid and Sherwood66 appears to be fairly good,. 

yielding only 2 .4% error tn t.he absolute value of mixture surface tension 

at tbe wo~['st poj.nt. Since the primary use in tbis work of the variation 

of surface tension with concentration was for calculation of the Thompson 

humber, it is also desirable to estimate the accuracy of the derivative, 

2ry/?Jx
A

, calculated using the linear approximation. A maximum error of 

30% occurs for XC
7 

== 0.00; however the most important concentration region 

for the study was between solute mole fractions of 0.20 and 0.50. Since 

only a portion of the mass transfer resistance was within the liquid phase, 

the values of :x.. lk and x. t f' shown on Fig. 37 represent a typ:ical eu In er'ace 
run situation. A value of 2Jy/?Jx

A 
calculated by connec'Ung these points 

with a straigbt li.ne differs by only 6% from the .Unear assumption. If 

we constrtict a tangent to the curve at x. t f ,tbe error in 2ry/?JxA In er ace 
is found to be less than 12%. Thus for the most important region of 

interest, the values of' d-yj?Jx
A 

calculated by using the linear approach 

should be within 5 to 15% of the true value for the chemical systems 

utilized in this study. 
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Heptane/HexadeCane system 
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Fig. 37. Surface tension versus liquid phase mole fraction of n-!leptane 
for the system §-heptane!n-hexadecane at 20°C, as obtained by Koefoed 
and Villadsen. 3 ,. 

upper solid line indicates experimentally observed behavior 
lower solid line indicates ideal mixture behavior 

'~. 
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3. Density and Viscosity 

a. Pure substances. In addition to the two previously cited works 

on Organic chemicals,3,79 the "Handbook of Physics and Chemistry,,3
l 

was 

fOllild to be helpful, particularly for the moreconunon chemicals. As before, 

the practice of using the more recEint of any conflicting data was followed.· 

The following two tables give a listing of the density and viscosity used 

for each material. For interpolation between temperatures; density was 

assumed to vary linearly with inverse temperature (OK). Viscosity vJaS 

assumed to vary wi th absolute temperature according to the equation66 : 

where A and B were constants determined from the existing data. 

Substance 

n-Pentane 

Cyclopentane 

Isopentane 

Ethyl Ether 

Carbon dtsulfide 

'l'r ideeane 

** 

Viscosity in cpo 
(Temp. DC) 

0.239 (20°) 
0.460 (15°) 
0.434 ( 0°) 
0.284 ( 0°) 

0.436 ( 0°) 
1. 920 (20°)** 

0·388 (30°) 

0·396 (10°) 0·3611- (20 0 
) 

0.233 (20° ) 0.222 (25°) 

0·363 (20° ) 0·330 (40° ) 

1·731 (25° )-H 

Indicates values obtained experimentally by the author, utilizing a 
capillary tube viscometer. 
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Substance Density (gm/ml) 25°C 30°C 
at 20°C 

n-Pentane 0.626 0.621 0.616 

Cyclopentane 0.745 0.740 0·735 

Isopentane, 0.620 0.615 0.610 

Ethyl Ether 0.714 0.708 0·702 

Carbondi sulfide 1.263 1.256 1.250 

Tridecane 0.756 0·753 0.749 

b. Mixtures. 'rhe density and viscosity of all the mixtures utilized 

were measured experimentally as a function of concentratj.on. In all cases 

the dens i ty wa s found to be a linear function of volume fra ctj.on (i. e. , 

very little volume change upon mixing); however the relationships for 

viscosity were not so well behaved. Figures 38 thru 40 show plots of vis-· 

cosity .versus mole fraction for the various experimental systems of interest. 

In all cases the viscosityvaiues were obtained using a capillary flow 

viscometer, which was kept isothermal tn a constant temperature bath. 

Density was determined experimentally llsJng a 10 ml pycnometer. 

4. Gas PhaBe DiffuBivities 

A recent work, on the pr'ediction of gas phase diffusion coefficients 

is an article by }'uller, Schettler, and Giddings. 25 1:his su.nunary indicates 

that the use of the Wilke-Lee modification of the Hirschfelder-Bird-Spotz 

method,87 yieldB by far the more satisfactory results for systems of the 

type utj.lized in this study (for example, nitrogen wj.th a hydrcarbon). 

Thj.s method was applied to all the systems for which the required molecular 

properties could be found. :FlOI' some of the systems the Lennard-Jones pa

rameters could not be found; in these cases the Bird-Slattery approach was 

utilized.
ll 

Judging from the tabulation given by Fuller et a1., either of 

the above approaches should yield a value of diffusj.vi ty accurate to wi th

in 5% or better, with the Wilke-Lee approach generally being better than 

2%. To illustrate the above outlined calculational procedures, an example 

calculation is carried out below for the Nitrogen, n-Pentane system. 

• 

'., 
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Ethyl ether / Tridecane system 
at 25 0 C 

, , , , 
"-, 

" , , 
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0.2~ ______ L-~ ____ ~ ______ ~ ______ ~ ____ ~ 

o 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
XLA (liquid phose mole fraction) 

Fig. 38. Viscosity versus liquid phase mole fraction of ethyl ether for 
the system ethyl ether/tridecane at 25°C . 

• s:: experimental elata po1nts,sol1d line 16 best fit to these data. 
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Cyclopentane/ Tridecane system 
at 25°C 

\ 

, 
Raoults 

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 
XLA (I i Q.U i d ph ase mole fract i on) 

/.0 

Fig. 39. Viscosity versus liquid phase mole fraction of cyclopentane for 
the system cyclopentane/tridecane at 25°C. 

e= experimental data pOints, solid line is the best fit· to these data. 

."".' 
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n - Pentane / Tr i decane system 
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Fig. 40. Viscosity versus liquid phase mole fraction of n-pentane :for 
the system n-pentane/tridecane at 20°C. 

1.0 

e= experimental data paints, solid line is the best fit to these data. 
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1) Wilke-Lee Approach: 

Letting 1 := pentane, 2 000 nitrogen; we can calculate the above parameters: 

Since Ml 72.15 and M2 - 28.0, we find that, 

, -4 
B 10.1 x 10 

The temperature of interest j.s 20°C; T '" 293.16; and P == 1.0 atm. 

From the wnke~IJee paper87 we find that for this system, 6 -;;; 0.0, and we 

need only to obtain the values of our Lennard-Jones parameters, r
12 

and 

Ell, in order to finish the above calculation. As the next .steps, 

and the values for W, the collision integral, are tabulated versus 

krrl c: 12 , where E12 == (E 1 E2 )1/ 2. From Table B-1, Bird, stewart, and 

Lightfoot: 11 

r "" 1 5·769 , 3·681 r.: I -- 2,45 , COl k ./ - 91·5 

Utilizing these values we see that, 

1.65 

11 
Ji'rom page 746, Bird et al., we see that: 

W 1.153/2 0·5765 

Accumulating all of these values into the expression for D
12

, we find, 

'.' 
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10.1 X 10-4 (293.16)1. 5 (0.0496)1/2 

1.0(4.725)2(0.5765) 1.0 

D12 = 0.0882 using Wilke-Lee Method. 

A similar calculation was also made using the Bird-Slattery method,ll 

P D12/(PCIPC2)1/3 (TC1Tc2)5/12 (l/ml + 1/M2 ) 

2.745 X 10-4(T/(T ~' )1/2) 
cl c2 

Substitution of the appropriate values into the above equation and solving 

for the value of diffusivityj we obtain: 

D12 = 0.0814 

The tabulated values below are those which were used in the calcu

lations for the systems indicated. 

System 

N2 - n-Pentane 

N2 - Cyclopentane 

N2 - Isopentane 

N2 - Ethyl Ether 

N2 - Carbon disulfide 

* 

Diffu.sivity (cm2/sec) 

0.0882 

0.0943* 

0.0894* 

0.0975 

0.1112 

Temp. 

Indicates use of the Bird-Slattery method due to inabil:i.ty 
to obtain the necessary molecular parameters for use in the 
Wilke-Lee approach. 
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5. Liquid Phase Diffusivities-

The estimation of liquid-phase diffusion coefficients is the most 

uncertain of all the physical property calculations that were necessary 

in this study. This difficulty was anticipated, and in fact was one of 

i..,lle prlmary reasons for the choice of the liquids that were used in this 

investigation. Since the liquid phase concentrations were varied over 

an extremely wide range and in view of the strong dependence of the dit'

f'u:3ivi tyon species concentration, a reliable method of predicting this 

behavior as a function of concentration was a ne~essity. Fortunately, 

such a method exists, and has been confirmed quite well experimentally in 
-~--~~--- - ---------- - -- -- ---10------- -- --- -- - -
a work by Bidlack and Anderson. The baslc results of theBidla-ck and 

Anderson study are that the group (DLi-l) varies linearly with mole fraction 

over the entire concentration region. This was experimentally confirmed 

for the systems hexane-dodecaneand heptane-hexadecane, and to a lesser 

extent (5% error at the worst point) for the system hexane-carbon tetra

chloride. The similarity of the first of the above systems to all of the 

sYE,tems used in this study (with the possihle exceptions _ of Ether and 

CS2) is obvious. It is then encouraging to note that the above method of 

predietionwas good to better than 1.0% for hexane-dodecane over the 

entire concentration range. Thus, we need only the two limiting values 

of the diffusivity, and the functionality of viscosity against mole 

fraction to yield an expression for DL vs XLA. 

Experimental data for viscosi.ty versus mole fraction have already 

been presented in Figs. 38 thru 11-0. As can be seen, the experimental 

data are all quite well-behaved, and could be fitted to 0.5% accuracy 

wi.th an expl~ession of the form: 

here the constants A, B, and C are determined from the best curve through 

the experimental data. The solid lines in Figs. 38, 39, and 40, were 

obtained from the above polynomial expression. 

.~ 
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Two methods were employe~ ,to calculate the values of diffusivity 

at infinite dilution. The, first'was the familiar Wilke-Chang
86 

equation: 

The second approach" which was found to yield values which agreed somewhat 
" M 

better with the experimental data published by Bidlack and Anderson, was 

that of King, Hsueh, and Mao37 : 

10 8 ~ ~ _ (V )1/6 (' H ) 1/2 
Vl Hl 

Values determi.ned from the two methods usually agreed to wi thin a few per 

cent; and since the Will~e-Chang equation is less accurate when the differ

ence in molecular size is large, the King et a1., method was relied upon 

when a discrepancy existed between the two methods. With the two values 

of diffusivity at infinite dtlution, D12 and D21, we could then write a' 

final equation for our diffusion coefficient: 

This procedure was carried out for each system, with the resulting equations 

tabulated below. 

Pentane - Tridecane 

Ethyl 1',"ther - Tridecane 

Cyclopentane - Trldecane 

(note that a linear viscoslty-concentration curve was sufflcient ln this 

C8 se) . 
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APPENDIX E 

Calculational Details 

The major purpose of this section is to illustrate several of the 

more involved calculational procedures outlined in the main body of this 

work. Also, a small number of relatively simple, but important calculat:ions 

which were not discussed elsewhere will be given in this section. 

Gas Phase Reynolds Numbers 

The motion of the liquid interface was ignored in calculating all 

the reported gas phase Reynolds numbers in this study, Le., the calcu

lations weFe Garried out as thGHghthe gas were flowing through a -rectangular 

channel with the dimensions 1/2 in. by 3 in. The appropriate formula for' 

this sltuation is then given by, 

where 1\, the hydraulic radius is given by: 

H x W 
2H + 2Vl 

and for the experimental channel, Rh - O. 2lL~ in. 

L:iquid Phase Reynolds Nwnbers 

(E-l) 

(E-2 ) 

'The liquid phase Reynolds numbers were calculated with the drag on 

the upper surface ignored, i.e., using Eq. (E-l) but with 1\ being given by, 

HxW 
~ := 2H -I- W 

or for the experimental channel, ~ 

(E-3) 

0.375 in. 
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The Calculatian .Of Interfacial Temperature Differences 
Caused by an Evaparative Heat Flux 

As -was stated in Chapter 5, far the experimental system utilized 

in this study the salutian ta the heat transf~r prablem can be carried 

. aut quite accurately by ignaring the gas phase contributian. Thus the 

mathematical problem to be treated is that of a moving liquid -which is 

subjected ta an interfacial heat flux of the farm: 

Q ::: 6H (N ) 
int vap Ao 

If we assume that the liquid motian can be represented by a con

stant velocity equal to the interfacial velocity, then the concept of 

penetration theary can again be used. 'I.'he x-directian can be canverted 

ta t, the exposure time; 

x - u. t(t) In (E-5) 

We can naw use, as a first appraximatian, the penet:r:atian approach 

for the calculatian .Of the gas phase mass transfer caefficient, this some-

what underestimates the heat flux. Then far the case of 

constant; 

where 

k' x,lac 

k' (x - x ) 6H 
x,loc Ai" Ao yap 

1 - x Ao 

N == 0., t.0H == 
Ea vap 

(E-6) 

(E-7) 

The applicatian .Of Faurier' s law to the liquid interface gives. 

__ k dT

I Qint t dY 
y=o 

(E-8 ) 
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In Eq. (E-8), k
t 

represents the thermal conductivity of the 

liquid in question, and T the liquid t'eniperature. The preceeding set 

of aSGumptions defines the problem ofa transient temperature penetration 

into a semi-infinite body, whose surface temperature gradient· is given a~; 
-1/2 . / -1/2 . 

a function of t . J i.e., ktoT"OY:= f3lt.The solution to such a 

problem has been carried out by Carslaw and Jaeger17 with the assumption 

of a constant initial fluid teniperature, T 
00 

Their solution can be 

manipulated to yield an expression for the interfacial temperature of the 

form: 

-(-T--;~- - T ) . lnt 00 

f3 l
al/

2
r(1/2) 

. ... "k
t 

where a is the liquid phase thermal diffusivity. The value of f3
l 

can 

be determined from the combination of Eqs. (E-6), (E-7), and (E-8). 

To demonstrate the order of magnitude of the interfacial to bulk 

temperature difference, let us now carry out several sample calculations 

foy some representative run conditions. 

1) Evaporation of pure n-pentane into nitrogen under the following flow 

conditions: 

gas flow 

liquid flow 

Ij,quid bulk temperature 

QG 

QL 

T 
00 

200 cm3/sec 

0.40 gpm 

20°C 

The above given flow conditions correspond to an interfacial 

velocity 01'5.3 cm/ sec, or if we consider an exposure length of 11-5.7 em 

the exposure time is 8.6 sec. Making use of Eq. (E-7) and the physical 

properties given in Appendix D, the value of k 1 can be found to be: 
x, oc 

kl 
. x,loc 

kl 
x,loc 

4.46 x 10-5(0.0882/3.14)1/2 t-l / 2 GAB 

r7.45 -6( -1/2) / 2 x 10 t GAB gm-moles cm sec 

As a :first approximation, let us use the bulk liquid temperature to 

establish the equilibrium value of x := 0.572 (from data given in 
Ao 

Appendix D.) Substitution into' Eq. (E-6) now yields; 

-~ 
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Thus vie can now solve for the parameter, (31' by making use of its defini

. tion and Eq. (E-S); 

- ).26 X 10-2 

Substitution into FJI. (E-9) will now yield the final value of 

interfacial temperature to be. 

T. t In 

or thi': bulk to. interfacial temperature drop is predicted to be on the order 

of 5.yC. If we carry out a second calculation using 14.r Tint' a 

LIT of l+.O°C is obtained. As was discussed in Chapter 5, this is somewhat 

larger t:h.an the observed temperature difference; however, cellular COl1-

vect:Lol1 due to density effect's could be observed in most of the pure 

component evaporation runs. Benard cells were more important than in 

interphase experiments prtmarlly due to 1.:he much lower vj.scosi.ty of the 

n-pent.ane and iso-pentane as compared with that of tridecane. Thus, an 

exc0~Jleni: tet;t of the accuracy of the above calculational method is to 

apply it to the CS
2
/tridecane runs at XL

A 
:=c 0.200, since there was no 

observable cellular convection of any kind under these run conditions for 

tbis ~)ystem. 

2) Ev·aporation of carbon disulfide from tridecane into ni tr>ogen under the 

i'ollowing flow conditions: 

gas flow 

liquid flow 

liquid interface tempe.rature 

liquid bulk concentration (XIJ
A

) 

166 crn3/sec 

0.400 gpm 

30°C 

0.400 

'fhe above flow conditions correspond to an interfacial veloclty of . 

5.2 em/sec, or if we consider an exposure length of 45.'( em, the exposure 

time is S.S sec. Since the interfaci.al temperature is given, the ealc·ul!:IU.oLI 

is no longer trial and error, as the value of (31 can be determined uniquely 

from the given conditions and a knowledge of the interfacial equilibrium 

constants. 
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From Eq. (E-7) and the physical properties found in Appendix D, 

the value of k' . x,loc can be found, . 

k'4.46 X 10-5(0.1112/3.14)1/2 t-l / 2 8
AB . x,loc 

-6 -1/2 = 8.35 X 10 t . 8AB 

As a reasonable first approximation let us use the interfacial concentra

tion predicted by the low flux solution and an approximate high flux 

correction factor to obtain a value of the interfacial mass flux, 

0.288 

Q 1.60 X 10-2 t-l / 2 
int = 

Again solving for for ~1 we obtain the value, 

-2 
~ == - 1.6 x 10 

1 

and the predicted 6T is 2.6°C, which compares very well with the experi

mental values of 2.4 to 2'.7°C which were obtained for these conditions. 

CalculatJ.on of High Flux Interphase Transfer Coefficients 

Sample Calculation for the System n-pentane/tridecane 

1) Conditions: nitrogen flow = 166 cm3/ sec 

Ij.quid flow 

temperature 

inlet liquid conc. XLAoo 

::: 0 .. 40· gpm 

2) Assumptions will be those indicated in Sec. 6 (A) -1 {for the high flux 

and high concentration level addition of resistances. 
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3) Using the assumption of no volume change upon mixing in the liquid 

pha se, and letting n-pentane be component A, tridecane be component B, 

then the liquid phase mble fraction and volume fraction of A may be re

lated. by the equation; 

CPA + ( l-cf> A) PBMA 

~PA 

From the above equation we find that 

interphase numerical solution yields the result that 

cP = 0.524(cp ) = 0.173 Ao Aoo 

(E-IO) 

The low flux 

Using the equilibrium data for n-pentane we find that the interfacial 

equilibriuJll concentration in the gas phase is given by, 

x = 0.172 Ao 

Using the low flux prediction of the interfacial conditions we can now 

calculate the flux level correction factors: 

-0.190; Or 1 + RAB(liq) 0.810 

From Fig. 12, using the eurve for penetration theory, we find that 

\ 

A similar calculation for the gas phase yields: 

The low flux computer solution yields the fact that, 

k 
x,avg := 0.908 

k 
cp,avg 
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If we now use) as a first guess, the low flux interfacial conditions then 

substitution into Eq. (6-10) gives, 

k' 
k~,avg = 0.883(0.908)/1.16 
¢,avg 

0.691 

If we now make use of this value to determine a new value of xA from 
.0 

Eq. (6-10) (and hence ¢AO) it is obvious that it will not agree with the 

low flux valuej hence let us now try a new value (obtained by guef.;sing) 

rp = 0.600 (q:'A I,. 'Ao ' 00 
Making l!se of this va.lue, and the correEponding 

equilibrium vaJ.ue of x
Ao 

:=0 0.192, we can now calcula,te revised values for 
() (1' \ d (. ( \ rTTh . 1 (>AJ3\ .. lq) an (jAB gas) . . we new va ues are: 

Again, substituting l.nto F..,q. (6-10) we now obtain for the ratio of high 

:flux coefficients a value of 0.685, which differs by only 1% from the 

initiaJ. value. Thus the caJ.cuJ.atj.ons have converged to w:i.thin about 1% 

after the second iteration, which is sufficiently close for our purposes. 

A comparison of the low flux and high flux results shows that the hi.gh 

flux value Of iP f\ is 0.198, a s compared with a low flux value of 0.173. 
1:'1.0 

The value of x
Ao 

has also increased from 0.172 under the J.ow flux condi-

tions to a value of 0.192 at the high flux conditions. 

The net effect therefore ha s been to decrea se the liquid pha ,3e 

driving force and increase the gas phase driving force so that the two 

mass transfer rates remain equal. This occurred because the liquid 

phase mass transfer resistance had gone down more rapidly with the in

crease in flux and concentration than had the gas phase resistance. In 

order for the fluxes· to remain·equal, the driving forces had to change in 

the manner outlined above. 
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Thompson Number Calculations 

A. k3sumptions 

1) All the important physical propert~es (DAB and fl) will be 

asswned constant, at the values associated with the interfacial conditions. 

2) For the sake of simplicity and to have a standard method of 

calculation, the concentration profile used to obtain dC A/dY will be cal

culated using the standard penetration theory approach. 

3) The value· of interfacial concentration will be assumed to be 

the same as that obtained using the interphase numerical Graetz solution 

carried out by Byers. 

4) The value of h to be used in the Thompson number Vlill be the 

"depth of penetration" of the concentration profile based upon a lineari

zation of the interfacial value of dC A/dY to the bulk condition (see Eq. 

(E-12)) . 

B. Penetration Theory 

The derivation of the penetration theory solution can be found on 

page 539 .. in Bird, SteVlart, and Lightfoot. 11 The final expression for the 

concentration profile is given on a dimensionless basis as: 

(E-1I) 

This eCluation gives the concentration as a function of both 

distance downstream and vertical distance. With a little further manipu

lation, Bird et a1. obtain the expression for the distance to which the 

concentrc3tion profile has penetrated, based upon the interfacial slope 

being linearized to the bulk conditions; 

h ;:: (E-12 ) 

The expression for the Thompson number, based upon a concentration 

dependent variation of surface tension is given by, 
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(E-13) 

As a sample calculation, the n-pentane/tridecane system "Will no"W 

be con sidered under. the following conditions: 

QG 

x 45.72 em 

x 
A,bulk 

From the interphase computer solution "We find that, 

0.025 and U int == 5·19 em/sec 

0.05 

}i'or the n-pentane/tridecane syst,em, dy/2Jx
A 

penetration solution "We find that 

10.1 dynes/c~, From the 

-2 -1 
h - 1. 8 x 10 cm, and 2Jx

A
/2Jy == 1.33 cm at the channel exit , 

By placing each of these Quantities into the appropriate position in the 

Thompson number expression and carrying out the indi.cated operations "We 

find that, 

Th # 20,900 at chmmel exit., 

These calculations can be carried one step farther to determine 

an aVerage value of the Thompson number for the exposure, since each of 

the terms entering into the expression for the local Thompson number have 

a specified x-direction dependence. Putting this dependence into the 

expression for the local Thompson # "We find that, 

and by a simple integration "We find that, averaging over the exposure 

length 

2/3 Th #)1 ' ocad. 

1f..J' 

• 
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Thu.s for the [,ample exposure we can calculate an average value of tne 

T110mp son number for t,he total exposure as: 

13,900· 

It slJould be noted at this paint that all the mass transfer cor

relation calculations were based upon a critical value of the average 

'flloOlpson number of 8000. 'l'his seemed to represent all of tbe Bys-'ccrr;2 

s~;;jdted fQirly w(::ll, and haG tI1e added advantage of' eliminaU.ng the rneasur',:~-

ment of the value of 'rh for each of the systcrnB. 
cr 
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APPENDIX F 

Nomenclature 
-1 

slope of the velocity profile at the interface (sec ) 

an arbitrary numerical constant 

channel half width (cm) 

an arbitrary numerical constant 

total concentration (gm-moles/cm3) 

species concentration (gm-moles/cm3) 

constant defined by Eq. (5-:22) 

constant defined by Eq.(5-21) 

-neat--capacity at coilstanf p-ressu.:r-e- (cal/gm----c°Cr-

heat capacity at constant volume (cal/gm DC) 
2 

diffusion coefficient in the binary system A-:B (em /sec) 

diffusion coefficient of component 1 at infinite dilution in 

component 2 

diameter of cylinder (cm) 

fraction saturation of the gas phase (either temperature or 

concentration) 
2 -

mass flovi rate (gms/cm sec) 

Grashof number (dimensionless) 

acceleration due to gravity (cm/sec
2

) 

Henry's law constant (atm. c~ /gm-moles) 

height of a fluid phase (em) 

heat of vaporlzation (cal/gm-mole) 

depth of a liquid layer (em); also used in this study as the 

penetration depth of a concentration profile in the liquid phase 
2 

gas phase heat transfer coefficient (cal/em sec DC) 
molar flux of species A relative to the volume average velocity. 

molar flux of species A relative to the molar average velocity 

mass transfer coefficient at low flux conditions (moles/cm
2
sec) 

mass transfer coefficient (applicable at high flux cohditions) 

(moles/cm
2
sec) 

gas phase mass transfer coefficient based on partial pressure 

driving force (moles/cm
2

sec atm) 
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k
t 

thermal conductivity (eal/cm sec DC) 

1\1 constant used in computer solution (see Eq. (5-2~)) 

K2 constant used in computer soluti.on (see Eq. (5-24)) 

L exposure length (cm) 

L length of cylinder (see Eq. (3-4)) (em) 

MA molecular weight of specles A (gms/gm-mole) 

N 

PA 

P 
c 

PBM 
QG 

QL 

Hh 

HAB 
r 

dimensionless group used in solution to cylindrical heat 

transfer problem in Chapter 1 (seeEq. (3-4)) 

molar flux of component A relative to stationary coordinates 

(moles/cm
2 

flee) 

TIeynoldf:.i number (dimensionless) 

total pref3fmre (atm) 

partial pressure of component A (atm) 

critical pressure (atm) 

log mean pressLU'e of component B 

gas flow rate (cm3/sec) 

liquid flow rate (cm3/sec) 

interfacial heat flux (cal/cm
2
sec) 

Haylejgh nurrlber (dimensionless) 

hydraulic radius (cm) 

(Umensjonless flux rat:io 

molecular collision diameter (AO ) 

S ratio of fluxes across interface (mass, moJar, or volume) 

Sc: Schmidt. number (dimensionless) 

Sh Sherwood number (d.imensionless) 

T temperature (OC) 
T 

c 
~~h 

t 

critical temperature (OC) 
Thompson num1Jer (dimens:i.onless) 

time (sec) 

U mean gas phase velocity in the x-di.rection (em/sec) m 
U, interfacial velocity j.n the x-direction (em/sec) 

J. 

u 
x 

velocity in the x-direction (cm/sec) 

v velocity vector (cm/sec) 



velocity in the y-direction (cm/sec) 
3 molar volurne of component 1 at its boiling point (cm /gm-mole) 

partial molal volume 

channel width (em) 

W(I) collision integral 

x horizontal distance variable (cm) 

x dimensionless horiZontal distance variable 

X
A 

mole fraction. of component A 

XLA liquid phase mole fraction of component A 

y 

y 

vertical distance variable (cm) 1 

._------ -- -{..~~~-
dimensionless vertical distance variable 

x/L 

z length variable used in solution of cylindrical heat transfer 

problem (cm) 

z arbitrary interfacial concentration (dimensionless) Ao 

,0 
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Greek Letters 
2 

ex thermal diffusi vity (cm / sec) 

arbitrary constants defined by Eq.(6-l6, 6-17) 

variable used in beat flux solution· (see Eq. (E-9)) 

coefficient of volumetric thermal expansion (cm3/ °C) 

'I surface tension (dynes/cm) 

E 

fl 

v 

7T 

ganl."na function 

indicates the difference between two quantities 

film thickness (em) 

maximum attractive energy between two molecu.les (ergs/molecule) 

dimensionless variable defined by Eq. (3-1~) 

dimensionless distance defined by Eq. (4-3) 

dimensionless concentration of component A 

dimensionless flux correction factor 

dimensj.onless variable defined by Eq. (4-3) 

viscosity (cenUpoise) 

kinematic viscosity (cen tistol~es) 

dimensionless varjab1e defined by Eq. (4-4) 

constant = 3.1416 
3 density (gms/cm ) 

dimensionless temperature variable 

volwl1e fraction of component A 

dimensionless flux ~atio 

dimensionless mass transfer rate defined by Eg. (5-15) 

vector differential operator 
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Variable Subscripts 

1,2 refers to component 1, 2, etc. 

A,B refers to component A, B, etc. 

AB refers to the binary system composed of components A and B 

avg average of a quantity 

cr at or near the critical point for cellular flow instability 
,., 
I., 

i,int 

in the gas phase, or based upon the gas, phase 

quantity evaluated at the interfaciai position 

in,inlet quantity evaluated at the inlet, or start of the exposure 

section 

loc a ,local or point value 

o quantity evaluated at the interfacial position 

mix refers to a liquid mixture 

x based upon mole fractions' 

¢ based upon volume fractions 

00 quantity evaluated in the bulk, or at a large distance from 

the gas-liquid interface 

D/Dt 

def 

div 

grad 

6 

Mathematical Operators 

substantial derivative = .Q. 
dt 

JdU. 
deformation operator I ~ + 

\ oX j 

(v . 6) 

~, 
dX ,! l 

divergence of a vector = (6 . v) 

operation of 6 on a scalar functibn 
d 

vector differential operator = ~ o. ~ , where 0, 
i l xi l 

are the unit ,directional vectors 
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